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ABSTRACT

"Schools of Scandal: Gossip in Theory and Canadian Fiction," addresses the neglect of

gossip in literary studies by considering the relationship btween moral, scientific, and

literary discourses of scandal, in light of poststructuralist theories of history, subjectivity,

and language.

In Alice Munro's Who Do You Think You Are?, Rose's use of gossip as a method of

self-construction and also of ethical self-consútution dramatizes bth the power of

traditional discourses against gossip, and their association of gossip with women as they

are understood from the perspctive of Michel Foucault's acmunt of power/knowledge and

subjectivation.

Dunstan Ramsay's gossip in Robertson Davies's Fifih Business addresses functionalist

defences of "idle talk" in the social sciences which emphasize gossip's psychoanalytic

advantages, even as it instantiates Julia Kristeva's model of abjection in identity-formation.

Gossip in Margaret Atwod's The Hanùnaid's Tale develops the feminist articulation of

gossip as a politically subversive discourse, but also suggests the dangers of gossip in its

"legitimized," institutional form in ways that are illuminated, respectively, by M. M.

Bahktin and Jacques Derrida's theories of language.

The study of gossip in Canadian literature ultimately dialogizes discourses of scandal,

literature, and poststructuralism to show how gossip itself serves as the basis for a critique

of the politics of poststructuralism, which are not always as revolutionary as they seem.
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Introduction:

Toward a Politics and Pætics of Literary Gossip

Although gossip and literature are profoundly similar in many respects, they are seldom

studied together, much less accorded comparable degrees of legitimacy. Whereas literature

occupies a position of esteem and cultural privilege, gossip is traditionally situated on the

lowest rung of the discursive ladder. Such hierarchical opposition, however, has not

hindered the intermingling of the latter with the former. Even a cursory glance at the

Western canon suggests that gossip has been, and continues to be, as eminently prductive

a force within literary production as it is within social life. Gossip has been a frequent

subject of literary represen[ation in works as diverse as Chaucef s "House of Fame,"

Shakespeare' s Much Ado About Nothing, Richard Brinsley Sheridan's The School for
scandnl, Jane Austen's Emma, Emily Brontê'swuthering Heíghts,George Eliot's

Middlemarcl¿, and F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. If literary gossip has rarely

received serious critical attention, it has certainly not been for paucity of examples.

Instead, gossip's low profile in literary discussions might be explained by the fact that its

study as a cultural form is a relatively recent phenomenon. Prior to its sporadic appearance

in ethnographic case-studies dating back to the tum of the century, and its more rigorous

theoretical elaboration by social scientists since the 1960s, gossip was more likely to be

condemned or dismissed than investigated. In Michel Foucault's terms, gossip has been

constituted, historically, as an "object of discourse" by Judeo-Christian moral codes,

imaginative literature, conduct manuals, moral philosophy, and legal institutions--all of

which have vigorously maintained its exclusion from the arena of truth and knowledge.

Such discursive practices have identified gossip as a morally reprehensible activity,

variously associated with a prurient interest in the affairs of others; the dangerous,

unchecked dissemination of private information; an unhealthy preoccupation with the

trivial, the superficial, and the mundane; malicious motives or idleness; rumonnongering,
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hearsay, and lying; the violation of trust; character assassination; and the btrayal of

secrets. Moreover, such discourses characteristically attribute gossiping exclusively to

women, as Dr. Johnson's eighteenth-century definition of the gossip as "One who runs

about tattling like women at a lying-in," most succinctly confirms.

Recently, however, the social sciences have presided over the dethroning of such a

hegemonic morality, generating a variefy of defences for idle talk, and bringing gossip to

the forefront of critical investigation. Whereas the traditional attack on gossip derived its

authority from a defence of scandal's victims, these new discourses of gossip emphasized

the positive aspects of the relationship between gossipers which is usually marked by a

spirit of communality and the intermingling of pleasure and power. These discourses are

generally broken down into three categories: "the sociological-anthropological approach,

the social psychological approach, and the individual approach" (Nevo, Nevo, and Derech-

Zehavi 181-82).

The first of these approaches, associated with anthropologists like Elizabeth Colson and

Max Gluckman, focuses on the functions of gossip in small social groups, making gossip

the guarantor of community norms and moral values, a form of social control which pre-

emptively ensures conformative behaviour on the part of the gossiper, and a means of

preserving social groups by providing a mechanism for the socially-acceptable discharge of

conflict and hostility. Complementing such socially-oriented studies, the second approach

narrows its focus to account for ways in which individuals exploit social practices like

gossip to further their own interests. Gossip is therefore seen as a kind of social coin

which purchases immediate emotional satisfaction, provides a basis for social comparison,

and serves as a technique of information management whereby gossipers increase their

social status by gossiping about their opponents and by securing a maximum of

commodifìable information for a minimum expenditure of "currency" (Paine, "Alternative"

292-æ). Finally, the individual approach to gossip is concerned with analogies between

gossip and psychotherapy. In particular, it'*regard[s] gossip as part of the fantasy life of



the individual person," and approves of its vaiue as "an adaptive defence mechanism"

which "resembles illusions, dreams, jokes, and stories in that it offers an ambiguous,

unstructured stimulus that allows hidden fantasies to surface" (Nevo, Nevo, and Derech-

Zehavi 182).

Although such theories offer a wide and suggestive array of approaches to gossip that

may fruitfully be adapûed to a consideration of literary gossip, they are also problematic

models for liærary criticism. As Nicholas Emler has pointed out, the scholarly

rehabilitation of gossip "has typically involved an attack on one of the negative elements in

its reputation while retaining other details of the conventional image." In particular, he

notices "a number of treatments that are highly critical of the ways in which it is disparaged

but continue to emphasize that it is a female activity'' (Emler 120). In practice, the

functionalist approach of the social sciences thus tends to skirt the issue of gossip's

scandalous reputation--and especially its implicit (or explicit) inscription of gossip in

categories of gender--by arguing that gossip's ill-repute "is more in the nature of an

unsubstantiated (and even malicious) rumor than a reliable judgement" (Ben-Ze'ev 24).

Functionalism, in other words, paints the moral attack on gossip as a misunderstanding, on

the grounds that "[m]uch of the negative press gossip has received stems from a confusion

of extreme and excessive instances with typical and common cases" (Ben-7æ'ev ?A.).

But, if there has been any misunderstanding, it has been on the part of the social scientist

who fails to realize that his own definition of gossip as "idle talk" reinscribes the very

condemnations he claims to dismiss:

People indulging in gossip do not want to pnder deeply the content or
consequences of what they say...When people are involved in serious, practical,
and.purposiTe ta]k, they are not gossiping. Thus when two psychiatrisfs analyze
the love affair of-my-neighbor, their discussion is not gossip; however, when my
wife and I consider the same information, gossip it is. 

-The 
psychiatrists'

discussion is not idle ølk (or so they claim). (Ben-Z,e'ev 13).-

The failure to acknowledge the institutional contexts in which distinctions þtween "idle"

and "serious, practical, and purposive talk" are produced, is not quite redeemed by
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equivocating parenthetical comments. AlthoughBen-Ze'ev's "(or so they claim)" allows

him to hedge his bets--hinting at the fact that the psychiatrists are exempt from charges of
gossiping because they are psychiatrists, and not because their talk is inherently serious,

practical, or purposive in a way that "gossip" is not--his definition of gossip assumes an

uncritical position with regard to traditional stereotypes.

It is with an eye to the lessons of such doubtful "vindications" of idle talk that feminist

gossip theorists have taken a step further the critique of moralizing discourses. As Hélène

Cixous notices, the stereotype of the female gossip does not refer to a specific structural

definition of gossiping in which women, among others, happen to participate. Rather,

gossip is a category which actively determines the "truth" abut all women's talk,

especially in the absence of men. Her caution that we should "Always keep in mind the

distinction between speaking and talking" points directly to the consequenæs and to the

underlying ideology of associating women with gossip: "[t is said, in philosophical texts,

that women's weapon is the word, because they talk, talk endlessly, chatter, overflow with

sound, mouth-sound: but they don't actually speak, they have nothing to say. They always

inhabit the place of silence, or at most make it echo with their singing. And neither is to

their benefìt, for they remain outside knowledge" (486). Feminist critics like patricia

Meyer Spacks, Lorraine Code, Louise Collins, Domna Stanton, and Deborah Jones have

all reassessed the significance of "gossip" with such a critique in mind. By exposing the

patriarchal assumptions which inform "moral" attacks on gossiping, such theorists radically

expand nalrow definitions of gossip to include all aspects of women's talk, including, as

Jones suggests, "scandal," "bitching," "house-talk," and ,.chatting." Moreover, they

subvert staid anitudes about gossip in ways that the social sciences do nor-by suggesting

that "The ferocity of several centuries' attack on derogatory conversation about others

probably reflects justifiable anxiety of the dominant about the aggressive impulses of the

^,,L*:^^:.,^rt /õ--^t-- â^\ruurr[ùùl vç \ùp¡1çf\S JU,r.

Despite the ubiquity of gossip in literature, and the proliferation of new approaches to
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gossip, Spacks's groundbreaking study, Gossip (1985), remains the sole extended

treatment of the relationship benveen fiction and various forms of ,,idle talk.,, Her inspired

reading of gossip in the English and the American novel only inauguraúes the crucial task of
mapping the rich terrain of literature's persistent fascination with gossip and scandal, even

as it frame questions about the relationship bnveen the structure of gossip and literary
forms, analogies between gossip and reception theory, the nearly universal association of
gossip with women' and the subversive potential of gossip itself. what emerges from
spacks's study is a portrait of gossip as a transgressive practice with political

consequences' Clearly, however, many questions about gossip still remain. The role of
gossip in canadian literature, for instance, has yet to be explored in any way by Iiærary
criticism' Furthermore, although spacks hints at some of the ways in which a study of
gossip can be illuminated by contemprary literary theory, she tails to see the ways in
which a study of contemporary literary theory can also be illuminated by gossip. For this

reason, her references to contemporary theorists tend to be allusive and anecdotal.

spacks's methodology is avowedly "intuitive," taking its cue from the representrations of
gossip found in imaginative literature, rather than working through the implications of
social theories of gossiping.

significantly, the double-focus on canadian texts and contemporary theory missing from
Spacks's analysis of gossip comes together briefly in Robert K¡oetsch, s meditation on

canadian writing via Jean-François Lyotard's diagnosis of The postrnodern conditíon:
"'simplifying to the extreme, I definepo stmodernas incredulity toward meta_

narratives".To the obsolescence of the meta-narrative apparatus of legitimation

corresponds, most notably, the crisis of metaphysical philosophy and of the university

institution which in the past relied on it. The narrative function is losing its functors, its

great hero, its great dangers, its great voyages, its great goal. It is being dispersed in

clouds oi narrative ianguage eiements...' I am suggesting that by Lyotard,s definition,

canada is a postmodem country" (Kroetsch 22). LindaHutcheon, too, has argued that
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history'..and also by their split sense of identity, both regional and national," especially

since "Canadian writers have first had to deconstruct Britishsocial and liærary myths in

order to redefìne their colonial history" (Huûcheon 4, 6). Implicitly, at least, literary cntics

have sensed the affinities between gossip and Canadian fiction for some time since gossip,

like postmodernism, seems to be informed by a process of decenæring which ,.refuse[s]

privilege to a restricted or restrictive cluster of mela-narratives" (Kroetsch 23). What

Hut'cheon calls "the Canadian postmodern" itself might well be identified by larger cultural

practices akin to gossip.

I wish to examine both the possibilities and the limits of such a formulation with respect

to practices of gossiping in canadian fiction. By theorizing gossip in rerms of

poststructuralist theories of language, history, and subjectivity in readings of th¡ee

Canadian novels--Alice Munro's Who Do You Thtnk You Are?, Robertson Dav'es,s Fífth

Business, and Margaret Atwood'sTh.e Handmaid's Tale--l will begin to map a politics and

a poetics of literary gossip. Although the moral, socio-anth¡opological, psychological, and

feminist discourses of gossip will provide crucial contexts for my discussion of scandal,

they are in no way intended to be the last word on gossip theory, nor do they describe

models of gossip which the novels simply instantiate. On the contrary, my method will be

to position gossip theory, literary theory, and literary texts in interilluminating

constellations so that the lines of modelling and interrogation will be multi-directional. In

Bahktinian terms, my methodology seeks to dialogize groups of texrs which constitute

competing or oppositional views of gossip in order to "revitalize," "de-privilege," and

"interanimate" them. In particular, I believe that the juxtapsition of "high" cultural texts

like theory and literature with "low" discourses like gossip is an important strategy by

which to question issues of authority, power, and ethics in contemporary culture and

thought. The use of poststructuralist theory to read gossip theory which in turn reads a

literature of gossip, must also be reversed to see ways in which literary represenüations of
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of gossip interrogaúe the assumptions of poststructuralist theory and practice.

In part, my choice of texts has been informed by the fact that, in addition to offering a

sPectrum of variables such as gender, class, politics, and social era, gossip is central to

their workings and effects: in each case, it is the primary means by which protagonists

engage with the world, create themselves as ethical subjects, or subvert dominant

discourses which th¡eaten to silence them. Although only The Hanùnaid's Tale, of all

these novels, is usually considered "postmodern," both Fifih Busíness and Who Do you

Think You Are? are profoundly enmeshed in poststructuralist æncerns about

indeterminacy, the historical variability of "truth," and the questioning of stable, Cartesian

models of subjectivity. They thus provide crucial sites for the mutual investigation of

gossip theory and poststructuralism. Moreover, out of the juxtaposition of these texß, a

narrative emerges which begins to relate a genealogy of gossip whose history I have briefly

outlined above. From Munro to Davies to Atwood, gossip unfolds as a movement from

stereotyp€s of female gossiping, to sociological/psychological justifications of scandal, and

finally to feminist deconstructions of the politics of gossip. In each text, a different

emphasis on positions or relationships within the gossip triangle (consisting of gossiper,

gossip recipient, and gossipee) means that the primary tension between functional and

moral approaches to gossip is played out in different, and illuminating, ways.

In chapter 1, I examine Munro's depiction of gossip in Who Do you Think you Are? in

terms of Michel Foucault's theories of power/knowledge and self-constitution. The

relationship between authority, power, and ethical self-determination in his texts furnishes

away of reading traditional "moral" models of gossip, but also suggests ways in which

gossip allows individuals to appropriate the structure of such institutional practices in order

to construct themselves as superior subjects. Although Flo's gossip with Rose is at once

valued for sustaining the women's relationship as well as for shattering the pretensions of

Hanratty's townfolk, the stories all return to the idea that malicious gossip, by transforming
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life into story, ultimately serves the immediaúe needs of the gossiper. Gossip about others

is thus used as a vehicle for self-aggrandizement, usually at the expense of gossip,s

unfortunate objects whose scandalous activities fall outside the realm of normalcy and

acceptability. A stereotype of the old crone in Munro's text links women to scandal-

mongering, thus reactivating objections that gossip is an anti-social activity. Flo and

Rose's disregard for the objects of their gossip finally raises ethical questions about the

price of self-constitution through gossip for the gossiper herself, culminating in Rose,s

humanist rejection of gossip and her embrace of an ethic of silence. Munro,s text thus

opens a dialogue between moral and functionalist approaches to gossip which ultimately
privileges the former' In other ways, as well, Rose's refusal to gossip suggests the

limitations of Foucauldian theory which does nor seriously entertain the possibility of
refusing power, but emphasizes instead its continuous exercise in differing guises and

transformations.

In chapter 2, I examine Dunstan Ramsay's attempts in Fífth Business to turn gossip into

a transcendental art, which allows the gossiper to control public perceptions of his own
image from beyond the grave. In many ways, Davies's novel holds a mirror up to Wo?
and reverses the direction of the gossip's education. Whereas Rose moved from gossip to

silence, Ramsay seems to pass from silence into chatter. Here, functionalist and ..moral,,

discourses of gossip co-exist within a "schizophrenic" subject who claims to keep secrets,

all the while proving to be a maricious gossip of exceptional proportions. Ramsay,s

privileged use of gossip thus seems to exemplify the "vindication" of gossip by the social

sciences which focuses on the functional value of gossip for the gossiper. My discussion

of Ramsay's techniques of self-constitution in this chapter are informed by, even as they

problematize, Julia Kristeva's psychoanalytic account of the negative logic of abjection in

subject formation. By examining ways in which the gossiper employs a discourse both

with abjecting functions and which is itself abject, I see the gossiper as a border-crosser--a

profoundly disrurbing fìgure within culfure and society in contrast to the affirming and
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ofúen unproblematic role afforded him by the social sciences.

Although the narrators of Who Do You Think You Are? and Fifth Business arrive at

seemingly oppsed conclusions about the ethics of gossiping, Rose's rejection and

Ramsay's justifìcation of idle talk both ultimately address questions of authority and the

role of gossip at the level of personal identity. In chapter 3, I show how such private

concerns are expanded and politicized in an explicitly feminist formulation of gossip in

Atwood'sThz Handmaid's Tale which emphasizes the subversive power of gossip when it
is put in the service of an underground resistance. Through an analysis of the limiøtions of
social-science theories of gossip when they are applied to women's talk, I argue that

feminist explanations of gossiping dramatically reject the stereotype of the Crone articulated

in Mun¡o's novel. For the Handmaids, oppressed by totalitarian gender politics, gossip

provides a means of solidarity, of expression, and of resistance through the use of parody

and transgression for political ends. Mikhail Bahktin's theory of dialogism, as well as his

account of the carnivalesque, thus prove to be valuable models for examining the politics of
gossip. Conversely, the reproduction of oppressive discourse in Atwood's satire on

academics at the end of the novel suggests the dangers posed by institutionalized practices

of gossiping to the absent authors of social and political texts. Such gossip is illuminated

by Roland Barthes's account of the death of the author in poststructuralist thought, and also

by Jacques Derrida's notion of iterability and by the consequences of his critique of

logocentrism for the political subject.

In addition ûo providing a suggestive narrative culminating in a political theory of gossip,

these three texts are linked generically by a common autobiographical impulse. Rose,

Ramsay, and Offred all relate their life stories as performances of gossip and scandat. The

ways in which the Self is constituted through gossip about the Other is thus a significant

th¡ead running through and connecting all of gossip's various manifestations in these

pages. In conirasi to classicai mocieis of autobiography which presupposed a self-present,

universal, and imperializing subject, could the mutual constitution of Self and Other in
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Sossip not provide a crucial context in which to re-examine bth the politics and the poetics

of autobiographical self-constitution?
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Chapter One

The Gossip' s Apprentice:

scandalous self-constructions inwho Do you Think you Are?

Gossip. is charming. History is merery gossip. But scandal
is gossip made ædious by morality.

Oscar Wilde, Lady Windermere,s Fan

Most of Alice Munro's critics would agree with W.R. Martin's general thesis thatWho

Do You Think You Are? is a Bildungsroman that traces the development of its heroine,

Rose, from an "early immature selfl' through her growth into "a whole mature person,,

(723,119). Munro's narrative documentation of Rose's life from childhood and

adolescence in rural Ontario of the 1930s and 40s under the tyrannical eye of her

stepmother Flo, to college, marriage, motherhood, divorce, and beyond, certainly bears all

the scars and triumphs typical of the novel of education. Moreover, if the work,s title

insistently poses the question of identity, the text seems, in turn, to provide a response.

The conviction that, by the end of the novel, Rose "now knows who she is" (Martin 122)

is reinforced by the strategic reptition of "who Do You Think you Are?,, as the title of the

final story in the book--a positioning that promises conclusive answers and advances a

teleological vision of identity.

More subtly, some of Mun¡o s critics have noticed a pre-occupation with story-telling

that limns the more general story of Rose's education even as it destabilizes essentialist

versions of identity by pointing to various constructions of the self. Rose's youth in

Hanratty is heavily saturated with Flo's stories of small town life and even with her own

stories about school hijinks which anticipate the stories she tells as an adult, when,

"oííering various scanciais and bits of squalor from her childhood" to those.,people who

wished they had been born poor, and hadn't been," "she would queen it over them,, (who
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24) - As David Williams remarks, "[t]he reader who has failed to see story-telling itself as

the subject of the novel has, like Rose, evidently 'been paying attention to the wrong

things"' (Confessional26). Or, to put it another way, the pervasiveness of story-telling in

a novel of education suggests that, for Rose, the story of identity is the story of fiction-

making. Viewing Munro's novel as a "metafìction" and its heroine as a "highly self-

conscious parodist" (2C4), Williams discerns a self-justifying narrative strategy at work

that is both a "defence against self-knowled ge" (2A6) and a "means of self-invention,,

(2II)' Rose's identity is thus linked to a particular way of speaking that might be

characterized as parody or "a habit of mockery intended to displace reality," that..gives her

power--makes her 'queen'--over those who submit to more polite ways of seeing"

(Williams 203)' Finally, however, through the intercession of a "reformed parodist," Rose

learns "how to give up parody" (Williams 205) to "finally become the story-teller who,

Iooking back on all her previous ûellings, acknowledges the truth of her own duplicity, the

self-concealment of her parodic doublings" (21g).

The style of story-telling that Rose inherits from Flo, however, seems to constitute a

discourse that is at once more mundane and more deceptive than what Williams calls

"parody." In particular, it seems significant that Rose's "chronicles" are originally

presented within the context of her step-mother's gossip about small-town scandals. Flo's

cutting imitations of "Mrs. l-awyer Davies, Mrs. Anglican Rector Henely-Smith, and Mrs.

Horse-Doctor McKay," do indeed have a parodic effect "Monsters, she made them seem;

of foolishness, and showiness, and self-approbation" (10-11). And yet the many

discursive performances in Wo? are hardly exhausted by tricks of mimicry. The lengthy

story Flo tells about Becky Tyde, "the butcher's prisoner, the cripple's daughter, the white

streak at the window: mute, beaten, impregnated" (8), occupies a significantly different

register:

'I.h^ .+^-' L^i-^ +L^¡ 3L^ f-¿L^- L--r ar r
. . r iìe_story ûeing iÍiai fne ïa'ther beaf them, haci ireaten aii iris chiiciren anci beaten
his wife as well,.beat Becky mor€ now because of her ¿eformity, *ni"ttìor"
people believed he had caused (they did not understand about øiol.-fitã srories
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persisted.and got added to. The reason that Becky was kept out of sight was now
supposed to be her preg-nancy, and the father of the child ùas supposãd to be her
own father. Then people said it had been brn and disposed of. 

' '
"What?"

_ "D.isposed of," Flo said. "They used to say go and get your lambchops at
Tyde's, .8et them nice and tender! It was all lies in all þrobability," she daid
regretfully. (|

In this case, Flo's story seems to have less to do with "introduc[ing] the permanent

corrective of laughter, of a critique on the one-sided seriousness of the lofty direct word"

(Bakhtin, Dialngtc 55), than it does with the titillation and self-aggrandizement that are the

province of malicious gossip. As Patricia Meyer Spacks defines it, such gossip rypically

"plays with reputations, circulating truths and half-truths and falsehoods about the

activities, sometimes the motives and feelings, of others. Often it serves serious (possibly

unconscious) purposes for the gossipers, whose manipulation of reputation can...generate

an immediately satisfying sense of power, although the talkers acknowledge no such

intent'' (4). The transgression of sæial taboos which animates Flo's narrative; the

suppositional language in which it is conveyed; the conspiratorial assurances that "everyone

knew" (6); the fluid nafure of the stories that "persisted and got added to"; the delicious

sense of impropriety in repeating information that makes its ælling all the more irresistible--

such characteristics confirm Rose's view of her süepmother as "capricious, injust and

gossipy" (88; my emphasis).

[-ater, when we find that "Flo and Rose had switched roles. Now Rose was the one

bringing stories home, Flo was the one who knew the names of the characters and was

waiting to heai' (41), the discursive register in which "stories" are told has not changed.

Thus, "the sort of story Rose brought home" (42) about Muriel Mason's elusive Kotex and

Ruby Camrthers' sexual misadventures precisely mirrors "the sort of story Flo told Rose"

(43). The "story-telling" that seems so important to Rose's self-invention is therefore not

strictly reducible to "pardy" since Rose's stories, as much as Flo's, participate in the more

general discourse oi gossip. If V/illiams is at ieast partiy right when he says that Rose

"acquired from Flo...the art of parody" (207) as an instrument of self-construction, she
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comes by this art as the gossip's apprentice. Wha? would then be less of a Bildungsroman

--or even a Künstlerromen, as Williams would have if-than what we might call a

Klatcfunaulronnn: a novel of the education of the gossip.

Peter Bergmann's analysis of gossip as "discreet indiscretion" suggests that such an

education would be conducted as a tug-of-war between contradictory values since gossip is

a profoundly duplicitous discourse. In the first place, the gossip's education includes an

initiation into a practice of gossiping that is performed unconsciously, "without having .to

call it by its proper name"'; it constituæs what Schtitz and Luckmann have termed ,,habitual

knowledge" (qtd. in Bergmann20-ZI). Gossip's disrepute as a morally unsavory practice,

however, means that learning to gossip is not only a matter of "knowing how," as Gilbert

Ryle says, but further, "knowing that" (qtd. in Bergmann}l). The moral interdictions

against gossiping which arise in biblical declamations, eighüeenth- and nineteenth-cenrury

conduct books, and contemporary treatises on moral philosophy constitute a pervasive

body of nonns attempting to control and even to contravene "backbiting," "slander," and

"idle talk," that the gossiper cannot fail to acknowledge. "Knowing that," in this case,

means recognizing gossip as a discursive object. Bergmann's cautionary assertion that

"gossip's significance has not begun to h clarified," thus rests on "the discrepancy that

exists behveen talkrng about gossip and its practice--the discrepancy benveen the collective

public denunciation and the collective private practicing of gossip" (Bergmann Zl). To

gossip or not to gossip: that, Bergmann suggests, is the question.

As I will argue, Rose's "education" is conducted as a tensed movement between these

two possibilities. A shifting aw¿ueness of gossip's significanc e in Who? provides the

central means by which Rose learns to constitute herself, in the terms of Michel Foucault,

as an "ethical subject." Initially, Rose approaches gossip as a discursive practice that

allows her to construct herself as a "chronicler" with imaginative power over other people

based on a set of "nonegaiitarian and mobiie reiations" (Foucault, History 94) which are

inherent in gossip's very structure. Through this exercise, I argue, Rose constitutes herself
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as a privileged "moral" subject in relation to the objects of her discourse regardless of

rvhether or not they violate a sysúem of norms governing social behaviour. Over the course

of the novel' however, Rose becomes increasingly uncomfortable with this particular form

of self-constitution as she discovers that her power depends on a structure which is itself

reversible and' as such, can be turned against its user. By the end of the novel, Rose has

radically revised her view of her own freedom as a gossip, fìnding her power not in its use

but in its renunciation' This growing discomfort with gossip as a practice and the

consequent privileging of censorious discourses make Who? a valuable text for
interrogating the traditional view that gossip is simply an idle or malicious activity.

Moreover' the silent, but always "understood" adjunct to this traditional view, the nearly

exclusive association of gossip with women, is also an important feature of Munro,s text.

Thus, through an analysis of the ways in which Flo and then Rose employ gossip as a

technology for self-constitution, I hope to recontextualize a stereotype of the crone which

links women to scandalmongering within a Foucauldian problematic of discourse and is
relation to identity in "the techniques of the self' (Foucault, uses 1l).

When they acknowledge it at all, critics tend to underestimate the importance of gossip in
Munro's text. The strategies of the few critics who do address the presence of gossip in

Wo? furnish suggestive reasons for what amounts to a critical embargo on idle talk.

Most telling, perhaps, is the fact that despiæ being treated by very differenr kinds of critics

from either side of the postmdern divide, gossip is always met with the same strategies of
suppression and displacemenl A formalist critic like W.R. Martin, for example, discerns

gossip as a feature of Munro's text only to neutralize its discursive singularity with a

normalizing gesture that translaæs its significance into a communal version of liærary..art.,,

Congratulating Munro on her rustic realism, Martin notes that, "in telling her tale, Flo

speak 'for everyone,' and she gives us an example of story-telling as a ppular art,, that is,

reassuringly, "noi necessariiy inferior to sophisticated modern 'art' stories,, since it,,may

express moral or poetic truth" (10Ð. Martin's aestheticizing of gossip thus emphasizes the
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"artistic" aspects of such story-telling in order to assure us that "the simplifications,

exaggerations, sensationaÌism and melodrama that come to colour thrice-told tales" (105)

are performed in accordance with the proper modernist criteria of mastering content through

form: FIo "copes with brutality and horror by converting them inúo legend,, (1o4).

More recently, Ajay Heble prforms a similar redemption of gossip ínWo?, although

the terms of normalization have changed. Noting "the recurrence of suppositional phrases,,

and "a repeated interest in what is supposed to be the case" in Flo's discourse, Heble

recognizes "that her tales evolve out of a læal commuity of gossip" ( r02). If he is

concerned to show that "Flo's stories are about the transforming, myth-making powers of
memory," however, Heble does not do so in order to reconcile Flo's discourse with

modernism as Martin does. on the contrary, he associaûes gossip with..the nether voice

[which] is ustrally a subversive voice of uncer¿ainty or instability, a voice that structurally

and thematically th¡eatens to distance us from the reality of what is being represented,,

(Heble 101)' In other words, gossip, "an oral tradition...of a telling and retelling of
narratives" (Heble 10), comes to mimic the disruptive logic of the trace in its endless

reinscription of différance. ltis thus enlisted and excused as a trope of postmodern

indeterminacy. In the course of such substitutions, however, the polyvalence of gossip,s

actual functioning is lost, or at least obscured. Like two amiable neighbours gossiping

over the fence about someone of whom they are both fond, Martin and Heble apologize for
Munro's depiction of scandal by maintaining that it isn't really gossip at all, but a metaphor

for fiction--b it mdernist or postmodernisl

The defensiveness of such critical gestures suggests that traditional "moral,, declamations

of idle talk play an important role in the reception of Mun¡o's dramatization of gossip.

Considering the historical legacy of the assault on frivolous conversation, its continued

influence is hardly su¡prising. Initially, biblical injuncrions like paul's singled out rhe

discourse of those who would nof acknowiedge the authority of God, condemning it as

blasphemy and discrediting its speakers as backbiters, whisperers, and scandalmongers
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(Rom. l:29-3I). I-ater, medieval moralists added their voices to paul's, "link[ing]

detraction with three of the seven deadly sins" and even suggesting that "in its perversion

of the uniquely human capacity of speech, that gift which links man by analogy to the

Articulator of the original creative Word, it symbolizes man's tragically fallen nafure,,

(Spacks 28). These prohibitions were not simply texts which amounted to "a politics of

abstract language games," as Paul A. Bové's definition of "discourse" suggests, but,,are

linked to social institutions which 'have powe/ in the very ordinary sense we mean when

we use that phrase: such institutions can control bodies and actions" (57). Nicholas

Emler's history of gossip's public reputation, for instance, observes that ,.From the

fourteenth to the eighteenth century, it was the practice not merely to disapprove of gossip

but to mete out more or less painfur punishment to the offenders":

At the milder end of.the spectrum wry puþllcshaming, which might rake rhe form
of forcing the offender to wear a scold"s bridle. ouc.tingìi".lr äã;û""ks were
also used to chastise gossips. The city of Dundee contaiñs u*ong otñ.t
instruments of medieval torture in its inunicipal museum some exãmples of the
"branks," a kind of iron mask witþa spike oi poinæd *À;i rhJpr;j'*--"d inûo rhemouth. The wearers were invariably womgn.'The intention, U"tin-r!*U"fi""fiy *Aphysically, was to stop their tongues. 1t 19¡

In other ways, as well, Emler detects a link between the discourses on gossip and the

burning of wiæhes in Europe from the fourteenth ûo the seventeenth centuries. Noting the

"strong association between witchcraft accusations and accusations of gossiping" in

preliærate societies, Emler suggests that, "[q]uite plausibly, they were in effect burned for

gossiping" (119).

The materiality of such discourses was not necessarily dissolved, in the eighæenth and

nineteenth centuries, when conduct manuals transformed the focus of idle talk..from sin to

solecism" (spacks 28) by emphasizing its sæial undesirabiliry with respect to rules of

etiquette and the management of one's own repu[ation. For such social discourses of

gossip were æmplemented by the legal definition of gossip as slander, "a false malicious

statement concerning a P€rson made by word of mouth" that "imputes to the plaintiff the

commission of a crime for which corporal punishment may be infticted, or the having of
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some contiagious disorder which may exclude him from sociery, or has reference to his

trade, office, or profession, or is calculated to injure him therein" (Byrne g24). In the

nineteenth centur!, such protection from scandal was extended to women in the Slander of

Women Act (189i) which made it illegal to "impute...unchasûry or adulæry to any plaintiff

being a woman or girl" (Byrne 824).

Twentieth-æntury philosophy has assimilated such prejudices by giving new breadth ro

old condemnations. In Martin Heidegger's account of experien ce in Being and Time, the

signifìcance of gossip shifts beyond either sin or solecism ûo consdrute a major

epistemological problem. Contrasting it with "dialog," Heidegger denounces ,.idle taIH'on

the grounds that

...what is said-in-the-talk gets understood;but what the talk is about is understood
o.nly aPproximately ang tupe4cially. We have the same thing inuié*-, because ir is
the same averageness th{ we have â common understanding"oiwhát il said...And
because the discoursing has lost its. primary relarionship-oËËeing to*"i¿r it é ;;iry
talked about, or else has never achiêved súch a relationihip, it ¿&s noi
communicate in such 3 way as.to let the.entity be appropriäæ¿ in a primordial
manner, but communicates ratherby followiirg thd iouie- ol gossípíng ana p,asstng
the word obryg. What is said-in-thè-talk as sùch, spreads in"widär ui¿ *io"t
circles and takes on an authoritative character. Thiirgs are so because one says so.
Idle talk is constirut* þy 

just such gossipìng and paÀsing the word along--a
process by which its initial lack of grounãs to stanä on Ëcomes aggravàieA to
complete groundlessness...

The groundlessness of idle talk is no obstacle to its becoming public; instead it
encourages rhis. Idle talk is the possibility of undersranding ev'eforthing wittrout
previously making the thing one's own...Ï¿le talk...releaseí on" írõrn itte task of
genuinely understand ing. elT-13)

Gossip or "idle [alk," in other words, is an inauthentic form of discourse, conducted in bad

faith because it is not "concenled," but is groundless, idle, or malicious, making genuine

understanding that much more difficult

But what, we might ask, is the significance of these hisûorically variable definitions that

constitute gossip as a shifting discursive object? In many ways, the historical

inconsistencies in the discourses on gossip are only superficial. Despite their various

transformations and discontinuities, a common thread runs through all of these objections.

Regardless of whether gossip is condemned on religious, social, juridical, or
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epistemological grounds, the discourses on gossip have always been concerned with

validating certåin ways of speaking while excluding others. The moral att¿ck on gossip as

a discourse is thus founded upon a discourse on gossip that separates "false" forms of

talking from "authentic" ones.

For Foucault, such divisions a¡e evidence that "speech is no mere verbalization of

conflicts and systems of domination... it is the very object of man's conflicts": "[i]n

appearance, speech may well be of little account, but the prohibitions surrounding it soon

reveal its links with desire and power" ("Discourse" 216). The process of normalization

which divides statements and speakers into caûegories of true and false, legitimaûe and

illegitimate, as Foucault maintains, is the general function of discourse within society:

I am supposing that in every society the production of discourse is at once
controlled, selected, organized and redistributed according to a certain number of
procedures, whose role is to avert its powers and its dangérs, to cope with chance
events, to evade its ponderous, awesome materiality.

In a society such as our own, we know the rules-of exclusion. The most
obvious and familiar of these concerns what is prohibited. We know perfectly well
that we are not free to say just anything, that wè ?rygt simply speak òf unytling, 

-

when we like_or where wglike;nbt just anyone, finally, may égät< of just
anything. ("Discours€' 216).

When Foucault speaks of "a profound logophobia" which infects our society, it is hardly

surprising that his account of "a sort of dumb fear...of this mass of spoken things, of

everything that could be violent, discontinuous, querulous, disordered even and perilous in

it, of the incessant disorderly buzzing of discourse" ("Discourse,, zz9; my emphasis), is

ma¡ked by the language of gossip.

Although he never actually names it in "The Discourse on L-anguage," gossip is the very

prototype of this buzzing speech which proliferates: "What is so perilous," Foucault asks,

"in the fact that people spak, and that their spech proliferates? Where is the danger in

that?" ("Discourse" 216). The dangers of "free speech"--spreech that is free to reproduce

itself in the absence of a referent--are precisely the dangers of allowing anyone to say

anything without respect for truth or p€rson or position or institution. Society has thus

developed three principles of exclusion to limit speech: 1) authority, or "the privileged or
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exclusive right to speak of a particular subject" (216);2) rationality, or "the opposition

between reason and folly" (216-17);3) and "the will to truth" (ZLg),or.,the opposition

between true and false as a system of exclusion', (Zl7).

Yet each of those systems of exclusion which are set up to check the endless

proliferation of discourse is finally indistinguishable from that power which infuses it,

since it is no longer a matter of "treating discourses as groups of signs (signifying elements

referring to contents or rePresentations) but as practices that systematically form the objects

of which they speak" (Foucaurt, Archaeology 49). "Gossip," as an object, does not pre-

exist its detailed articulation in books on theology and etiquette. This is not to say that

knowledge (or "true" discourse) is simply constituæd by power. Foucault rejects the

simplistic theorem that might makes right. Instead, he sees the two ûerms as mutually

constituting and thus links them together in an unbreakable couplet, power/knowledge:

"There can be no possible exercise of power without a certain economy of discourses of
truth which operates through and on the basis of this association. We are subjected to the

production of truth through power and we cannot exercise power except through the

production of truth" (Foucault, Power 93). In their several attempts to police the borders

of the acceptable, religious, social, and philosophical discourses have thus produced the

tntth about gossip, and with a vengeance. From this perspective, the moral attack on

gossip is coeval with social institutions which legislaæ normaliry; gossip is pushed outside

the bounds of normality by being banished from the realm of the authentic, the meaningful,

the true.

Adapting Foucault's analysis of discourse as a synonym for domination allows us to see

that the practice of gossip op€rates in much the same way. The interplay of power and

knowledge animating the prohibitive discourses on gossip also illuminates the structure of
the practice they purport to "describe." Such interplay suggests that the discourses on
gossin cnal fhe nmctino nf n^ooi^ ^-^ i- f^^+ 

-:-^-:-^- - - -1 ,v¡ óvùùry crv rrr ¡a\,1 rulllul lrllages; mat at gvery levgl oI lts

functioning gossip is constituted in the play of power and knowledge. Even though it is
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excluded as a "false" discourse--part of the quotidian buzz of unofficial information--gossip

replicates both the structure and the effects of "true" discourses by providing its own

versions of the "procedures" governing discursive practices, objects, and strategies. At the

base of this analogy is Foucault's explanation of power as a kind of non-transferrable force

that is never possessed by a single person as a potential; rather, it is constantly exercised

within a set of hierarchical relations, constituted by systems of knowledge that pre-exist the

insertion of any individual agent.

If power is immanent in structural relations as Foucault insists, then Bergmann,s

definition of gossip exemplifies Foucauldian theory since Bergmann himself is intensely

interested in describing "the specifìc relntional structureof gossip": "whether news about

another person is news about his private affairs (and thereby could be the content of a

gossip-conversation) depends not only on the content of this news but equally on the

relational configuration of those wln dissemhnte it, perceive it, and are affected by it" (4g

49; my emphasis). For the speaker in this relational configuration--which consists of the

subject, the producer, and the recipient of gossip--"the gossip triad" (Bergmann 45) cannot

fail to produce the effects of power. As Heidegger says, "what is said-in-the-talk as such,

spreads in wider circles and takes on an authoritative chnracter. Things are so because orrc

says so" (my emphasis). Gossip, in other words, produces its own authority; it subverts

the first rule of exclusion by giving the producer of gossip "the privileged or exclusive right

to speak of a particular subject" (Foucault, ..Discourse- 
Zt6).

Obviously, however, an "authentic" discourse like medicine must be supported by an

entire institutional framework and grounded even more insidiously in "the will to truth,,,

whereas gossip derives its provisional authority solely from a unique structural feature: ,,the

absence of the subject of gossip" (Bergmann 49). The generation of "true" statements in

gossip is thus enabled by the discursive situation in which "the primary relationship-of-

Being toward the entity talked about is lost" (Heidegger 212). Ltkethe moral discourses

that secure their own privilege through the separation of gossip from authentic speech,
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gossip in turn secures the privileged position of its practitioner through the exclusion of its
subject.

For the gossiper, the feeling of power this absence enables can be an important means of
self-construction since the content of malicious gossip makes the gossiper the arbiter of
social norrns; in structural terms, the gossiper is identified with the power of social

institutions. As for the subject, however, the helplessness which follows from these

stories only serves to heighæn the certainty that gossip, like the discourses of truth,

"systematically forms the objects of which it speaks"; in structural terms, the subject of
gossip no longer has the power of social opinion on "her" side, no longer even has the

power of self-definition. As for the recipient of gossip who appears not to.,mind her own
business," a closer analysis suggests that the lisûener knows her own business very well; in
structural terms, the listener who delights in the "folly" of others confirms ..hef, own

reason and normality.

Alice Munro' s depiction of gossip in Wo? is illuminated by a Foucauldian model for
self-construction' since Munro revisits an old stereotype of the crone as gossip for which

categories of gender are as important to the division of discourse as binaries like true/false,

acceptable/unacceptable, rational/irrational. Portraying FIo as the wicked stepmother, the

spinner of "old wives tales," Mun¡o relies on "the universally widespread opinion that

gossip is typically a female form of communicatiort, (Bergmann 59). As Bergmann

argues, this association of women with scandalmongering is so powerful that gossip

constitutes a "category-bound activity" (60). In terms of Foucault's model, the

categonzation of gossip as a female activity is always already an act of exclusion: women

are denied the authority to speak sense or truth. For anthropologist F.G. Bailey, in his

account of gendered communication patterns in the Swiss village of Valloire, this means

that

For men to sit around in.public e¡d gossip is.quiæ acceptable since, it is generally
assumed, this.exchangeisbavarder:ã rriènoty, sociablä,lig!t:irã.i.å. ,åø-natured, altruistic exchange of news, informaÍion un¿oéiniin.'3,;;iru"9i¡,,en are
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seen talking together, then something quiæ different is happenin g: very likely theyge indulgingin mauvaíse l.angue--gósiip, malice, *"rt-áËåi-*'räri-njtion."
(Bailey 1)

Citing examples from German, French, and Spanish, Bergmann shows how this double

standard is etymologically inscribed. He cites fourteen German words alone that descrik
gossipy women, including "Klatsche," "Klatschweib," "Klätscherin,,,and.,Klatschtlotte,,

(61)' More subtly, however, Bergmann theorizes another connection with ..klatz,,, 
the

original form of "gossip" in Middle High German; the sound of the word was an

onomatopoetic interjection designating "a resounding slap" that was..the effect of
something wet," while an additional sense of "klatz" signifìed a ,.wet spot,, or.,stain.,,

Finally, Bergmann shows historically how "the meaning of gossip as 'prattle, or ,malicious

talk' appeared for the fìrst time in the seventeenth century and with it at the same time--the

expression 'an old gossip' is authenticated for the same period--its attribution as a typically

female form of expression', (62).

According to Bergmann, all of these etymological tangents converge at,,the washíng

place lasl the symbolic bírth place of (Jemale) gossip,,:

the washinq,ll-uf:,*:umed special.significance because while doing rheir wash,which contained the bodily dirt of its-user, "revealing; qd;;d;".-äur places
'!-cl holes, the women conóøntly came across traces ór trt. friuãæ án¿in1i*ut"
affairs of others. V/asherwomen thereby st*"tu*ily ussumed trre positi,on of
sgiqip pI"dT::1 yl:, Tgui r"{ morailv .óontaminateå i nrormation ;uou; ih" pri vareaffairs of others or at leasi could figryé it out from tr*.r (visible evidence). If rhe
ltlgTldil,g slaps of the mallets and'the voices and laughær of ure *àmËn coutd beheard in the village.then in time these sounds assumed"for the viltag"ir--Ërp."iurù
for the men-a sigruficantry threarening characrer, ;ã;À;;ñ,; ,h!|;bu ù*."
accepted as rhe designation for the spîalv condemned,"r"*ä, ;;;-dãii""lit
female form of conversation about rhe priiare aff;iß ;i;ih"^. ?63i'*"

When viewed from this perspective, Flo's parodic impulse "to see people brought down úo

earth" that leads her to "make public what she fìnds in the laundry bag" (24) is emblematic

of the gossip's function:

[-ate at night she or Rose, or both of them, would be out at the washing machine inthe woodshed. Sometimes, Rose saw, hei father's unoerwear was starned. Shewould not want to look, but Flo held ii up, wavedìt almost unoeinãse'î nor",crigd out, "[-ookjt that asainf " and merle il:rnLi-^ nni^^^ +L^+ --.^-^ - r---.r
disapproíal (4Bi 

E¡s ¡¡¡ew v¡svNrrË rr\,òtrù trrat w'ls ¿ Durlesque oI
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If the crone who menaces the maiden in Grimms' Fairy Tales survives in Hanratty as the

gossip who re-members the underbelly of local history, Flo's discourse nonetheless bears

the taint of self-inærest we have come to expect. In Who?, such a history is not a ..crone-

ography," in Mary Daly's sense of the term, since Flo's telling has little to do with
"unmasking deceptive patriarchal history, rendering it obsolete" (Daly 16). Insæad, Flo, s

performance tends to support the sociolect, exploiting patriarchal judgments and moral

nonns to her own advanrage. Flo's ironizing of others is itself ironized in the novel since,

in Magdalene Redekop's words, Flo is "like Isis remaking the penis of Osiris,, in that she

"reinst'ates and reaffirms the patriarchy even as she appears to challenge it,, (l l7). As
Robert Paine argues' such choric reaffirmations are the cornerstone of gossip as a

technique in which "morality a¡rd self-interest are brought extremely close to each othe¡r, in

a competition for "moral status" (2sl). Gossipers thus raise their own status, or.,generate

an immediately satisfying sense of power," through ..appropriaûe 
inûerpre[ations,,

(Bergmann 147) of other people's behaviour.

Flo's ribald accounts of scandalous goings-on in Hanratty exemplify this Foucauldian

version of gossip. The first story she tells, about the death of Rose,s mother, suggests the

importance of gossip to Flo's self-construction as a knowing subject. Initially, however,

the story is presented as part of a third-person narration:

Her mother had died. She had said to Rose's father during the afternoon, ,.I have afeeling.that is so hard to describe. If s like u u"iiËo 
"gg 

inþ "h;ñirh the shelllefr on." she died before night, she had a uroJ ðro;õ ËüÀ. ïii 
'-

only then is it attributed to Flo and located within the purview of the gossip triad: ,.Rose

was a baby in a basket at the time, so of course could not remember any of this. She heard

it from Flo, who must have heard it from her fathe/' (r-z). while this chain of recitation

recalls the Heideggerian concept of "passing the word along," the story's contents only
seem to reveal the gossip's idle delight in ,.an aesthetic of surfaces" (spacks l5):

Flo's only story about her mother, the one about her death, was oddly grudging.
Flo liked the details of a death: the.things peoptesaià, rÑ"y rhãiîioi.io¿ o.tried to ger our of bed or swore or raugñed r.ó.e oã'*,;" rlüË;i,'bl-t-iuh.n .t"
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said that Rose's mother mentioned a hard-boiled egg in her chest she made the
cqmPa{rqon 

¡9u.nd slightlyfoolish, as if her motheiie_ally *; th" kt;d'of person
who might rhink you couid swallow an egg whole. (2) '

By holding in abeyance its anribution of the story to Flo, the text foregrounds her subtle,

self-reflexive transformation of its significance. When it is repeated this second time, Flo, s

interest in details, in "the things people say," seems more strategic than idle. Rose,s

mother may indeed have been "the kind of person" who thought you could swallow eggs

whole, but Flo, as she herself implies, is a very different "kind of person.,, Through her

implicit correction of the dead woman, Flo purports to speak the truth, authorizing her own

discourse at the expense of the absent mother's. Flo's gossip consequently allows her to

enlarge the limits of her own identity by constructing the structurally subordinaæ objecrs of
her discourse as the Other.

Flo's account of Becky Tyde's life provides similar insights into her self-aggrandizing

strategies. Swathed in the lexical indices of gossip, the Tyde-family history is a veritable

catalogue of rural horrors: the tyrant butcher-father; the deformed daughær he supposedly

beats ("they did not understand about polio"--Flo tells us, knowingly); rumors of an

incestuous birth; the mock-trial and murder of the father that follow; the trial, senûencing,

and eventual pardon of the young men involved ("4 farce, said Flo"); and finally, Becky,s

ensuing "career of public sociability and display" (9). Despiæ frequent editorializing, Flo,s

performance seems to approach a state of rapture, as if she is transfixed by the story itself:

Rose could be drawn back--from watching the wind shiver along the old torn
awning, 

"utgllg _t? 
re1r.,by thjs tone ofiegret, caurion, r nàf "ði*. Ro te¡ing

a story--and this was not the only one, or evén the most iurid on", rh. kn"*--
would incline her head and let hér face gosoft and thoughrf"l,-r^rúoiizinJ, *urning."l shouldn't even be telline vou this ítuff."

More was to follow. (7) - '

The seductive quality of Flo's discursive strip-tease, however, is troubled by the

ambiguous juxtaposition of the last two lines in which prohibition and exhibition go hand

in hand. similarly, the concluding narrative remarks seem calculaæd to distance FIo from
thp ctnnr oho l'oo:rt-r -^^^,.-¿^l-!¡rv orv¡ ¿v ùr¡v ¡to J uòl r çl\,ulllgu.

That was all. Flo put the lid down on the story as if she was sick of it. It
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reflected no good on anybody.
"lmagine," Flo said. (9)

Flo's relationship to her own gossip, in other words, is curiously ambivalent. Although

she seems to censor her own telling, and recoils against her story "as if she was sick of it,,,

she nevertheless waits until every speculative detail has been divulged to declare her general

disapproval. A critic like Helen Hoy would be inclined to see such contradictions as part of
"the tumble of reason," Mun¡o's celebration of paradox as "a thematic insistence on the

doubleness of reality, the illusoriness of either the prosaic or the marvelous in isolation,,

(Hoy 101). At the risk of sounding prosaic, however, such "paradoxical" mixed messages

do make sense within the Foucauldian conúext of self-legitimation through prohibition.

Flo may be right rvithin the narrative parameters she sets when she says that the story

"reflected no good on anybody," but on a dramatic level, it reflects very well on Flo

herself. Or rather, the story reflects Flo to herself. By gossiping about..the shady

melodramatic past," Flo allows us to answer the Foucauldian question, "Who is speaking?,,

(Archaeology 52). She is at onc€ "the questioning subject," "the listening subject,,, .,the

seeing subject," and "the observing subject," "situated at an optimal perceptual distance

whose boundaries delimit the wheat of relevant information" (Foucault , Archaeolngy 52).

occupying this dominant position, Flo dist¿nces herself from the transgressions she

describes and transforms herself into the center of communal norms and moral self-

righæousness. For the judgmental chronicler, the need to tell the tale is clearly as important

as the need to censure it or, at least, to ,.be sorrlr for people like that" (a5). The resulting

ambivalence is rendered almost iconically by Flo's concluding injunction, ,.lmagine,,,

which, on the one hand typifìes the function of the gossip to relish contemplation of each

scandal in scrupulous detail; and on the other, conveys the contempt and disbelief that

accompany the moral exasperation of a suprior subject.

Despite the productive power that gossip affords its user in the creation of a person4 it

would be a mistake to reify the crone as a powerful, even invuinerable figure. FIo's

identity is always menaced by a counûer-force that threatens to subvert her careful self-
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construction. As Foucault reminds us, "[p]ower's condition of possibility" is relational,

and therefore "must not be sought in the primary existence of a central point, in a unique

source of sovereignty from which secondary and descendent forms would emanate; it is the

moving substrate of force relations which by virtue of their inequality, constantly engender

st'ates of power, but the latfer are always local and unstable" (History 93; my emphasis).

Because gossip's power depends largely on the absence of its object, anyone can occupy

any position within the gossip triad at any given moment. The gossiper always risks

becoming the gossipee. The instability of this situation has a profound impact on the

gossiper who would construct herself by telling stories about other people, since the

implicit story of the self imbedded in criticism of others must compete with a potential bdy
of other stories about the gossiper that stretches beyond the horizon of authorial control.

consequently, the gossip is a contradictory figure, typified by an alternation of
effervescence and paranoia The cost of self-aggrandizement manifests itself in a stricter

policing of private behaviours to ensure that one's reputation is beyond reproach, or at least

beyond the public gaze.

For Flo, this contradictory position is manifested in an obsession with privacy and a

constant fear of being overheard. Her admonition to Rose, for example, ..you mind your

own business" (1), rehearses the attitude that informs Flo's own frantic self-protection

prior to Rose's "royal beating":

"Well *" d?:^li:".Í]ry qlblilin on this, rhar's for sure,. Flo says, and she goesto lock the door of the store, putting in thé store windo* thrrienìilutìävs ..Back
soon," a sign Rose had made for hã¡ with p great aear o.r filt";ñ;Ëäo shadingof letters in black and red cçìvon. When strJcomes uack she shuts thedoor to thestore, then the door ro the staírs, then rhe 4il6-th. woodshed. (15)

Considering that she has just gossipd about another royal beating_r.they began to beat him
and kept beating him until he fell. They yelled at him, Butcher's ftteat! and continued

beating him while his nightgown and the snow he was lying in tumed red,, (g)__FIo,s

attempts to "shut-up" the beating she precipitates seem especially hypocritical.

Nevertheless, as the b€ating nears a climax, Flo's anxiety intensifies: ..She 
[Rose] has
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given up on words but is letting out a noise, the sort of noise that makes Flo cry, Oh, what

tf peoplz can hearT'(17). Such hypocrisy tends to refute the sæiological cliché, fìrst
devised by E'4. Ross, that gossip functions as a social control for gossipers themselves

since, the theory goes, the fear of being gossiped about pre-emptivery ensures

conformative behaviour (see Bergmann 144). Instead, Flo,s antics emphasize the

superflciality of an identity forged in the heat of gossip, exposing it as the mere veneer of
respectability. Because, in practice, gossip is a social activity, any identity it helps to

construct must be a sæial identity.

still more problematic is the fact that the gossiper who constructs a moral identity based

on other people's breach of norms and prohibitions exploits a system of binaries that

paradoxically undercuts her own transgressive speaking. Gossip, Íìs we know, is a

practice fraught with prohibitions. The gossiper is therefore caught in the awkward

position of using a contradictory discourse that makes her both an out-law and an in-law

who trangresses simply by conveying the transgressions of others. As Flo demonstrates,

however, the prerogative of the gossip to authorize her own discourse by excluding other

perspectives means that the recognition of this contradiction can at least be temporarily

defened' In fact' Flo enlists the discourses on gossip themselves to perform a trick with
familiar results. commenting on a story Flo tells about an encounter with a flasher on a

bridge in which she mistakes his member for a "baloney sausage," the nanator notes the

special privilege she grants to her own discourse:

She could say.thar- It was offered as truth; no joke. She maintained that shedespised dirty talk. she would go our and yeir atihË oldme; ildilüont of herstore.
"If you want to stay where you are you betær clean your mouths out!" (l l)

These are the same "old men from the neighborhood [who] sat gossíping, drowsing, in the

warm weather" (3; my emphasis) on the bench outside Flo s store. Flo's censorship of
their "dirty talk" therefore amounts to a condemnation of gossip which gives her own

discourse the air of "truth"--even though Flo s discursive "baloney,,is as phony as that of
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the old gossips who sit "chuckling, drifting into aimless obsceniry on the subject of women

walking by, or any young girl on a bicycle" (3).

In other ways, however, the link between gossip and dirty talk recalls the scatological

vocation of the washerwoman who is also the Klatchbase, fhe tattletale. Even if Flo

ignores the contradictions inherent in her own discourse, the novel's tendency to associate

gossip with bodily waste undermines her self-justifications and ironizes her self-importance

by implicitly reinscribing moral rejections of idle talk. The filth and impropriety thar Flo

attributes to others in order to create her own respectability reassert themselves as

metaphors for her own discourse. This link between gossip and Rose's own favorite

"toilet locale' (24) is established very early on in the text, when we are told that Flo had an

indoor bathroom put into the kitchen:

They were all familiar with each other's nether voicÆs, not only in their most
explosive moments but in their intimate slghs ana growti *Ji,lËåi-"rià statements.
$nd qhey were all most prudish people. Sõ no oni"u"r s"emed to heai, or belistening, and no reference was rilade. The person creating ttr" noiroln tn.
bathroom was not connected to the person who walked oüt r+l 

----- "'

In the fìrst place, the location of the toilet is significant since the kitchen, Iike the

washingplace, constitutes a symbolic female space that is frequently seen as a locus for
gossip (see Jones). Likewise, the metaphoric loquaciousness of these',nether voices,,

which produce "pleas" and "stat€ments" involves a type of "body language,, which has to

be jettisoned from more acceptable ways of speaking. Moreover, the refusal to

acknowledge the abject which asserts itself so violently in their midst relates to gossip

insofar as"the central theme of gossip lies precisety in [a] tense relatíonship between a

revealed 'first' and a concealed ,second, world, (Bergmann 53).

In fact' this irreconcilable ûension between "the person creating the noises in the

bathr@m" and "the person who walked out" perfectly describes the dynamic of Flo,s

scandalmongering:

Þrecanf fimo ^-'f ñ^^+ cL^ ^L^l-, -^r^J--,-- 
-t ,¡ ¡vúv¡¡ù ù¡¡¡rL 4rri¡ -lr<¡òù' t¡¡c stauy lllEl(Xlf¿lfna[C pAS[ OI l.lO'S StOngS, Wefe qUite

separate, at least for Rose. Present qeoplg coulä-not be nrc¿ intoiit" *; Becky
herself, town oddity and public pet,'haimless and matici,ous, could;;-Ë.aþh the
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butcher's prisoner, thecripple daughter, a white streak at the window: mute,beaten, impregnaned. As with the ñouré, onry u fãrmal connection could be made.(8)

Like the "bathroom noises," Flo's gossip depends on a rupture between past and present,

public and private. consequently, her histories resemble what Rose fìnds ,.in the heaped

snow under a glaze of ice, where the snow had melûed and frozen again,,: ,,turds copious

and lonesome, preserved as if under glass, bright and mustard or grimy as charcoal, with
every shading in between" (?A). FIo, whom Rose fears "would show up at the school with
a pail and shovel" to clean out the filthy outhouses, "lambasting everbody in the bargain,,

(24-2Ð, is finally not so different from the "honey-dumper" whose job she nearly usurps.

Her symbolic embodiment of his function offers an important critique of the bullshit artist,

even as the honey-dumper's p€rmanent retirement, when "the School Board saw fit to put
flush toilets in the cleaned-up basement" (38), anticipates the novel,s final judgment on her
"dirty talk."

Although, on a dramatic level, Flo's own story has barely begun to be told, a narrative

verdict on her gossipy behaviour is rendered as early as the end of the first story. The
flash-forward to Flo's incarceration in a seniors' home that concludes ,,Royal 

Beatings,,

implies the reversal of Flo and Rose's positions as gossips which is not made explicit until
Rose is in high school' only this latter emphasis in "Half A Grapefruit,, falls on the

significance of such a reversal for the gossip in training. But when an older Rose at the

end of "Royal Beatings" hears the one-hundred-year-old Hat Nettleton give a radio

interview, she finds herself "longing to tell somebody" (22) about this man who had once

been among the "[t]hree useless young men ...who got together...to give old man Tyde a
horsewhipping, in the inûerests of public morality" (7):,,rtwas Flo who would eryoy

hearing' she thought of her saying Imagine! in a way that meant she was having her worst

suspicions gorgeously confirmed" (22-23). Until now, the gossip about Hat Nettleton and

his cronies had been Flo s gossip with Rose as its mere recipient. Even Hat,s obscene

reminiscence about horses who "wouldn't pull your cock out of a pail of lard,, (Zà)recalls
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Flo's earlier story about baloney sausage. Not surprisingly, then, Rose's repetition of
"Imagine!"--the gossip's linguistic signature --is meant to equate Hat's transformation from

"Horsewhipper into centenarian" (22) with the crone's idle talk. Like a prosecutor's

closing arguments, Rose's summary of events recalls much of Flo's gossipy discourse

from earlier in the story.

Even though she has replaced her stepmother in the structure of the gossip triad, Rose

still finds her intense desire to gossip frustrated by Flo s new circumstances:

After Rose had put her in the Hgln", a. couple of yeql earrier, she had stopped
tul.Fqg. .she had removed herself, and speirt mosi of her time * ;;;;; of hercrib, looking 1*fty and disagreeabre, not answering unyu.oy, i-t o;gh;h"
occasionally showed her feelings by biting a nurse."(23) 

J ' --- -o" -'

Rose can only resort to third-person narration to gossip about Flo herself, concealing her

own tacit act of rebellion in her reduction of the crone who once revelled in Hanratty gossip

to the trope of the child who biæs her nurse. ironically, in the words with which she

condemned Ruby Camrthers in the heat of gossip, Flo seems at last to "get what she

deserves" (43); having "stopped talking," the crone loses the power of self-transfiguration

and is left as helpless before Rose as the victims of her own idle talk. Meanwhile, the

juxtaposition of an adult Rose's nostalgia for gossip with her incipient role as a receiver of
gossip in the early stories indicates the direction of Rose's education as a gossip even as the

narrative structure of "Royal Beatings" suggests a sequence of experience that leads the

gossiper to a kind of verbal asceticism. For Flo's silence unwittingly anticipates Rose, s

own renunciation of gossip at the end of the novel.

Although it may seem abrupt, Flo's transformation from crone to infant is in fact

carefully mediated by another, less dramatic flash-forward to an incident that almost

coincides with the aftermath of Rose's royal kating. "one night after a scene líke thts,, (20;
my emphasis), the narrator recalls Rose's father gossiping about the old men who sit,

themselves gossiping, outside of the family's store:

Rose's father told them that the old men had picked up the idea somewhere that
what looked like a star in the western sky, thä fìrst stÅ that came out aftei sunser,
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the evening star, was in reality an airship hovering over Bay City, Michigan, onthe other side of [-ake Huron.- An Ameri"un inuèrition, seníup tó rival the heavenlybodies. They.wereall.in agreement abour tttis, trtË i¿.;; 
"ilg;nifi to rhem.They berieved ir ro be lil ui uv ten rhousand;i;ú" rigrrt uurts.-"u"rätrr", t øruthlessly disagreed with them, pointing out thai iiw.as thg plangt venus rhey saw,which had appeared in the skv long-berõ.e trr"lnuánrion or un èl"tt"ó hghr bulb.They had never hea¡d of the ólanelvenus.

"Ignoramuses," said Ho. at which Rose knew, and knew her father knew, thatFlo had never heard of the planet V"nu, 
"iifr";?b)

Until now, FIo had rigorously maintained her difference from the,.old coots,, whose dirty
talk th¡eatened to expose the contradictions of her own speech; now, Rose, s father

confirms her identification with them, expelling Flo from the haven of true discourse.

Presented with a situation in which she can be neither the producer, nor even the

recipient of gossip, Flo adapts her method of self-construction accordingly:

To distract them from this, or even to apologize for it, .Flo put down her teacup,stret'ched out with her head on the chaiishe ñtd b"¿n ritti"g õn-*o^täîi""r onanother chair (somehow she managed t"tu"L tt"iãio. rú"rity be6;"* her legs

fil;x"ffïJme), 
and rav srirr as a"board, s; rh;;nil ";;õ;i i"näñght, ..Do--

Flo was double-jointgd *d very strong. In moments of cerebration oremergency she would do tricks.
They were silent as she turned herself around, not.using her arms at all but justher srrong legs and feet. Then they arLcriedilil;;úpÏ,ìri.ieh thäi'n* seen irbefore. (20)

Although she is temporarily unseated and humbled by her own lack of knowledge, Flo
saves face by momentarily renouncing pwer, turning herself into the fant¿stic object of
gossip' While her double-jointed contortions may recall B"cky Tyde,s scandalous

deformities, Flo's actual performance--which suggests the motion of meat roasting on a

spit--also re-members old man Tyde being beaten to the cries of ,,Butcher,s meat!, (g). Flo
thus presides over her own "roasting" by turning gossip's mocking laughær back on

herself' Furthermore, through such acts of apparent self-abnegation, Flo profoundly

disrups the structural power of gossip by presenting herself as the object of ridicule which
is usually absent' For Rose and her father, who are, structurally spea.king, the recipients of
this performative gossip, Flo undercuts her own authority as a,,gossip,, producer by

objectiiying herseif as the embodiment of the bizane:

Just as Flo tumed herself Rose got a picture in her mind of that airship, an
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elongaûed transpar. ent bubble, with its strings of diamond lights, floating in the
miraculous American skv.

.. if k planet Venus!" líer father said, applauding Flo. "Ten thousand electnc
lights!"

There lv3s a feeling of permission, relaxation, even a current of happiness in theroom. (21)

Implicitly, however, Flo has managed to transform herself into a figment of the gossips'

imaginations, and so to give an aura of "truth" to their tales of an arrship which she makes

visible.

As we have seen, the power relations that inform gossip are founded on the difference

that arises when experience is subjected to "the will to truth." Flo's transfiguration reflects

both sides of the resulting difference, since she is seen to represent both the airship-the

fantastic object that prefers the discourse of science fiction üo scientific fact--and the planet

Venus whose facticity forecloses on the fanciful speculation of old men. The happiness

that infuses the room, however, is not only a function of Flo's remaking of the wicked

crone as a carnivalesque Aphrodit'e. Applauding Flo, Rose's father collapses the

distinction between the ridiculous object of gossip and the gossiper's privileged

knowledge. Because her performance simultaneously invokes for him "The planet Venus!,,

and "Ten thousand electric lights!", Flo momenarily levels the hierarchy implicit in

gossip's structure, replacing it with a "feeling of permission" thal accompanies the

renunciation of power. For Flo, however, such "renunciations" are problematic since they

are reserved for moments of celebration (in which pwer is never actually threatened), or

emergency (in which power is implicitly maintained through an act of diversion or

transformation).

if the glaring contradictions in Flo's discourse and practice typify the self-deceptive

position of the gossip, critics have been anxious to confine the significance and influence of

such strategies to the early stories in the novel. Ma¡tin, we recall, leaves Rose curiously

free of the charge of gossiping since his reading associates gossip exclusively with Flo.

Viewing Flo as "a contrasf to the sensitive, imaginative Rose" (IOZ), he suggests that the

crone's weakness for sensationalism is only a foil for the real heroine who "typically
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examines and Pnders events more deeply" (106). Rose might tell stories, Martin

concedes, but she certainly doesn't gossip. A closer analysis of Rose's discursive

practices, however, seriously questions such a conclusion. Instead, it suggests, the

representation of gossip in the novel is not at all circumscribed by the crone's babble; the

self-aggrandizing potential of Flo's strategic tellings is usurped by Rose the storyteller.

Prior to her initiation into the practice of gossip around Flo's kitchen table, Rose already

demonstrates a precocious interest in its founding principles. Contemplating Flo,s promise

that she would get "one Royal Beating," Rose reveals an 'hbility to creaûe imaginative

worlds" (Heble 96) that is essential to a speculative practice like gossiping:

The word Royal lolled on Flo's. tongue, took on trappings. Rose had a need topicture things, to purs-ue absurditieslthat w.as stron!ér tñan the n""àio rt"y our oftrouble, and instead of taking this threat to hearr shJpondereo: hôw isã-ueäting
royal? (1)

At this point, however, Rose's interest in "invention and speculation" (Heble 96) remains

unfocussed, as does her attraction to "dirty" language like the song she cannot resist

singing to Flo: "Two Vancouvers fried. ín snot! Two pickled arseh.oles tied in a knot!,,

(12)' Both "the filth" (12) that Rose delights in repeating and her imaginative capacity in

this first story anticipate their later, far more sophisticated deploymen t as mauvaise langue.

In addition to these examples, Flo identifies the salient features of the malicious gossip in

Rose's character when she complains to her husband about her stepdaughner's ,,back-talk

and impudence and her terrible tongue" (15). All that is missing from this description of

the novicæ Klatchmaul is the structural relation that empwers her. As Rose,s royal beatrng

suggests, her current position, like her juvenile discourse, is subject to FIo's authority. As

yet, her "terrible tongue" is untrained: Rose's "back-talk" has yet to be refined into

"behind-the-back-talk. "

Although her production of gossip is still forbidden, Rose's active apprenticeship is

rounded out by her structural position as a gossip recipient. As Bergmann demonstrates,

the gossip recipient "is by no means merely a passive participant whose presenæ--or more
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exactly willingness to listen--is necessary for the communication but who otherwise has no

special significance for the specific communicative process of gossip" (67). Describing an

"equalizing effect" that binds gossips together in a relation of "co-informership,', Bergmann

suggests that "[t]he relation between gossip producer and gossip recipient is not least of all

determined by the exFctation that the gossip recipient at the moment he acquires morally

contaminated information can then appear as a gossip producer himself within other

contexts" (68). Producer and recipient, in other words, are structurally interchangeable in

their relay of mutual identities, as much as in their relay of information. Consequently, the

gossip recipient who delights in scandal is implicated in precisely the same dynamics of

self-construction that characterize the tattletale. Even though Rose does not directly

participate in their articulation, her assumption of the role of lisæner to Flo's stories about

her mother's death, the Tydes, and the "uptown" ladies, confirms her own normality and

superiority. About Rose's teacher, "Flo said she had probably fogged her brain with the

snuff. It was like being a drug addict. Cigarettes only shot your nerves" (30). Inher ad

hominem attacks on Cora, Rose's schoolyard idol, "Flo said further that Cora had no

father, you might wonder what her mother worked at, and who was her grandfather? The

honey-dumper!" (37)' Such stories, however, do not simply provide models which Rose

later learns to emulate; she is already integrabd into the gossip triad by Flo's self-justifying

constructions which locate Rose within a system of exchange in which "distinctions of rank

are hardly toleraûed" because she "accepts a gift that [s]he as well as the giver knows is

stolen" (Bergmann 68).

Rose's story about Ruby Camrthers, one of her earliest attempts at gossip, epitomizes

the fluidity of the producer-recipient relationship in gossip that is a consequence of their

common goal: establishing a closed circuit of self-confirming discourse. As Flo--still the

more sophisticated gossip--interjects with inte¡pretations of Rose's gossip, shaping her

discourse as a moral chorus to the scandal of "a slutty sort of girl" who keeps house for a

local family, she dramatizes the exchange and continual shifts that characterize the coffee
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klatsch:

One time when she was there alone three boys went over to see her. Del
Fairbridge, Horse Nicholson, Runt Chestert"on.

"To see wh-at they could_get," 
,Flo put in She looked at the ceiling and told Roseto keep_her voice down. Hér father would not tolerate this sort of stãrv.Del Fairbridee îT a good-rooking þy: conceiteã, anã *r';;ù.,Ëler. He saidhe would go inlo the hoùse and persüade liuu/ *iih no troubl" uiâi, *¿ ir n"could-get her to do it with all thiee of rhem, tré wouto. wúi he drd-not rno* **that Horse Nicholson had already arranged *itn nuUy to meet him under theveranda.

"spiders in there, rir<ely," said Frn. "I guess they don't care.,, (42; my
emphasis)

Rose is still the apprentice telling this story, since it is clearly Flo who anticipates its real

significance: "'lf you ever got up to any of that with a boy it would be the end of you,, she

said' 'l mean it"' (43). FIo's continuing dialogue with the story, which seemed typical of
her self-cnnstructions in its vigilance of the differences betrveen herself and ,.them,,, proves

not to be about her after all. Rather, it is Rose who unexpectedly receives the moral of her

own story. As the distinctions between producer and recipient blur, Rose nevertheless

struggles to assert the self-construction she has only implied: at Flo s reprimand, .,Rose

flushed with rage and said she would die first" (43). For Rose has already learned from
the gossip of the senior girls who, though they delight in the folly of their classmare, say

"not pityingly but impatiently": "lf I was Muriel Mason I would want to kill myself...l

would kill myself' (41). Evidently, Rose's hyperbolic definition of the limits of identity

with the limits of being is based on a confirmation of one's own normality at anothe/ s

expense that is the first lesson of the gossip's apprentice.

Even in the ambiguous play of structural relations benveen recipient and producer in
such gossip about Ruby, Rose's relationship to her own discourse has changed

dramatically since her early youth in Hanratty. Having swiæhed places with Flo, Rose

now enjoys all the privileges of the gossip:

.Everyday when Rose got home she would tell Flo about what went on ins.chogl. Flo enjoyed the episode of the Korex, *out¿ asÈãuout rrestrrlevêI.ìñmênfa IJolf ^ ^-^-^Ê-..'+ ^L^ -^--^- - - -svYvruPtilç¡¡'ò' i-id¡I-ê-gtaFreiruii sÍìe rrovof gof to hear about. Rose wouici not havetold her zuryrhingjn whichshe did nor n_!3v ã.sunerior, an oniooteis purt. iri-ti.uä,were for others' Flo and Rose agreed. Ttrê cttatig" * Roré, ðn6 she left the scene,
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crossed the bridge, changed herself into a chronicler, was remarkable. No nerves
any more. A loud.skeptical voice, some hip-swinging in a red and yellow plaid
skirt, more than a hint of swaggering

Flo and Rose had switched roles. 
- 
Now Rose was the one bringing stories home,

Flo was the one who knew the names of the characters and was *ätfirg to hear.
(41)

Whereas in Flo's discourse the identification of gossip with a self-dramatizing perforïnance

is often only implied, Rose's "chronicles" have an explicit and pronounced effect on her

identity. By constructing herself as the story-teller, Rose ensures that she will always be

on top and that her superior identity will remain unthreatened. Rose's tranformation into a

"retrospective observer" (Williams 206) is no mere side effect of gossip, but the result of

gossip's formal structure which gives the gossiper complete control over her material.

Rose's omissions are therefore as revealing as her narratives since they expose the

proximity of knowledge and power in the practices of the self staged as the production of

rruth.

The most crucial omission in Rose's story about this "slutty sort of girl" (42) is its actual

conclusion which threatens to humanize Ruby and restore her lost dignity:

Rose did not bother with the rest of the story, which was that Ruby got into a bad
mood, sat on.the v-eranda steps with the dirt from underneath ¡t oíeí trei clothes
and in her hair, refused to smoke a cigar-ette or share a package of cupcakes (now
proþbJV rather.squashgd) that Runt had swiped from the grõe.y stoie where he
worked after school. They teased her to æll ihem what wñ the matær and at last
she said, "I think I got a right to know who I'm doing it with." tæ¡ 

-

The inclusion of each new pathetic detail, from the dirt in Ruby's hair to the (probably)

squashed cupcakes, increases the listener's sense of sympathy for Ruby. But when the

subject is fìnally allowed to speak for herself, her affìrmation of her human right..to know

who I'm doing it with" moves the hearer from distant sympathy for Ruby to visceral

empathy with her' For she has been violated by more than a callous group of boys; the

gossiper has also violated her right to know what is bing said about her.

Ruby's double subjugation recalls an earlier instance of schoolyard gossip when ..the

word went round: Shortie McGill is fucking Franny McGill" (26). Of course, Franny was

already an object of gossip in Hanrany: "Franny McGill had been smashed against a wall,
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by her father, drunk, when she was a baby. So Flo said. Another story had Franny lalling

out of a cutter, drunk, kicked by a horse. At any rate, smash ed.,, (27). The link between

the victimization Franny incurs when she is is raped by her brother in the entryway of the

Boys' Toilet in front of the entire school and her objectification in the gossip's discourse is

emphasized by the narrator's Cassandra-like prediction that "The use Shortie was making

of her, that others mhde, would continue" (27: my emphasis). As an object of use, Franny

is denied the right ever to speak for herself. Ruby's own discourse too must obviously be

suppressed, lest the victim be given a chance to talk back and reclaim her human .,right.,,

Rose's omission of another story in which she herself is ridiculed for the pretentious

claim that she eats half a grapefruit for breakfasç-which Ro would have thought .,as bad as

drinking champagne" (40)--undercuts for us, but not for Flo, the impressiveness of her

new-found swagger' Rose's hypcrisy is even more glaring, however, in her account of
the school girl whose missing Kotex was "smuggled somehow into the trophy case in the

main hall. There it came to public notice. Folding and carrying had spoiled its fresh look,

rubbed its surface, so that it was possible to imagine it had been warmed against the body.

A great scandal" (41). Very much like Flo's story about Rose's mother, this incident is

initially presented as part of the narration;only after it has been told is it dramatized as pa-rt

of Rose's after-school gossip. The effect of this circuitous presentation is once again to

foreground the differences between the event and its discursive repetition which is

meagrely described: "Flo enjoyed the episode of the Kotex. " For Rose's reaction could be

described initially as sympathetic identification: "Rose could have been the girl who lost the

Kotex' That was probably a country girl, carrying the Kotex in her pocket or in the back of

her notebook, for use later in the day. Anybody who lived at a distance might have done

that. Rose herself had done it" (40). In the ensuing scandal, however, "Rose was afraid

that she might be the leading candidate for ownership, so was relieved when responsibility

r¡rqc fìvo.l ^h - l.;^ -,,11^- ^^..-+-- -:-rr/..ù ir^rL¡ uri a ûig suren couniry giri namecj MUnei Mason, who wore siub rayon

housedresses to school, and had 8.O." (41). In light of Flo and Rose's maxim, ,.pitfalls
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are for others," the "episode of the Kotex" that Rose actually relates must elide her

identifìcation with the victim in order to ensure her construction as a superior subject.

Rose's gossip is thus fraught with the same contradictions that plague Flo's, and is

ironized by the narrator who gets the last laugh.

Despite these contradictions, however, Rose learns to master the practice of gossip,

extending her application of Flo's model in unexpected ways. In fact, Rose tests the limits

of what constitutes "gossip" through practices that question the precise nature of the

absence of gossip's object that "is a structural condition of the emergence of gossip"

(Bergmann 49). For a gossip like Flo, who plunders a disturbing and mysterious past for

her tales, a gap in spaæ is more essential than a gap in time to her successful relation of

self-aggrandizing scandal. Because Flo constructs herself at the expense of her

neighbours, her gossip depends on metaphors of spatial difference between self and other,

inside and outside, subject and object. Conversely, Rose adapts the structure of her

discursive inheritance to a gap in time--a strategy which allows her, paradoxically, to make

a younger version of herself the object of her own gossip. We have already seen Rose

demonstrate her awareness of this difference in terms of Flo's gossip for which, she

insists, "present people could not be fitted into the past" (8). As Rose matures, however,

she finds that she herself is vulnerable to the same kind of splitting that she had once

noticed in Flo's objects. Rose discovers that she cannot fit her present self into the stories

of her own past: "When Rose told people these things in later years, they had considerable

effect she had to swear they were true, she was not exaggerating" (2g).

As Phillipe Lejeune argues, such self-division is typical of the autobiographer for whom

difference from oneself is initially a function of time: "The name is the guarantor of the

unity of our multiplicity; it federates our complexity in the moment and our change in

time....[And yet] any speaking subject carries within himself that double split of addresser

onl orl.l.o.-^^ ^-l ^f ^-,,-^i^¿:^- ^-l4¡Iu auulËsstü äiiu oi enunciation anG ü-rteiance...in generai, ihese gaps, these ciivisions are

both expressed a¡rd masked by the use of a single '1"' (34). Lejeune's theory of a subject
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who is temporally split--for whom "the first person always conceals...a secret third

person" (35)--has radical consequences lor the theory of gossip which, as Barthes says,

"reduces the other to he/she...the third person pronoun is a wicked pronoun: it is the

pronoun of the non-person, it absents, it annuls" (Lover's 1g5). But as soon as an

autobiographer speaks of herself as an absent third-prson, this pronominal shift means

that the gossiper also carries within herself a younger gossipee whose absence fulfills the

structural conditions of the triad.

When Rose brings her snobbish fiancé Patrick back to Hanratty to meet Flo, she has not

yet managed to harness the self-aggrandizing ptential inherent in her own self-division:

What a coward he was, she thought angrily, but she knew that she herself was the
coward, not knowing h-ow to be comfortaUle with her own people or th; kitchen orany of_it. Years later she would learn how to use it, she *.iulo'U" ;bËì. amuse orintimidate nghrlhinld.ng pegple at dinner palÉes *iitr gtimpü ;i rt"i *rry home-At the moment she feltõonfusion, misery. 1lO¡

We already have seen, however, how Rose will learn to use stories about herself and her

past in a way analogous to gossip: "Rose knew a lot of people who wished they had been

born poor, and hadn't been. So she would queen it over them, offering various bits of
squalor from her childhood" (24). As Williams suggests, Rose's chronicle of schoolyard

horrors reflects her desire for transform ation (202). Rose the gossip survives her

childhood humiliation at the hands of cora, "the scornful schoolyard queen,,, and

"recreates herself as the new queen of a 'surrealist' fiction" (Williams 2û2). Such a

technique continues to serve her well when she is older and wishes to present credentials,

as Flo once did:

She doubted if she could tell Jæelyn about Hanratty but she began to trv. She
delivered Flo and the store in broad strg\g.. She pÍayed 

"p 
tfté-p""-"-.rJ She didn'ttflly have ûo. The true facts of her childhood we^re éxotii"nou!ñ to i'o"tyn, *dof all things, enviable.

"l[ seems more real," Jocelyn said. "I know that's a romantic notion." (105)

Nevertheless, Rose's painful self-doubling is linked to the humiliation she feels in front

oi Fatrick when Fio presents her credentials, gossiping about

a man who cut his own throat, his own throat, from ear to ear, a man who shot
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himself the first time a¡rd didn't do.enough- damage, so he loaded up and fired again
and managed it, another man who hanged himseli using a chain, tnè nin¿ of chàín
you hook on a tractor with, so it was a wonder his heaã *as noi torn off.

Tore off, Flo said.
She went on to a woman who, though not a suicide, had been dead in her house a

week before she was found, and that was in the summer. She asked patrick to
imagine it. All this happened, said Flo, within five miles of where she hàrself was
born. She was presenting credentials, not trying to horrify Patrick, at least not
more than was accep[able, in a social way; she ãid not mean to disconcert him.
How could he undeistand that? (g9-90) 

-

All of the crone's hallmarks are present in this chilling resumé, including the gossip's

syntactical reflex urging her listeners to "imagine." The link between Flo's traditional

gossip and Rose's incipient autobiographical gossip is ironically forged in Flo s

performance in which she engages in self-construction by gossiping about self-destruction.

As Lejeune's model insinuates, the gossip who would change herself into an object is

always caught in precisely the same dialectic between creation and immolation because she

must first make herself absent before she can "make" herself presenl

Despite her skillful manipulation of her own past as gossip in her adult life, Rose still

needs to learn that gossip's power cuts two ways. Rose has already expressed the

inevitable fear of the gossip during her affair with Clifford when she says, ,.1 felt everyone

knew" (l?3). The threat of imminent reversal that is constitutive of gossip's structure,

however, is not fully explored until "Simon's Luck"--the story that is, according to Martin,

the "crucial link in the design of the volume: it provides the vital link between Rose's

flounderings and her confident magnanimity at the end" (101). As the story begins, Rose

finds herself at a pa.rty, fearing that "she might be doomed to hang out on the fringes of

things, making judgments" (158). Rose quickly learns, however, that she is not the one on

the fringes, nor is she the one making judgments. After she is insulted by a student she

doesn't even remember,

She noticed a group of younger members of the faculty-she would have thought
them students, exceplfor what the host had said abut stúdents not Ueing tet in---
who were sitting on the counters, and^standing in front of the sin*. ihà"y were
talking in low, serious voices. One of them lòôked at her. She smiled. h"r smile
was not returned. A couple of ot{rers looked at her, and they went on talking. She

:i 
.:* they were talking about her, about what had happeired in the living room.
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F ucke d- up j e alous e stablislunent.
Rose heard that, or thought she.heard-it. They were giving her quick, despising

Iooks' or so_she. tho_ught; she could not look dirêctly at-theml Esüblistünent. That
was Rose. Was it? Was that Rose? Was that Rose who had taken a teaching job
because she wasn't getting enough acting jobs to support herself, was granteAihe
æaching job bcause of her experience on-stage and tålevision, bút hadiã accepr a
cut in pay because she lacked degrees? She ñanted to go ovei there and tell them
that. She wanted to state her casè. e6Z-63)

Suddenly, Rose finds herself the object of someone else's gossip. In contrast to the

emphasis on self-construction in her own discourse, the junior faculty's gossip directly

threatens Rose's identity, categorically reducing her to a representative of the "Fucked-up

jealous establishment." Of course, they too are engaged in an act of communal self-

construction, consolidating their self-righteousness by attacking a common enemy. In the

discursive practice of power, the privileged and the repressed always app€ar

simultaneously and are mutually reinforcing.

Fighting against what she feels to be an unjust cha¡acæri zationof her, Rose is ironically

confronted by the breach between personal experience a¡rd its verbal representation in

gossip which she chose to ignore when she told the story of Muriel Mason's Kotex. In

that case, Rose diguised her weakness by attacking someone else's pitfall; when the shoe is

on the other foot, however, she finds herself wanting .,to 
state her case":

The years of work, the exhaustion, the travelling, the high school auditoriums, the
nerves, the boredom, the never knowing where-your neit pay was coming frorn
She wanted tg 

-plead with them, so they-would fôrgive trer arí¿ lovehei ànd tuke
her on their side. It was theír side she wanted to b"e on,not the side of the people in
the living room who had taken up her cause. (163)

By experiencing first-hand the reductive effects of gossip, Rose begins to see how quickly

one can end up on the wrong side. More significantly, however, Rose identifies this

reversal as endemic to the practice of gossip itself, and not simply with an e,',.or on the part

of her attackers: "But that w¿ìs a choice made out of fear, not on principle. She feared

them. She feared their hard-hearted virtue, their cool despising faces, their secrets, their

laughter, their obscenities" (163). In short, she feared their gossip-the "obscenity" with

which she is so far-iriliar. Although she has yet to make the connection between the

malicious gossip she encounters at the party and her own self-serving discourse, Rose, for
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the first time, begins to view gossip as an object, rather than simply taking it for granted as

a practice.

Such concern about other people's gossip is compounded in Rose's subsequent

relationship with Simon, the man who rescues her from a sfudent's abuse at the party.

When Rose buys groceries for their evening together, she discovers how easily her private

desperation for love enters the sphere of public knowledge, even if it does not become the

subject of malicious gossipper se:

"You must have brought home some company," said the woman who kept the
store. She spoke with no surprise or malice or ënsure, just a comradely sórt of
envy.

"When I wasn't expecting it.' Rose dumped more groceries on the counter.
"What a lot.of bother they are. Not to mention expenõ. Look at that bacon.
And cream."

"I could stand a bit of it," the woman said. (166)

Rose's transparent attempts to protect her pivacy recall her earliest fear of being gossiped

about back in Hanrany when, as a teenager, she anticipates going to Toronto to ..buy hair-

remover to put on her arms and legs, and if possible an an:angement of inflatable cushions,

supposed to reduce your hips and thighs" (59):

She thought they probqbly had hair-remover in the drugstore in Han¡attv. but the
woman in there was a friend of Flo's and told everghiãg. She told Flo'*fto
þught hair-dye and slimming medicine and Frencú safe"s. es forthè cushion
business, you could send away for it but there was sure to be a comment at the post
Office, and Flo knew people fhere as well. (59)

As Rose discovers at the græery store, however, gossip in the big city operates, as much

as gossip in the small town, according to the logic of Bentham's Panopticon in which

"visibility is a trap" (Foucault, Dßcipline 2@).

For Jeremy Bentham, the Panopticon was the model for a prison that ,.reverses the

principle of the dungeon; or rather of its three functions--to enclose, to deprive of light and

to hide--it preserves only the first and eliminates the other two" (Foucault, Discipline Z@).

Organized in annula¡ fashion around a central tower from which the person inside can see

in all directions, but remains himself invisible, the prison itself consists of backlit cells
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which make the prisoner him who "is seen, but...does not see; he is the object of

information, never a subject in communication" (Foucault, Dísciptíræ 2@). For Foucault,

Bentham's most notorious achievement was to design a structure which "induce[d] in the

inmate a state of conscious and permanent visibiliry that assures the automatic functioning

of power" bcause, although he will never know '?hether he is being looked at at any one

moment...he must b sure that he may always b€ so" (Foucault, Discipline z}l).

Consequently, the actual exercise of power is rendered unnecessary; inmates police

themselves.

Foucault insists, however, that the Panopticon is not simply a prison blue-print, but

"must be understood as a generalizable model of functioning; a way of defining power

relations in ûerms of the everyday life of men'1

the Panopticon must not be understood as a dream building: it is the diagram of a
mechanism of power tg4uq"d to its ideal form; its functioriing, abstracteä from any
obstacle, resistance or friction, must be represented as a pureärchitectural and
optical system: it is in fpl.a nggle of politìcal technology rhat may be detached from
any specific use. (Discipltne 205)

Gossip may constituüe just such a "political technology" since, as we have seen, it too

seems to be "a marvellous machine which, what ever use one may wish to put it to,

produces homogeneous effects of power" (Foucault, Dßcipline 202). Flo's contacts in the

drugstore and the Post Office, or the woman who envies Rose at the græery store, create

for Rose the impression of being fully visible--always potentially an object of gossip. Like

the inmate, Rose gets the unpleasant feeling that she is always being watched.

Consequently, she uses Simon as a buffer to ward off memories of public weakness: "'lt's

good that you're here,' said Rose truthfully. 'Otherwise I'd be spending my time thinking

about that boy. I'd b€ trylng not to, but it would keep coming at me. In unproæcted

moments. I would have been in a state of humiliation"'(167). She avoids the prying eyes

of the woman at. the súore: "She expcted him, and she went out and bught groceries, not

at the local store this time but at a suprrnarket several miles away. She hoped the woman

in the store wouldn't see her carrying the grocery bags into the house" (168). When Simon
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does not arrive, "She put out the lights because she didn't want to be caught sitting

up'...rvhat could be more desperate than a woman of Rose's age sitting up all night in her

dark kitchen rvaiting for her lover?" (170). All of these examples in which Rose alempts

to avoid the panoptic stare of the public only anticipate the climax of the story when she

finally decides to give up chasing after Simon out of her fear that her real foolishness will

become public knowledge: "she thought of how many crazy letfers she had written, how

many overblown excuses she had found, having to leave a place, or being afraid to leave a

place, on account of some man. Nobody knew the extent of her foolishness, friends who

had known her for twenty years didn't know half of the flights she had been on, the money

she had spent, and the risks she had taken" (I7Z).

In the final moments of the chapter, Rose finally learns of Simon's death as a snippet of
gossip she hears from a woman she had met at the same party at which she had met Simon:

"Poor Simon. You know he died...Cancer of the pancreas...Sad. He had it for a long

time" (17G77). Ironically, through this bit of idle talk, Rose is roused from the narcissistic

feelings of powerlessness she associates rvith being publicly humiliated, to imagine

someone else's vulnerability: "lt was preposterous, it was unfair, that such a chunk of

information should have been left out, and that Rose even at this late daæ could have

thought herself the only person who could seriously lack power- (lTi). By making her

aware of other people's lack of power, the gossip about Simon's "luck" f rnally enables

Rose to question her own discourse of gossip-not simply in terms of its reversibility, that

is to say, its disadvantages for her--but ethically, in terms of its effect on the Other.

Rose's growing discomfort with her orr'n discourse reaches a climax in .,Spelling."

Initially, Rose assumes her typical discursil,e stance:

That was one of the stories she told about Flo. She did it well; her own exhaustion
and sense of virtue; Flo's bark, her rvaving cane, her fierce unwillingnetr to b" th"
object of anybcdy's rescue. (183)

Here, the introductory sentence, "That was one of the stories she told about Flo,"

syntactically recalls the prefaces to earlier pieces of gossip: "This rvas the sort of story Rose
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brought home"; "Here is the sort of story Flo told Rose" (42, 43): even as it suggests that

all three stories produce similar self-aggrandizing effects. in contrast to this story,

however, Rose recalls a letter that FIo had written to her, responding angrily to Rose's

bare-breasted television appearance in The Trojan Women, that now radically alters her

relationship to her own discourse:

Rose read the letter,-or part.of it, out loud to some friends she was having for
dinner. She read it for comic effect, to show the gulf that lay behinà hãrlthough
she did realize, if she though¡ aþr1t it, that such a-gulf was ríothing
special....Halfway through she had to stop readingl tt wasn't thaishe thought how
shabby it was, to be expõsing and makin! fun of Élo this *uy. Shr trãá oone it
often.enough.before; it was no news to hðr that it was shabby. What stópped her
was, in fact, that gulf; she had a fresh and overwhelming reaÍization of it, 

'anO 
it

was nothing to laugh about. These reproaches of Flo's"made as much sense as a
protest about.raising umbrellas, a warning.ag^ainsteating raisins. BuLthey were
painfully, truly meant; they were all a harã lúe tra¿ to ofTer. Shame on a ba¡e
breast. (190)

The letter reading, which simulates all of the structural conditions, as well as the effects of
gossip, Paves the way to a profound discomfort with the temporal gulf upon which Rose,s

strategy to transform herself from victim into queen is founded. Rose literally stops

gossiping in mid-sentence. Suddenly, the past is not "shady and melodramatic," as Rose

finds that she cannot make Flo into another Becky Tyde simply "to show people the gulf

that lay behind her." In the silence that replaces the reading of the letter, Rose begins to

imagine a nelv stËtegy for self-construction that would not be based on a practice of

gossip, but on a renunciation of the porver gossip affords.

Rose's ultimate decision to reject the power of gossip emphatically denies Foucault,s

model of discourse which cannot account for aMications that empower the Other since, as

Jon Simons notes, "Foucault's work is very close to the teachings of Nietzsche,,, and

especially to the Nietzschean idea that "Humans have a 'will to truth' which is as happy

with false as with true judgements, because it is also a 'will to powerr, meaning a will to

affirm life as it is" (Simons 18, 19). in Thus Spol<z hrathustra. Nietzsche exclaimed:

"Only where life is, there is also will: not rvili to life but...wili to power! The living

creafure values many things higher than life itself; yet our of this evaluation itself speaks--
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the will to power!" (138). This morustic philosophy, which proclaims the will to power

"as the basic force underlying allhumanactivities" (Kaufmann 193), informs Foucault's

adaptation of Nietzsche's "will to truth" and its "links with desire and power" (Foucault,

"Discourse" 216). For both Nietzsche and Foucault, there is no place "outside" of power,

since they see "[e]ven asceticism, humility, self-abasement, and renunciation of worldly

powef' as simply more subtle manifestations of the will to power (Kaufmann 185).

To such a totalitarian philosophy, who Do you Think you Are? opposes Rose's

empowernent of Flo through her final act of buffoonery when she brings Flo the gray-blue

wig she had once "pulled over her forehead like a woolen cap" (190). When Flo had rvom

it, her public outburst, "Look at the Nigger!", made her "look like a comic character, except

that her bewilderment, her authenticity, were quite daunting" (191). In Rose's hands,

however, the wig reverses Flo's previous humiliation:

"Rose! what is that.you g9t 
i.n your hand, is it a dead gray squirrel?"

"No," said Rose, "it's a wig."
"What?"

. 'lA..yig,".said Rose, and Flo began.to laugþ. Rose laughed too. The wig did
Iook like u q"ud ?t gl squirrel, even thoughlhe had washä it and brushedlt; it
was a disturbing-looking object.

"My God, Rose,.l.thought what is she doing bringing me a dead squineMf I
put it on somebody'd be sure to take a shot at ire." -

Rose stuck it on her own head, to continue the comedy, and Flo laughed so that
she rocked back and forth in her crib. (LgI-92)

Like Flo, who transformed herself into the object of gossip in "Royal Beatingsj' Rose norv

makes herself into the object of ridicule. In fact, the endings of these two stories are

curiously parallel since both deal with Rose's relationship to her stepmother after Flo is

institutionalized. In "Spelling," however, Rose does not simply divert attention from her

own gaffe by a "trick" which saves the "truth" of some gossip about an "airship." Rather,

her very desire to gossip is overcome by an empathy that is contexfualizedby her self-

censoring attitude regarding the reading of Flo's letter.

Rose's refusal of power thus seriously problematizes a model of gossip based on

Foucault's anaylsis of discourse and power which emphasizes the ways in which Flo and'
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Rose mimic the effects of dicourse and exploit their strucrural advantage to construct

themselves as superior subjects. Rose's shilting attitude to gossip, however, also opens

up new ways of applying Foucault's treatment of discourse to the consolidation of identity.

Whereas the bulk of Foucault's writing is spent elaborating structures of power that

preclude individual agency, in which "there can be no question of interpreting discourse

with a view to writing a history of the referent" (Archneology 47), his thought undergoes a

significant shift, laæ in his career. Although he does not retract the importance of discourse

in the formation of subjects who are merely raw material, rather than agents of change,

Foucault now incorporates the perspective of the subject within his discussion of discourse:

"A history of the way in which individuals are urged to constitute themselves as subjects of

moral conduct would be concerned with the models proposed for setting up and developing

relationships with the self, for self-reflection, self-knowledge, self-examination, for the

decipherment of the self by oneself, for the transformations that one seeks to accomplish

with oneself as object" (Uses 29).

In his later work, Foucault is most concerned with sexual morality as the pre-eminent

form of self-constitution. Mark Poster, however, suggests the limitations of such a view:

"are there not business and military codes that may equally serve as the center of

discussion? Are there not entrepreneur and worker enmeshed codes and practices in which

they constitute themselves as subjects in terms of morals or values?" (67). To which we

might add, "is the gossip not also implicated in a web of codes and practices that allow her

to constitute herself as a moral subject?" When Foucault refers to "the arts of existence,"

by which he means "those intentional and voluntary actions by which men not only set

themselves rules of conduct, but also seek to transform themselves, to change themselves

in their singular being, and to make their life into an oeuvre that carries cerlain aesthetic

values and meets certain stylistic criteria' (Uses 10- 11), does he not open the door to a

significant new tvay of reading "the arts of gossip"?

The "techniques of the self' by which "individuals question their own conduct...watch
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over and give shape to it, and...shape themselves as ethical subjects" (Uses 13), perfectly

describe the significance of Rose's growing awareness of gossip. Although she is a naive

expert in gossip as a form ol "habitual knowledge" and she certainly "knows how" to

construct herself employing gossip as a practice, Rose must also "know that" gossip is a

problematic discourse if she is to consolidate--not simply construct--herself as an "ethical

subject." Rose, in other words, has been seeking transformation through the strategic use

of gossip since her youth in Hanratty. In "Wild Swans," for instance, Rose conflated Flo's

gossip about the "White Slavers" she rvas to watch out for on the train to Toronto with her

gossip about the undertaker who "drove the old hearse all over the country, looking for

women" and sang about a girl whose"throat is like a swarÌ'(58), to "enter on preposterous

adventures in [her] own, but newly named skin" (66). Even in the final pages of the novel,

"She wanted to fill up in that magical, releasing way, transform herself; she wanted the

courage and the power" (ICy'l).Throughout the novel, however, gossip's transfiguring

power has been ironized by a narrator who points out the superfìciality and the hypocrisy

of the "transformation" it accomplishes by linking gossip with waste or suggesting Rose's

"real lack of porver" (Williams 215). In her gossip, the private and the public Rose remain

divided. "The modes of subjectivation," which Foucault also calls "the practices of the

self," promise to suture this lesion by working at every level of the subject's thought and

behaviour. By bringing into play an "aesthetics of exisûence," Rose learns to create herself

as a work of art in relation to the discursive codes and prohibitions that surround gossip

and forbid its indulgence.

Foucault is emphatic that such ethical self-creation is not merely a matter of doing what

one is told. Simply following the prescriptions that are laid out in moral law carries little

value in and of itself since a personal ellns isepitomized by a thoughtful attitude. As

Foucault explains, as always, in relation to sexuality, "[i]nstead of looking for basic

interdictions that were hidden or maniiested in the demancis ol sexuai austerity, it was

necessary to locate the areas of experience and the forms in which sexual behaviour was
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problematized, becoming an object of concern, an element for refllection, and a material for

sfylization" (Uses ?3-24). Expanding upon this idea of problematic moralities, Foucault

discerns two significant th¡eads. On the one hand,

in certain moralities the main emphasis is placed_on the code, on its systematicity,
its richness, its,capacity to adjuslto.every þssible case and to embraóe every areaof behaviour. Wiih móralities of this rvp", trt" important thing is to iocus on the
instances of authority that enforce the óché, that rËquire ir to be learned and
observed, that penalize infractions; in thesé conditiåns, the subjålti;;ri.r occurs
basically in a quasi-juridical form, where the ethical súbject t"ior ttir ãónou"t to ulaw, or a set of lawi, to which he must submir ar rhe risË of ;;;tt"g tff"n"",
that may make him liable ro punishment. (Foucault, us¿s zga)f -"'

Despite the surplus of prescriptions and prohibitions its discourses have produced, gossip

cannot be defined as a code-oriented morality, since, without a system of punishment, the

interdictions against gossiping cannot be enforced. The moral discourses of gossip

consequently focus on the individual's relationship to him- or herself as an object of
stylization. They focus, as Heidegger does, on whether the subject is living an

"inauthentic" or a "genuine" existence. One's relationship to gossip can assume a

determining role in establishing "what kind of person you are." The morality of gossip

therefore has more in common with

moralities in which the strong dynamic element is to be sought in the forms of
subjectivation.and the practiðes of the self. In rhis case, rhJ;tsre; ái.ø., *¿
rules of behaviour may be-rather rudimentary-. Tlleír exact observarce mny berelatively unímportani, at least cornpared w¡íh what is required of the trdividuat in
the relationship he las with ltimself, in his diflerent actþns, tfrãúgttâ, *O f".ting,
as he endeavors to form himself asan ethical subject. lFoucault,"Uiãr äô; ¡1V 

Q-

emphasis)

Bergmann's analysis of gossip as a discourse divided be¡veen "collective public

denunciation" and "collective public practice" is therefore particularly important since it

problematizes gossip's relationship to the code that describes it. Like those of other moral

codes, the rules of action in the morality of gossip are "transmitted in a diffuse manner, so

that far from constituting a systematic ensemble, they form a complex interplay of elements

that counterbalance and correct one another, and cancel each other out at certain points, thus

providing for compromises or loopholes" (Foucault, (Ises 25). Gossip may indeed be
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considered immoral, but, as we have seen, such attributions mean little to the gossiper who

refuses to recogruze her own discourse as an object.

Moreover, a shift that occurred in the discourse on gossip in the eighteenth century has

already destabilized the definition of gossip as a purely moral problem. The publication of

conduct books llke Moral Gallantry or Humane Prudence, or th.e Art By whích a Man May

Raise Himself and his fortune to Grander¿r, means that, increasingly, gossip assumed ,,a

secular social context" (Spacks 28). Thanks to a contradictory structure that is replete with

loopholes and the instability of the "moral" discourses that describe it, gossip forms an

ideal ground upon which the individual can construct herself as an erhical subject through a

theme of austerity that would not be understood "as an expression of, or æmmen[ary on,

deep and essential prohibitions, but as the elaboration and stylization of an activity in the

exercise of þerl power and the practice of [her] liberty" (Foucault, tJses?3).

The title of the final story in the novel, "Who Do You Think you Are?," summarizes

Rose's characteristic position with respect to her self-constructions. On the one hand, it

clearly poses the question of subjectivation. "Who do you think you are?" seems to be a

straightforward invitation to consolidate the self through an act of narration. In the text of

this final story, however, the question has a very different inflection. Rose is not being

invited to produce the very Bildungsroïnnwe seem to be reading. Rather, it is not a

question at all, but the stern rebuke of a schoolmarm to a pupil who has overstepped her

place by breaking the rules and showing off to the class:

"You can't go thinking y9Y qre better than other people just because you can
learn poems. Who do you think you are?"

This was not the fìrst time in her life Rose had been asked who she thought she
was; in fact the.quesli9n had often struck her like a monotonous gong ana ífre paia
no attenrion to it. (2@)

The "monotonous gong" of Miss Hattie's rhetorical question is clearly designed to drown

out the grandiose delusions of its object. The title of the story, which is also the title of the

novei, situaæs Rose's identity within a problematic of power that is typical of gossip in

which self-disclosure threatens to become self-aggrandizement and self-constitution a
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matfer of showing that "you are better than other people."

As Rose comes to understand "afterwards," however, "Miss Hattie rvas not a sadistic

teacher: she had'refrained from saying what she now said in front of the class" (2æ). By

refusing to make Rose's lesson public, Miss Hattie endeavors to practice what she

preaches: she circumvents the possibility of exalting herself at Rose's expense, and

provides yet another model of refusal to use the ammunition of gossip. She demonstrates,

in short, that collapsing the categories of object and recipient yields a discursive practice

that is closer to the sincerity of Heideggerian dialog because it ensures that the primary

relationship-of-being to the object talked about is preserved. Rose is thus still very much

the apprentice, only she has changed teachers. With respect to Bergmann's theory of
gossip, Flo taught Rose "how"; Miss Hattie teaches her "that": "The lesson she was trying

to teach here was more important to her than any poem, and one she truly believed Rose

needed" (200).

Yet, at the beginning of this story, Rose still seems to favor the crone's voyeuristic

language because the entire chapter is presented as a gossipy conversation between Rose

and her brother:

There were some things Rose and her brother Brian could safely talk about, without
running_aground_on^principles or statements of position, and one of them was
Milton Homer. (193)

It is not, however, the gossip about Milton Homer's "scandalous behaviour" ( l9g) that has

a profound effect on Rose's education, but her memory of an encounter with Ralph

Gillespie, "the reformed parodist," in which Rose longs to penetrate the superfluity of their

idle talk (Williams 209:

when Rose remembered this unsatisfactory conversation she seemed to recall a
wave of kindness,,of sympathy and forgiveness, though certainly tto *ãiO. of that
kind had been spoken. That pèculiar sh-ame which shãhao carrié¿ around with her
seemed to have been eased. The thing that she was ashamed of, in actin!, was that
she might have been paying attentionio the wrong things, ,rpoittig oitiZt, *hen
there was always somethinþ furthe1, a tone, a depih, a tígfit that shË cóuiãn't get
and wouldn'i get. Everything she had done could romeiímes Ue seen as ã mistake.
(2O9;my emphasis)
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The "antics" Rose spent so much time reporting in her own life in the form of gossip, as a

means of constructing an identity, are thrown into question as Rose begins seriously to

interrogate the implications of employing a discourse of surfaces:

There seemed to be.feelings which could only be spoken of in translation;
perhaps they could. ont.y.b" aðrcd on in translatión; noi speat<ing oiitrm-an¿ not
acting.on them is the right course to take because iranslåtion ií¿ubious. Dangerous
as well.

For these reâsons Rose did not.explain anything further about Ralph Gillespie to
Brian and Phoebe when she recalled'Milton ilomãr's æremony with babies or his
expression of diabolical happiness on the swing. (210)

Rose's chain of gossip is finally broken, then, on the last page of her story. In order to

constitute herself as a subject, Rose now has to embrace an ethic of silence. The placement

of this reversal seems particularly significant, given the exigencies of subjectivation. Like

sexual austerity, the gossip's decision to ensure that there be "one thing at least she

wouldn't spoil by telling" (210),."can be practiced in the form of a sudden, all-embracing,

and definitive renunciation of pleasures" (Foucault, Uses 27). In particular, such a

renunciation pertains to "the telos of the ethical subject: an action which is not only moral in

itself, in its singularify, it is also moral in its circumstantial integration and by virrue of the

place it occupies in a patûern of conduct" (Foucault, uses 27-2g).

As both Williams and Heble argue, the third-person narrator inWo? '.is really a kind of

disguised first-person narrator, is, in short, Rose: a narrator who writes about herself from

a distanced point of view in order to lend credibility to her rale" (Heble 104). If this is the

case, Rose takes Foucault's idea of an "aesthetics of existence" quite literally. By placing

her appropriation of the discourses on gossip at the end of her struggle, Rose as narrator

implies a final transformation: the gossip's education culminates in a rejection of her own

"dangerous" voice. If the climax of the novel is meant to signify thetelos of the heroine,

Rose barely escapes becoming the crone.

In other ways' however, Rose's self-imposed silence about Ralph during her gossip

with her brother and sister-in-law perfectly coincides with her surrender of authority to Flo

rvhen she interrupts the gossipy reading of Flo's letter in "Spelling." By making the Other
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the subject of concern; by giving Ralph the right, not of last word, but of fìrst refusal, Rose

does indeed "shape herself as an ethical subject," but not in the way that Foucault imagines.

As a good student of Nietzsche, Foucault continued to envision "ethics" as "a mere

fabrication for purposes of gulling: at best an artistic fiction; at worst an outrageous

imposture" (Nietzsche, Btrth IO). Ethics "at best," according to this theory, is a privileged

discourse for those who would, in Wildean fashion, make art "the supreme reality" and life

"a mere mode of fiction" (Wilde, De Profundis 46). In the case of Rose, however, who

finds that she felt Ralph Gillespie's life "close, closer than the lives of men she'd loved,

one slot over from her own" (2IO), the act of consolidating herself as an ethical subject

does not involve furning her life into a work of art, so much as it involves relinquishing the

power of self-construction at the expense of the Other. Rose's third-person narration

appeårs less duplicitous in this light as well, since the shift from first- ro third-person

suggests a further refusal of power. The imperi alizing,self-protecting "1" of gossip is

discarded in favour of Lejeune's "secret third person" who is now exposed and offered up

as a potential object of gossip in Rose's narrative. By empowering others, Rose discovers

a possibility of "ethical self-constitution" that is not dreamed of in Foucault's philosophy.

Although gossip as a means of self-constitution in Who Do You Think you Are? offers

an important critique of Foucauldian theory as a replay of Nietzsche's will to power, the

novel's presenlation of gossip itself seldom strays far from the Heideggerizur thesis that

"talking extensively about something, covers it up and brings what is understood to a sham

clarity--the unintelligibility of the trivial" (2OS). Or, as another critic suggests, ,,the implicit

standard of conduct is silence and solitude" (Spacks 31). Even if Rose's silence makes

sense, given the novel's attitude toward gossip, this is hardly an inevitable, or even

desirable conclusion, particularly since the novel is as fascinated by gossip's generative

powers as it is suspicious of its methods. Why is it so imperative that Rose not speak on

the last page of the text? Surely it is Munro's reinscription of the sexist fìgure of the

crone, which is already so deeply imbedded in Western culture, that catches Rose's tongue.
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If Rose has been in command of her own story as a secret third-person narrator since

the beginning, horvever, she has hardly embraced an ethic of silence as fully as she would

have us believe. Like Flo's diverting tricks, Rose's "discretion" can be read as a defensive

gesture torvard silence designed to preserve, not to give up, authority. Rose, in other

words, might renounce one form of gossip only to take up another form which now

implicates the reader. As Spacks suggests, "gossip provides a model for many operations

of the novel [and] oPens the way for a kind of interpretation that defines aspects of the

text' s relation to the reader and locates its roots in ordinary social discourse" (12).

Transposing the gossip triad from thematic to formal conærn, Rose's autobiographical

narration furns the reader into the recipient of her literary gossip. It is not Rose, but the

reader, who is revealed to have been the gossip's apprentice all along.

If we are meant to be Rose's apprentices, however, we are clearly expected to learn a

very different lesson than she herself learns. As the arbiter of her own story, Rose

ultimately confirms the Foucauldian inte¡pretation of gossip by formalizing ir she becomes

the author whose authorify can not be shaken as much as the gossip's can be. Rose, unlike

Flo, achieves "legitimacy" by turning her gossip into open discourse, widely distributed

and honestly attributed. What we might be expected to learn from Rose's example is that

we cannot escape from gossip, even if rve fìnally make ourselves its object by implicating

ourselves in a laying bare of such practices. Even so, Rose gets the last word on everyone

by making herself into "the principle bv rvhich, in our culture, one limits, excludes, and

chooses;in short, by which one impedes the free circulation, the free manipulation, the free

composition, decomposition, and recomposition of fiction" (Foucault, *what?,, 
274).

As readers, however, we could be finally forbidden to gossip about Rose's career or to

confirm our own superiority at her exp€nse because she has taught us so well that..not

speaking.'.is the right course to take." Then Rose would not impose an ethic of silence on

herself so much as on her readers. As Rose's silent partners, we would have io confirm

the gossip's interpretations the same way she had once confirmed Flo's. By adapting her
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model of gossip to the structure of the novel itself, Rose ensures that her readers will

remain literary voyeurs who may never authentically question the model of the crone that

she exploits.
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Chapter Two

Gossiping with the Devil:

The Abject Saints of Fi,fth Business

Indy- Sneerwell. I wonder, Sir Benjamin, you never publish
anyrhing.
Sir Benjamlry. .t" say truth, ma'am, 'tis very vulgar to print;
and, as.my linle prod_uglio.nq are mosrly satiies *ä furnþãnÅ
9n parlic.ular people, 

_l 
fin{ they.circulate more by givinþ .opi",

rn confidence to the friends ofthe parties...
Richard Bnnsley Sheridan, Thz Sclnol For Scan_dal

Gossip and scandal play key roles in Robertson Davies' Fifth Busiræ.rs, despite Dunstan

Ramsay's repeated and emphatic rejection of such public discourses over the course of his

autobiographical narrative. Ramsay's implicit privileging of spiritual/private discourses

over social/public ones like gottip is most clearly revealed in his polari zafionof himself

and his "lifelong friend and enemy Percy Boyd Staunton" (13). "you see how it was,,,

Ramsay declares, "to him tBoyl the reality of life lay in external things, whereas for me the

only reality was of the spirit" ( 1 18). Gossip's relentless conversion of privaæ information

into public scandal is made to seem antithetical to a protagonist who also hotly condemns .,a

woman whose life and interests were entirely external. It was not that she was indifferent

to the things of the spirit; she sensed their existence and declared herself their enemy,,

(244). For Ramsay himself--who is quite vocal about his disdain for scandalmongering--

swears allegiance to the old axiom about "loose lips." He insists: "l never passed on

gossip if I could help it...l never betrayed a confidence, preferring instead the costive

pleasure of being a repository of secrets" (2I9). Nevertheless, Ramsay's use of binary

oppositions to distance himself from "external things" like Denyse Horvard's mean political

ambitions or the glittering, superficial world of the Stauntons belies his self-conscious and

self-serving exploitation of gossip about other people throughout the novel. Far from

being marginal discourses, gossip and scandal are pre-eminent among the social practices'
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which dominate Ramsay's career, his private dealings, and even his identiry in Fifth

Bwiness, both in terms of their pervasiveness and of their dramatic significance.

Significantly, the gossip which pervades Ramsay's own autobiography is not simply

associated rvith "external" concerns, as its author would have it. The fact that "the central

theme of gossip lies precisely in [a] tense relationship between a revealed 'fìrst' and a

concealed 'second' rvorld" (Bergmann 53) would seem to grant gossip a special

significance in a novel which insists upon the Jungian bifurcation of lived experience into a

"mundane and rational surface broken through at inûervals by the symbols of myth and

dream that expresses the hidden powers of the unconscious" (Radford 66), even if such a

distinction already privileges a "spiritual history" (Roper 81) at the expense of "mundane"

social processes like gossip. Public discourses of scandal--marked as they are by gleeful

incredulity and speculation about private affairs--also seem to be intimately connected to the

"second," Jungian world of Ramsay's rich inner life--specifically to his seeking afær a

world of rvonders whose "marvels," like those of gossip, "defy all verifiable facts," even

as they beg the philosophical question: "are marvels brought into being by their [people's]

desire, or is their desire an assurance rising from some deep knowledge, not to be directly

experienced and questioned, that the marvellous is indeed an aspect of the real?" (ZO3).

The gossip's insatiable desire for spectacle, in other words, seems to conespond with what

Ramsay sees in the kneeling petitioners of the Byzantine basilica at Guadalupe, "whose

faces had the beauty virtually every face reveals in the presence of the goddess of mercy,

the Holy Mother, figure of divine compassion" (203). Such an interdependence between a

low discourse like gossip and a transcendent one like religion only seems fatuous if we

disregard the already dubious nature of spirituality in a book where, as one recent

commen[ator notes, "a card trick is every bit as good as a tale of saints to put to flight the

leaden hours of a Presbyterian Sunday afternoon" (Williams 55).

Otherwise, gossip seems to be the instrument of Ramsay's transcendental aspiraiions in

Fifth Businøss. Consider the scandalous gossip about Mary Dempster which was
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originally overheard through the Deptford village grapevine, but which Ramsay retells with

a transcendenbl trvist as the history of a saint; the rural scandals which comprise the

backdrop to Ramsay's youth--epitomized by Milo Papple's enthusiasm for "the prurient,

the humiliating, and the macabre" (1@) in his barber-shop gossip--which assume the status

of local myth; Boy Staunton's transcendent wish "forever to be a Boy" (266) which leads

him to model his own life on "every scrap of gossip" (189) about his idealized image of

youth, the Prince of Wales, and which fìnally lands him in a truly mythological dilemma:

"You created a God in your own image, and when you found out he was no good you

abolished him," Ramsay tells him, "lt's quite a common form of psychological suicide"

QaÐ; Boy's own mythological role as gossipy Candaules to Ramsay's receptive Gyges;

Ramsay's hagiographic calling which he himself likens to "psychological-mythological

gossip" (I7O); or even the highly publicized scandals and "extraordinary gossip" (260)

generated by the mysterious predictions of the Brazen Head of Friar Bacon in Magnus

Eisengrim's Soirée of lllusions, the world of wonders which satisfies the "concealed

longing for romance and marvels" felt by those disenchanted "people who are well fed and

know the wonders that lie concealed in the atom" (212,203). The conflation of myth and

marvel, the sacred and the scandalous, inherent in such examples emphatically suggests

that Ramsay's letter to the Headmaster, which frames all of these other forms of gossip,

constitutes a further form of epistolary gossip in which the writer gets the goods on

everyone else without giving up control over his own self-image.

The possibiliry that Ramsay's letter is merely gossip in another guise finds formal

support in the work of Patricia Meyer Spacks who argues that a reader's interest in the

publication of private letters is no different from the curiosity of the gossiper. Focussing

on letters penned by that eighteenth-century master of gossip, Horace Walpole, Spacks

suggests that the circuit of exchange and consumption in lefter writing even imitaæs the

structure of the gossip triad: "the dynamics of gossip...create a we-them dichotomy: we

who talk, them whom we discuss; and the dynamics of letter-reading are parallel to those of
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gossip" (83). Thus, the epistolary form of Ramsay's autobiography already suggests its

affinity to oral forms of gossip. Moreover, the ambiguity of Ramsay's letter, which claims

to reject gossip in the very act of passing it on, precisely mirrors the rhetoric of its

eighteenth-century model:

Despite all the gossip he reports, Walpole insists on his distaste for 'scandal' and
his contempt for those who-promulgate it, partly because he believes them to make
no distinction between truthand falsehood. If he acknowledges on occasion the
problematic truth of his own narratives, the acknowledgemeni becomes part of the
story; he never (or so he implies) knowingly misleads ñis reader. lSpacks Z9¡

Ramsay's own frequent reminders about "the variability of truth" (258) are also double-

edged since they caution us about the unreliabiliry of the gossiper, even as they help to

establish his own "rhetorical ethos with his frankness" (Williams 65), drawing us into his

confidence so that his version of the truth seems to carry more authority. He writes, alter

all, in order to set the record straight. Similarly, Ramsay's apologetic nanative which

appeals to an inscribed, internal reader position--the Headmaster who serves as proxy for

real readers--mimics Walpole's tactic of shaping his readef s response through a rhetorical

style in which "he assumes that his conespondents share his [standard of judgement]"

(Spacks 82). Both Ramsay's and Walpole's narrators thus lure the reader into complicity

"by expert inte¡pretive description," a Lactic which again reminds us that "gossip [is]

complicitous in essence" (Spacks 82).

Furthermore, like Walpole, Ramsay olten seems to make "talk about other people the

subject of his correspondence" (Spacks 78) in order to dramatize his own superiority. The

narrator's ostensibly straightforward confession of trysting with Agnes Day, Gloria

Mundy, and Libby Doe, for instance, slips into the discourse of gossip as the puns on their

names "[make] his women into anonymous jokes" (Radford 76). Ramsay's dismissive

caricature of Boy--"He was the quintessence of the JazzAge, a Scott Fitzgerald character.

It was characteristic of Boy throughout his life that he was always the quintessence of

something that somebody else had recognized and defined" (i 18)--is further evidence of

self-congrafulatory tattling. So, too, is his smug assessment that "the Stauntons rarely
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escaped a cliché in any of the essential matters of life" (18?, or his opinion about Leola, .,1

don't think I have ever met such a stupid, nice woman" (159). All of these examples

suggest that, for Ramsay, the apparently simple act of telling his own story is inseparable

from practices of spreading malicious gossip about others.

Such tanling thus opens a space in which to examine the contradictions of Ramsay's

text. For Ramsay's readers fìnd themselves in the same position as those of Horace

Walpole: "involve[d] at once gossiping with and in effect gossiping about the letters'

author" (Spacks 84). Spacks's analysis of reading Walpole's letters provides a useful

model for reading Fifth Business by encouraging us to read against the grain of Ramsay's

own self-generating gossip: "[t]he double role of the reader generates a kind of moral

security: we cân identify with and enjoy Walpole's sense of superiority to much of human

kind, a feeling conesponding to a deep narcissistic impulse but one which the laws of

civilized behaviour encourage us to suppress or deny; at the same time (or at the next

moment), we can contemplate Walpole's moral inadequacies as though we had not shared

them, and gain pleasure by judging him" (84). The regisær of Ramsay's letter, which we

receive as Fifih Business, produces a split identical to that of published letters, hence

allowing us to re-open the channels of gossip which its narrator has pretended to seal off.

In fact, Ramsay's narrative has, from the beginning, been concerned not with spreading

gossip but with controlling it, since the letter itself originates as a response to the

"patronizing," "dismissive," "idiotic piece" written about him on the occasion of his

retirement from Colborne College. "FAREWELL TO Tt{E CORK" is litrle more than

glorifìed academic gossip about "Corky" Ramsay, the peg-legged history professor. For

Ramsay, autobiography is not spontaneous, but polemical, an angry answer to the gossip-

column's biographer:

But why, you_ will ask, am I writing to,you atall? why, after a professional
association of so many years, d:"ng which I have been reticent äU"ui*/ personal
affairs, am I impelled now to offer lou such a statement as this?

It is becaus".l.*S deeply offe-nded by the idiotic piece that appeared in the
College Chronicle in the isiue of midsummer 1969. Ir is nor mêiely is iiiiteracy of
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tone that disgusts me (though I thlnk the quarterly publication of a famous Canadian
school ought.to do better), but its presentaìion toiire public of a pàrtraiiof ¡11yiãlf-_-
as a typical old schoolmaster dodciering into retirement lvith tearb in his eves and a
drop hanging from his nose. (17)

The significalce of this initial outrage has often been neglected by Jungian interpreters of-

the novel who only acknowledge that "At the most immediate leve:, Fifth Business js a

memoir...triggered by a farewell article in the college paper which stereotypes him as a lrlr.

Chips," without considering the implications of this "cheapening of his public image,,

beyond its disjunction with Ramsay's "inner sense of himself" (Roper g9). A critic like

Gordon Roper fails to see the humour in the text's comic juxtaposition of a schoolmaster

who claims, on the one hand, to transcend tnvial concerns, but who, on the other hand,

go€s to the extent of writing his own press releases. For he is chagrined that the article

about his retirement makes "no mention...[ofl my V.C.," or of "my ten books, of whtch at

least one has circulated in six languages and has sold over three-quarters of a million copies

and [of which] another exerts a widening influence in the realm of mythic history about

which Packer attempts to be jocose," not to mention "the fact that I am the only protestant

contributor to Analecta Bollandiana, and have been so for thirty-six years, is ignored,

though Hippolyte Delehaye himself thought well of my work and said so in prinr" ( 1g) I

Similarly, Jungian interest in the hidden life of the protagonist ignores the hint of pettiness

in the voice that asks: "Does it not reduce me to what Packer unquestionably believes me to

be--a senile, former worthy who has stumbled through forty-five years of teaching armed

only with a shallow, Boy's Book of Battles concept of history, and a bee in his bonnet

about myth--whatever the dullard packer imagines myth to be?" (lg).

Ramsay's objection to sophomorish biography, in other words, is rooted in the

biographer's usurpation of his right to control public perceptions of his own character--the

very problem motivating much of the moral animus directed at oral forms of gossip.

Ramsay's fervent desire to maintain a grip on his public persona is already evidenr from his

insistence that Boy æncoct a story to cover up the fact that Ramsay's dismissal as

Headmaster following the war was due to public pressure about his ,,queemess,, of
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characier, and not his own decision: "lt will be a lie, but I want my face saved" (201). In

the case of his letter, Ramsay's decision to tell the story of his hidden life is not only an

exercise in public relations, but is also "an indication of how deeply he is still enmeshed in

time" (Williams 60): "l am driven to explain myself to you, Headmaster, because you stand

at the top of that queer school world in which I seem to have cut such a meagre figure"

(19). "The sources from which my larger life was nourished were elsewhere, and it is to

write of them that I address this memoir to you, Headmaster,lrcping thereby that when I
am dead at least one ,non will bnw the truth about me and. do me justice,, (l?z; my

emphasis). Thus, Ramsay's "confession" turns out to be more of a legal ,,will,,, entrusting

the Headmaster to be the executor of Ramsay's public reputation. Even ai the level of its

production, therefore, Ramsay's narrative seems profoundly self-contradictory since it
arises in the context of a desire to legislaúe gossip about its author, even as it seeks to

privilege the mythical and the spiritual above such earttrly foibles and vanities.

The ostensible contradiction between transcendental discourses and trivial discourses in

Ramsay's autobiography, however, is resolved at a functional level by the effects of his

literary gossip. Although it doesn't quite enable him to turn water into wine, St Dunslan,s

scandal sheet characteristically proceeds by transforming the profane into the sacred.

Pointing out "the narratof s version of a magic trick," David Williams has already identifled

"[n]arrative" as Ramsay's "final work of conjuring a saintly new persona" (80), which is

also a gesrure toward transcendence. Even his deferral of the letter to the Headmaster--

"You will not see this memoir until after my own death" (258)--becomes an effective

weapon in the battle for public opinion since it gives Ramsay the last word on his own

character, as well as on everyone else's. This tactical delay also means that Ramsay has

"removed himself from time by addressing his former Headmaster from beyond the

grave...lmplicitly, then, his vantage point is not only retrospective, but timeless;he no

longer stands within the temporal span of the action he describes" (williams 5g). Gossip,

in other words, is not at all at odds with Ramsay's concern to transcend the limits of his
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ability to legislate his public image. Rather, it is rhe very basis of his transcændenúal

authority.

If, as I will argue, gossip is the master discourse of Fifth Business, the traditional

psychoanalytic approach which remains fixated on "the Jungian bias of the Deptford

trilogy" (Radford 66) needs to be reconsidered in order to accommodate the practice and

effects of such a culrural strategy on a subject who is already profoundly self-divided with

respect to his own discourse. Considering that it usually disregards the signifìcance of the

letter as narrative frame, it is hardly surprising that the archefypal approach to Fifth

Bttsiness propounded by critics like Gordon Roper and Marilyn Chapman has yet to

account, in any way, for the role of the scandalmonger in the novel. Instead, their

approach eschews the metafictional problems of the text in order to dwell upon "the implicit

Jungian principles on which Fiftlt Busíness is based" (Chapman 131). Usually, this has

meant a tireless return to the Jungian ûemplate on the part of critics who assume the role of

deÛective in the psychological equivalent of a mystery investigation. Deducing the

significance of Ramsay's entourage to his personal mythology by matching them to the

archetypes they embody for him, the Jungian critic traces the resolution of contradictions

within the protagonist's character, assuming that he achieves "some fused inner and outer

sûate of wholeness in the mountains of St. Gall" (Roper 93).

From a Jungian perspective, only Radford's more conservative estimate of Ramsay's

spiritual progress has seriously questioned the "wholeness" Ramsay achieves by telling the

story of his past. Although he acknowledges that, by the end of the novel, Ramsay.,has

succeeded in recovering the personal archetypes he had projected on his mother and Mary

Dempster," Radford is uncomfortable with the lact that Ramsay's "'Fifth Business'

identity...enables him to rationalize his betrayal of Staunton" (78, 75). Radford,s reading

remains closer to Davies' original vision of Fifth Business in which "Revenge is the theme

of the novel" (Davies, "The Deptford" 'l), emphasizing the duplicitous nature of Ramsay's

fractured identity which licences his "demoruc side" to take a "kind of concealed revenge on
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all of those rvho cause him guilt or envy" (76). "When he tells Boy that the stone-in-the-

snorvball secret must be revealed," for inslance, "because it has been characteristic of

Staunton's rvhole life, we remember that Ramsay has kept the actual stone at the core of hìs

life--apparently rvaiting for the strategic moment of revenge" (Radford 77). Rather than

viewing Ramsay's life as a dialectic in which trvo opposing forces are ultimately

synthesized, Radford concludes that, by the end of the novel, self-division shades into self-

deception. Even as Ramsay narrates the story of his life, the autobiographer is .,still hiding

from full self-knowledge in 'the vital though never glorious role of Fifth Business,,,

(Radford 78).

Nor has Radford been the only critic to stress Ramsay's problematic self-division.

David Williams's analysis of forms of autobiography in Fifth Business is also deeply

troubled by "[t]he narrator's method of self-justiflcation" which "leads to schizophrenic

tensions of form in a 'confession' which is also an apologia for 'poetic self-invention,,,

(Williams 64). Questioning Ramsay's psychic, as well as his moral "integrity," he notes

that "Ramsay's ottly excuse for betraying Boy Staunton is that Fifth Business made him do

it" (&)' Fifth Business, in other words, becomes a convenient "alibi" (williams 65) which

protects Ramsay from assuming any real responsibility in "[t]he mysterious death of Boy

St'aunton" (255). For Williams, this schizophrenic alibi is evidence of the protagonist,s lack

of self-knowledge, manifested by his lingering "obsession with guilt and his longing for
justification" (62).

Julia Kristeva s psychoanalytic theon of abjection is similarly interested in the

problems of self-division and exclusion Iike those raised by Ramsay's fractured identity.

Examining the ways in which both individuals and larger social groups establish symbolic

identities by abjecting impurities and waste, Knsteva describes a fragmented ,,subject in

process" who attests to the impossibility of total psychic integration. Kristeva imagines a

subject that is multiple, tratrsgressive, and radically split, an "1" which is ,,always already

haunted by the other," and yet whose strategies o[ "rejecting, separating,
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repeating/abjecting" involve it in a "violence of mourning for an 'object' that has always

already been lost" (Povers 12, lÐ. As Elizabeth Gross explains, "Kristeva explores the

ways in which the inside and the outside of the body, the spaces between the subject and

object, and the self and other become structured and made meaningful through the child,s

taking up a position in the symbolic order" (86). However, because "'proper, sociality and

subjectivity are based on the expulsion or exclusion of the improper, the unclean, and the

disorderly elements of its corporeal exisænce that must be separated from its .clean and

proper' self... [t]he subject must disavow part of ißelf in order to gain a stable self, and this

form of refusal marks whatever identity it acquires as provisional, and open to breakdown

and instability" (Gross 86).

Kristeva's vision of the abject as that which "threatens the unity/identity of both sociery

and the subject" because "[i]t calls into question the boundaries upon which they are

constituted" (oliver 56) thus enfranchises a discussion of the problematic relationship of
"internal" and "external" forces in Fifth Business--such as divisions between

private/public, psychological/social, and secrecy/disclosure--in ways that Jung,s theory

does not. Similarly, her theory of subjectivity, applied ro the Jungian hero of Fifth

Business, challenges the conclusion that Ramsay emerges from the novel as a unified,

transcendental subject of discourse. Instead, the dynamic of abjection helps to explain

Ramsay's dubious refusal of the gossiper's identity as evidence that he is troubled, from

the very beginning, by an identity-crisis rvhich is never fìnally resolved.

As I will argue, Ramsay's fractured identity is largely a function of his ambiguous

relationship to gossip; specifically, his "transformation" from "repository of secrets,, to

gossipy secret-sharer. Like Kristeva's split subject, he is not unwitting of this

transformation: "Necessarily dichotomous, somewhat Manichaean, he divides, excludes,

and without, properly speaking, wishing to know his abjections is not at all unaware of
them" (Powers 8). But gossip itself serves as the wallpaper which hides the fractures in

his own identity as he moves from the position of the gossip recipient to that of the
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talebearer. By focussing on the role gossip plays in the novel as "a vortex of summons and

repulsion fwhich] places the one haunted by it literally beside himself" (Kristeva l), my

approach seeks to chart the "schizophrenic" destabilization of Ramsay's identity as ,.Fifth

Business" in relation to abject models of gossip which operate both at communal and

personal levels.

Through an analysis of gossip and secrecy in Fifth Business,I will re-examine Jörg

Bergmann's structuralist explanation o[ gossip in addition to addressing the central

functionalist argument in gossip theory itself as it was first articulated in the debate between

Max Gluckman and Robert Paine. Kristeva's analysis of abjection will be especially useful

for suggesting ways in which the social sciences have lailed adequately to assess gossip,s

function as both mechanism of abjection and abject discourse at social and structural levels

respectively, even as the problematic gossipers of Fifth Business interrogate the binary

basis of Kristeva's own model of abjection. For Kristeva, "the simple logic of excludíng

rthh" (Powers 6) operates equally at the level of individual subject construction and at the

level of symbolic systems which guarantee social groups. B¡r marntaining their

"correspondence" and by refusing to assign to the speaking subject "some deep or primary

causality in the social symbolic system" (Powers 67), Kristeva proposes an analysis of

abjection as a stratified, but non-hierachical phenomenon.

The Deptford gossip thus provides an early model relating gossip to strategies of

abjection which helps to illuminate Ramsav's own use of epistolary gossip as a form of

self-creation. In fact, the small town proves to be a paradigm, and not just a stereorype, of

the social functions of gossip which figures as prominently in Ramsay's naffative as it does

more generally in Canadian fiction. At least Davies suggests as much in the openlng

chapters of Fifih Business when Ramsay notes a new popular fascination with country

towns in the media. Once nostalgic strongholds of pastoral experience, "places inhabited by

iaughable, ioveable simpletons, unspotted by the worldliness ol city life, though

occasionally shrewd in rural concerns, t' rural villages are now portrayed as seedbeds for
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scandal, "rotten with vice, and especially sexual vice as KraffrEbing might have been

surprised to uncover in vienna; incest, sodomy, bestiality, sadism, and masochism were

supposed to rage behind the lace curtains and in the haylofts, while rigid piety was

professed in the streets" (20). The victorian th¡eat of perversion which supposedly lurl<s

behind the country-bumpkin's unassuming demeanor constitutes only one example of the

link ben'veen small communities and gossip that has been an emergent concem in the social

sciences since the turn of the century. Anthropological, sociological, historical, and literary
ethnographies--especially Max Gluckman's ground-breaking study, ,.Gossip 

and scandal,,

(1963)-- have all focused on small societal groupings such as tribes, villages, or urban

neighborhoods (see also: Radin 1927; Colson 1953; Wylie 1957; Spacks 1%5) ro suggesr

that "gossip is an extraordinarily widespread activify conducted with devotion,,(Bergmann

10)' such apologias for "scandalmongering" make gossip a central concern of village life
by eschewing moral condemnations of "idle üalH' in favor of functional explanations which

discover, in gossip and scandal, essential mechanisms upon which the identity and survival
of small communities depend: "gossip does not have isolated roles in community life, but is
part of the very blood and tissue of that rife" (Gruckman 30g).

surprisingly, however, explanations of how "gossip, and even scandal, have important
positive virtues"' in that "they mainúain the unity, morals and values of social groups,,

(Gluckman, "scandal" 308), eschew an economy of abjection. Instead, Gruckman,s

recuperative account of gossiping is informed by the claim that "when you gossip about
your friends to other mutual friends you are demonstrating that you all belong to one set

which has the duty to be interested in one another's vices as well as virrues,, (314). For
Gluckman, because "[v]illage gossip has the effect of making the villagers conform to ideas

of morality and value that are valid in the village," gossiping about someone who has

transgressed village "law" or accepted values only reinforces "their mutual membership in a
social Sroup and thereby recognize[s] and strengthen[s] the group as a binding social unit,,
(Bergmann 145). Gossip, Gluckman maintains--whether it be in Trinidad, plainsville
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U.S'A.' a Welsh village, or the Makah Indian settlement on Cape Flattery--does not

represent division or internal strife so much as it signifies the bonding of a healthy

community because it has "the effect of maintarning the village as a village and of

preventing it from becoming a collection of houses, Iike a housing estate" (313). The unity

which results from such "cultural techniques" therefore gives social groups a heightened

sense of autonomy which can in turn be reinforced by gossip about other social groups.

As a recent theorist of gossip suggests, gossip helps to "solidify a group's sense of iæelf

by heightening consciousness of 'outside' (inhabited by those talked about) and ,inside'

(the temporarily secure terntory of the talkers)" (Spacks 5).

In man¡u ways, Deptford, Ontario seems to epitomize the villages in Gluckman's study.

It too is a small and "exclusive group,..which has exclusiveness thrust upon it...by

isolation of locality" (Gluckman 3@):

It was called Deptford and lay on the Thames River about fifteen miles east of
Pittstown, our.county town and nearest big place. We had an officiál pofdation
of about five hundred, and the sunoundiñg'farms probably brought tËe åistrlct up
to eight hundred souls. (FiÍrhZO)

Like the communities described in the ethnographic literature Gluckman cites, Deptford is

paradoxically unified by the effects of apparent internal dissent, scandal, and backbiting.

In fact' the sense of communality pervading Deptford is most forcefully conveyed by

Ramsay's recollections of growing up there--recollections which are themselves

inseparable from the language of communal gossip--often appearing to be little more than

further iterations of the village gossip he heard as a chlld. The pervasive role of .,the gossip

of the town" (56) or the "Deptford gossip" (93), mapping a terrain of transgressions

against a grid of social norTns in the first section of Ftfth Business, suggests that gossip

performs the same function for the citizens of rural Ontario that it did for the members of a

village in a Haitian valley (Gluckman, "Scandal"307-0g).

In other ways too, Deptford seems to suit Gluckman's theory that, once the socially

unifying effect of tattling on one's neighbor within the village has been achieved, a
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supplementary solidarity is derived from rigorously distinguishing between villages

themselves:

We were sgriSqs people, missing nothing in our community and feeling ourselves
in no rvay inferior to larger.placés. We ãid, however, Iook with pittil; amusemenr
on Bolles Corners, four miles distant and with a population of cjne'huidred andfifty. To live in Bowles Corners, we felt, was to Ue rustic beyond reãemption. (22)

Thus, Deptford, like all "excrusive groups,,' obeys the second rule of gossip: ,.scandal

when directed by members of a group against another group is unifying in another, and an

obvious, way--it asserts the superiority of the scandalizing group" (Gluckman, ..Scandal,,

314).

Although Gluckman's account of scandal as a guarantor of the moral norms of a

community begins to suggest the significance of gossip in Depfford, it also raises a

significant problem. For Gluckman, gossip within communities performs a profoundly

conservative and ultimately inclusive function, since, by gossiping about another person,

the gossiper always already assumes even a transgressor's membership within the group.

In the case of the Makah Indians, for instance--rvho were targeted for assimilation by The

American Indian Service as early as the ig60s--Makah gossip

becomes vicious scandal, aimed at demonstrating that the other parties are not
worthy. to be Makah. The different groups and i"n¿ivi¿uals in th! triUe iilfrt an
unceasing battle to demonstrate theii own true Makahship. Bit this-in'ånes them
in a continual process of remainittg Makah, which...giv"r trigtt import"nce to the
scandalizing itself, as a mecharusm for maintaining tñe Makfi u. ägiouf encysted
in the American nation, whose other members are"exclu¿"ã üo. ilis-*ãr or
scandal. (3 12: my emphasis)

Robert Paine, however, argues that exclusion, not unification, is the principal function of

gossip. In a well-known rebuttal to Gluckman's argument, he reactivates the question,

"What Is Gossip About?", by criticizing the hasty anthropologist who would.,[make] the

community the center of attention instead of the individual" (Paine, "Alternative" 2g0).

Gluckman's determination to debunk the popular idea which associates backbiting with

malicious intent or destructive effects, Paine reminds us, blinds him to the fact that,,[i]t is

the individual and not the community that gossips" (2go-gl). In paine's study, gossip
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reveals fa¡ more about the narcissistic gossiper, who "cast[s] doubt upn the abilities and

achievements of otherfs]...in order to improve [his or her] own self-interested and

competitive claims to moral recognition" (28I), than it reveals about the unity ol his or her

social group.

In fact, viewing gossip as "a cultural device used by the individual to forward his own

interests" (Paine ?ß2) problematizes the very notion of a unifled social group. For paine,

"[a] 'we' Sroup...usually turns out to be a coterie of rival interest based quasi-groups,,

(?ß2). We can recognize such rival interests in the fìve churches of Deptford:

the Anglican, pgor but believed. to have_some mysterious social supremacy; the
$"tbyt"¡un, solvent and thought--chiefly by itsálf--to ue intelrecnï¿; t-tre
Methodist, insolvent and fervent; the Baptisi, insolvent and saved; ttrå doman
Catholic, mysterious to most of us but ciearty solvent, as it was i.*q"*tly and, so
we thought, quite needlessly repainted. (20)-

Paine, in other words, Srants to exclusionary gossip, which identifies an outside in

addition to an inside, the dignity of first cause on a microscopic level of competition

between individuals within a heterogeneous social mass. Gluckman, we recall, saw such

exclusions as macroscopic effects of gossip, occurring only behve en already homogeneous

social groups. Yet, in light of Paine's argument, such a concession to exclusionary gossip

seems at odds with the basic tenets of Gluckman's model. Why should gossip within

villages unify through inclusion, yet unify by exclusion between villages?

Paine's "alternative hypothesis" thus furnishes an important critique of Gluckman's

failure to address gossip's inherent intentionality. In other ways, however, the severity of

its att¿ck upon gossip's effects runs the risk ol throwing the baby of communal identity out

with the bath water of functional analysis. Between the h¡¡o poles of this argument a third

possibility emerges: a form of gossip whose trajectory disfurbs the premise of bipolariry at

every level, including those divisions between individual and community, exclusion and

unification, subject and object. Like Gluckman's account, this third model of gossip is

socially unifying; like Paine's account it makes exciusion its central concern. It would, in

other rvords, insist upon what Paine fails to notice and what Gluckman refuses to
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acknowledge: those forms of gossip which strengthen social bonds through acß of ritual

excl usion rather than continual reappropriation.

For Julia Kridteva, it is precisely such ritual exclusions, and not reabsorptions, which

have "no other goal than the survival of both group and subject" (Kristeva, powers 6g).

Mapping more than an intramural terrain of transgressions, gossip serves to map an

extramural terrain of identity, abjecting inferior groups from its midst. The whole

communiry thus becomes a version of Kristeva s dejecr "A deviser of territories,

languages, works, the dejectnever stops demarcating his universe whose fluid

confines...constantly question his solidity and impel him to start afresh" (powersg). If
Gluckman's theory imagines gossip as a culrural mechanism which does not exclude or

suS8est that "envy, slander and hate are the dominant atmosphere" (Gluckman, ..Scandal,,

3Ul of the communities in which it operates, Kristeva's account of social ritual points to

very different ways in which gossip's unifying effects depend on the practices of division

and exclusion explored by Paine. Whereas Gluckman anticipates a recent theorist who

describes gossip as "the voice of 'the world'--the amorphous social organization that

enforces its own standards and disciplines those who go astray" (Spacks 7)--Kristeva notes

that such a rigorous policing of the social body is typically associated with abjection, the

activity of "constructing boundaries and jettisoning the anti-social" by which ,.every society

is founded" (Oliver 56).

Following Mary Douglas, Kristeva elaborates a model of societal abjection, noting that

In a number of primitive.societies, religious rites are purification riûes whose
function is to separate this or that sociãl, sexual,,ol ale g^r9.up from unòttrer one, bym?ns of prohibiting a.filthy, defiling element...lt is ä ii aivìaing iinËs were built
up between to"iqfy a¡d a gertain natu--re, as well as within tfre socl"ai ãggrégæ" on
the basis of the simple logic of,excluding filth, whtch. promoted to thãîtual level
9f^defiIeme1tr, founded thê "self and cleãn" of each .o"i¿ group rr 

".i"å"rt 
subjeðt.

(Powers 65)

Yet, Kristeva explains, "filth is not a quality in itself, but it applies only to what relates to a

boundary and, more particularly, represents the object jettisoned out of that boundary, its.

other side, a margin" (Powers 69). on a social level, the abject appears as the other side of
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morality, religion, law, and all of those discourses which found the social order,

representing everything which cannot be contained by the symbolic system and so must be

radically excluded. Rituals become necessary, however, because exclusion is never

complete' There is always, as Georges Bataille first noüed, an "inability to assume with
sufficient strength the imperative act of excluding" (qtd. in Kristeva , powers &).
consequently, "from its place of banishment, the abject does not cease challenging its

mastet'' (Kristeva, Powers 2)' Ritual exclusions thus constitute weak but necessary lines

of defence against the confusion of boundaries brought about in abjection by functioning as

"a 'writing of the real.' They parcel out, demarcate, delineate an order, a framework, a

sociality" (Kristeva, PowersT4). Because of their flimsiness, however, these ritual

reenactments cannot prevent abjection from occurring at junctures betrveen the society and

its abjects--a violent confrontation which threatens the very basis of the social and symbolic
order, since the abject is precisely "what disturbs identiry, system order. v/hat does not

respect borders, positions, rules. The in-betrveen, the ambiguous, the composite,, (powers

4).

As the "voice of the world" for small-town ontario, gossip in Deptford performs a

similar function by mapping the clean and proper social body through a sequence of
constant--we might even say, ritualized--diagnoses and amputations. In a village where

"hard talk rvas not always accompanied by hard action,, (Ftfîh3o), gossip assumes a

privileged role' merging talk with action, thereby making "hard action,, unnecessary.

specifically, gossip operates as a mechanism of exclusion, a daily ritual which struggles to

maintain the inægrity of the village's symbolic order as it emanates from institutional

structures like the church and the law. Like the ritual exclusions which attempt to hold the

th¡eat of abjection or contamination at bay, Deptford gossip focuses on those instances of
transgression where laws and prohibitions collapse in order to strengthen the ..unity,, of the

social group by ostracizing the transgressor. Rewriting Kristeva's maxim that, at a

psychological level, "tlrc abject [is] the 'object' of primat repression, (powers LZ), we
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might say, in turn, that on a social level, "the abject is the 'object' of the gossiper."

Obviously, however, the uniry derived from such gossiping is significantly different from

rvhat Gluckman proPosed, coming as it does with a heavy price for the scapegoat, as Mary

Dempster--the principal object of gossip in Deptford--rapidly discovers. Moreover, when

evaluated from the perspective of psychoanalysis, the function of abjecting inherent in

gossip serves to expel the threat of hybrid menaces to the symbolic system, even as it fails

ultimately to enforce those exclusions. Because abjection paradoxically guarantees the

system, it can never be dispensed with entirely; rather, it lurks at the borders of society or

individual even after it has been banished.

Gossip about Mary Dempster is pre-eminent in Deptford, where "the revelation that

Percy Boyd Staunton and Mabel Heighton had been surprised in the sexual act by Mabel's

mothef' and Mrs. Heighton's blackmail of the wealthy Stauntons for trampling on Mabel's

"virtue" "amounted to scandal in high society" (60). As early as her first arrival in

Deptford, the relation of a parson's wife to the community is mediated by the village gossip

which marks Mary Dempster as a potentially disturbing element: "When Amasa Dempsûer

had brought his linle bride to our village the spring before the Christmas of paul's birth, the

opinion had been strong among the women that nothing would ever make a preacher's wife

out of that one" (29). These initial suspicions are only compounded by paul's birth, after

which public opinion begins to differentiate his mother from "normal" society.

Significantly, gossip about Mrs. Dempstef s disturbing presence centers on her role as a

mother:

She now breast-fed-him--my mother and all the neighbours had to admit that she
did it well--but she lacked the solemnity they expecled of a nursing mother; she
enjoyed the. process, and sometimes rvhen they ivent into the houíe there sire was,
with everything showipg, even tho¡Sh her hulband was present, just as if she
hadn' t the sense. to pull 9p ¡er clothãs...And thus the opinion gréw thar Mrs.
Dempster was simple. (31)

That gossip as a means of abjection should single out the jouissance of the nursing morher

as unsettling is explained by K¡isteva's insistence that, "no matter what differences there
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may be in societies where religious prohibitions, which are above all behaviour

prohibitions, are supposed to afford protection from defilement, one sees everywhere the

importance, both social and symbolic of women and particularly the mothe/' (powers 70).

"The abject confronts us," Kristeva writes, "within our personal archaeology, with our

earliest attempts to release the hold of the maternal entity even before ex-isting outside of

her, thanks to the autonomy of language. It is a violent, clumsy breaking away,with the

constant risk ol falling back under the sway of a power as securing as it is stifling"

(Powers 13). Whereas abjection at the level of the social aggregate threatens those social

structures, abjection at the level of personal experience constitutes "a kind of tnrcisststic

crisís" in that it "acknowledges [the subject] to be in perpetual danger" (powers M,9) by

recalling the a¡chaic relationship with the mother's body from which it had once been

undi fferenti ated. Consequentl y,. says Kri steva,

A rvhole facet of the sacred...assumes the task of warding off that danger. This is
precisely where we encounter the rituals of defilement anã their derivaíives, which,
based on the feeling of abjection and all converging on the maternal, utt"rnpt to
symbolize the other threat to the subjecr that oiUeing swamped Uy ine Auat
relationshi.p,.thereby lsking theloss not of a part.(caitration) Uut óf the totality of
his living being. The function of these religious-riùuals is to ward off the subjãct;s
fear of his very own identity sinking irretriévably inro rhe mother. çfàlers'ø¡

Mary Dempster's conspicuous pleasure at suckling her child only reinforces the

fundamentally anti-social dyad of the mother-child by dramatizing matemal authority for the

whole village to see. The "solemnity" required of nursing mothers by the symbolic order

clearly seeks to disengage the child from the mother, thereby breaking up the dyad which

undermines social propagation (the male child must abject the mother if he is to father more

children). By flaunting the prohibition, Mary makes herself rhe objecr of local gossip

which carries out the abjecting responsibility of "rituals of defllement and their derivatives"

and alienates her from the community:

Þy tne úme a year had pass4 since Paul's birth her husband had become 'poor
Reverend Dempster'. to everybody,,a man burdened with a simple-minãed ivife and
a delicate child, and it was a general source of amazement that he could make ends

T:"
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After a year or so most of the woqe.n jn.our.village grew rired of pitying the Baptist
parson and his wife. and. began to rhink thar he *ãs õ simple * ,Ë".' 4fi." ¡¡;i -
ostracized people, they became more marked in their odditt- a;f -

Clearly, village gossip has already begun to expel the Dempsters from Deptford society.

And yet, as an abject, Mary continues to disturb the boundaries upon which the social order

depends by roaming through the streets of the village, "'traipsing' was the word many of
the women now used" (48):

she wanted to give things away and was hurt when neighbours refused theseprofferings. Her face rvore a irveet but.woefully un-oãptforo 
"^lå-rri"n; 

it was
too clear that she did not know where she was going neit, and sornetimes shewould visit a house more than three times in a ñornÏng, tó thã a;ótñ;of a busy
woman who was washing or getting a meal ready forîer trusban¿ãn[ions. (ag)'

Mary's disruption of her neighbours' private and social responsibilities during these

wanderings, however, is minor compared to the danger she poses to the community

following her disappearance.

When Mary goes missing, the search converges on the gravel pit at the edge of town.

As the geographical locus of danger and abjection, it does not merely represent, but ls the

fìlth jettisoned from the "self and clean" of Deptford:

Mothers hated it because sometimes little children strayed out into it and were hurt,
q¿.Þig children sneaked into it and met the like or víuel ri"ieù"gi*lBur mosr
of all it was disliked because it was a refuge for the tramps wtio roäe the rods of therailway. Some of these were husky youn! fellows; others were old men, or men
rvho seemed ord, in.ragg* el?ç*ti uerõ¿ wirh a'pje." 

"f -p";;rirup,wearing hats of terrible dilaþidation, and giving off the .t"n"n ãi i""i ,î.ut,
faeces, and urine that would have stagge.ä a ãoat. iSO)

The sub-human depiction of the tramps makes them doubly abject because, while they

epitomize the abject body which fails to isolate itself from human waste and disease, they

are also "feared as lawless men" (50). l¿wlessness, as Kristeva indicates, is always abject

since "any crime, because it draws attention to the fragility of the law, is abject, (32).

In other ways, Ramsay's observation that the gravel pit "was of unusual importance to

our village because it completely blocked any normal extension of streets or houses on our

western side" (49) further suggests the pit's link with abjection which founds culture

through prohibition and blockage, even as its position at the border of the village recalls the
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fact that abjection too is "a border...is above all ambiguity" (Kristeva 9). Ramsay would

deny this ambiguity when he describes his experience of the pit as the most radical of
exclusions. For him, it "had much the character of a Protestant Hell," which he associates

with a serrnon comparing the gravel pit with Gehenna, "the hateful valley outside the walls

of Jerusalem' where outcasts lived, and where their fÌickering fires, seen from the city

walls, may have given rise to the idea of a hell of perpetual burning" (50). Ramsay,s

imaginative reconstruction of Deptford in the image of the holy city emphasizes his own

desire to employ the two-sided logic of gossip for which "filth becomes defìlement and

founds on the henceforth released side of the 'self and clean' the order that is thus only
(and therefore always already) sacred" (Kristeva 65). Public concern and ,,indignation,,

(49) about the gravel pit is thus structurally similar to the sacred wall of Jerusalem whose

function is to maintain the purity. of the inside against the threat of contamination from

outside.

Gossip about the scandalous discovery of Mrs. Dempster, the pastor's wife, in the

sexual embr¿ce of a tramp in the gravel pit, thus constitutes an example of abjection par
excelletrce: "we saw a tramp and a woman in the act of copulation. The tramp rolled over

and gaped at us in terror; the woman was Mrs. Dempster" (5].). Initially, Ramsay,s

account focuses on the event itself, implying that Mary had been raped by the trarnp.

However, the real scandal and source of gossip--the detail rvhich makes the event truly

abject--is that no rape occurs:

"Mary, what made you do it?"
She looked him honestly i¡ 

1-he 
face and gave him the answer that became famousin Deprford: "He was very civl, 'Masa- eño ne*unú.ãï;;L;äit:';-Ë2)

Indeed, "the answer that became famous in Deptford" suggests the centrality of gossip to

the proper functioning of abjection in the social machine. As Radford argues, ..Led by

Mrs' Ramsay, [the gossips'] hysterical reaction to her free action...follows exactly Freud,s

defìnition of the treatment of the tabæ-breakef, (67):

Mrs. Dempster had transgressed in a realm where there could be no shades of right
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and. wrong. And the reason she had offered for doing so--!" That was what stuck
in the craws,of all the good women of Deptford: Mrs]Dempsær had nãt been
raped, as a decent woman would have been--no, she had yiälded because a man
wanted her. The subject was not one that could be freely discussed even among
intimates, but it was understood without saying that if *ômen began toyield foî
such reasons as that, marriage and society woñt¿ not last long. (3a¡ ¿

Evidently, this "first miracle" of Mary Dempster renders her abject because, through it,

she troubles social borders. The lack of free discussion on this topic is deceptive,

however, since the agreement about societal norïns underpinning such gossip is so strong

that they do not even need to be voiced but are "understood without saying." Moreover,

Ramsay's account of the expulsion of Amasa Dempster from the church had already

illustrated the persistence and power of "the buzangand humming" in Deptford. When the

Baptist parson stepped down from the pulpit the next Sunday,

A prominent member of the congregation, a baker, took charge and turned the
service into a.meeting; the baker and a few other men were 

^iking 
ih" fà..on t"wait a while, but the majolty were against them, especially rÈrl7oñ¡i. Not thar

any.of the women spoke; they had dõne their speaking beíore church, ånd their
husbands knew the price of peace. So at last tÉe baker and one or two others had to
go back into the study and tell Amasa Dempster that his resignation wa,s
accepted.'-There were several men who waited to do sometñing for him, but the
opinion of their wives made it impossible. (53)

Furthermore, such conservative gossip controls internal dissent by threatening to turn on

anyone who might question its judgements: "Any man who spoke up for Mary Dempster

probably believed in Free [.ove. Certainly he associaæd sex with pleasure, and that put

him in a class of filthy thinkers like Cece Athelstan" (54).

Within the moral grid maintained by normative gossiping, Ramsay seeks to identify

himself with the positive, clean term of the binary. In characærizing his family, for

instance, he distinguishes them as "representative of the better sort of life in the village,,,

particularly since the majority of Deprford people "looked to us, the Ramsays, for common

sense, prudence, and right opinions on virtually everything" (2L-22). AII of these right

opinions are epitomized in opposition to the lilth and decay that are a constant threat in

Deptford:

Cleanliness, for example. My mother was clean--oh but she was clean! Our
privy set the sanitary tone of the village...Every house had a privy, *Jin.r"
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ranked from dilapidated, noisome shacks to some smart edifices of which our own
rvas clearly among the best. There has been much hilarity about privies in the years
since they became rarities, but they were not funny buildings, anà if they were not
io become disgraceful, they needed a lot of care.

As well as this temple of hygiene we had a 'chemical closet' in the house, for use
rvhen someone was unwell; it was so capricious and smelly, however, that ít
merely added a new misery to illness anã was rarely set going. (zz)

Within a K¡istevan framervork, the outhouse as "temple of hygiene" assumes its full

meaning since the sacred is only ever constifuted by abjection. The Dempsters' hygenic

sensibilities, in other words, dramatically suggest the same need for rigorous and repeated

cleansing that operaûes in the village gossip.

Ramsay's own desire to be associated with such "good" habits extends to his Freudian

desire for Leola Cruilahank who is, like his mother, "a delightful girl, pretty, full of

sentimental nonsense, and clean about her person--she always smelled of fresh ironing,,

(69), in contrast to "the pimply Heighington slut" (45). L-ater, when he is confined to a

hospital following World War I, he notes, to his relief, that "there was an open window

somewhere, and sweet air--no stink of mud or explosive or corpses or latrirrcs--was

blowing through it. I was clearÌ'(83); "l was out of it at last, and I was happy to take

pleasure in security and cleanlir¡ess, without paying too much attention to what went on"

(88;my emphases). Each of these points in Ramsay's narrative, where he invokes

cleanliness as a virtue, recalls the attitude which seeks at all costs to avoid confronting

abjection, since "refuse...show[s] me what I permanently thrust aside in order to live.

These body fluids, this defilement, this stut are what life withstands, hardly and with

difficulty, on the part of death" (Kdsteva, powers3).

Ramsay's cleanliness is threatened, however, by the gossip about his continued

association with Mary, as well as his discovery of an affinity for the parson's wife who has

become known as "hoor" on the streets of the village: "Mrs. Dempster was beginning to fill

my whole life, and the stranger her conduct became, and the more the village pitied and

dismissed her, the worse my obsession grew" (34). Feeling that he has become "tied to

her" (34) by a love "that was far too demanding for my age or experience," Ramsay insists:
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"l regarded her as my greâtest friend, and the secret league between us as the tap-root that

fed my life" (57). Despite such proclamations, however, Ramsay in many ways strives to

maintain the fundamental structure of village taboos since his love for Mary Dempster is

conditional:

Close as we 8rew, however, there was never any moment when I could have asked
her about the tramp. ,l was trying to forget the qæctacle, so horrible in my visions,
of what I had seen when I first hãppeneã on them--those bare bunocts àno four
legs so strangely gPpgse-d. But I ðôuld never forger. It was rny riiJè-n*unt".
with a particular ktnd of reality, w.hichmy religiõn, my upbrin"ging, unJrh"
callowly^romantic cast of my mind had declareã obÁceñe.'Theréfo;; therewas an
aspect of Mary Dempster which was outside my ken;and being young *o
unwilling to recognize that there was anything Í did not, or coñlä not"know, I
decided thatthis unknown aspect must be caíed mndneis. fSZ; rny 

"¡1pft*iO
As Radford argues, "the root of Ramsay's adult desire to find the myth behind realify"

Iies in his rejection of his own mother whose "scottish reserve breaks down in the

dionysian beating over the stolen egg" (67). Her possessiveness, which leads Ramsay ro

conclude "that nobody--not even my mother--was to be trusted in a strange world that

shorved very little of itself on the surface" (4o), has traditionally cast her in the Jungian role

of the Terrible Mother "who saps his strength with the poison of secret doubt" (Jung, qtd.

in Radflord 66). Conversely, he casts Mary Dempster in the role of "the smiling and life-

giving mothe/' (66) who, like the Virgin Mary, lives "by a light thar arose from within,,

(Fi[th 56), and instructs Ramsay in the secret life of the spirit. As Radford correctly

notices, however, such archetypal transpositions are only accomplished by Ramsay's

"repression" of the image of the whore defined by the village gossip (Radford 6g). Only

by radically excluding those "aspects" ol Mary Dempster which are not contained bv the

symbolic system he inhabits, can Ramsav rvorship her as the Madonna.

Mary Dempster thus assumes the role o[ Kristeva's "splitting mother" who is

significantly different from her Jungian counterparts. Insæad of relying on a faith in the

archetypes of the collective unconscious, K¡isteva points to a physical, material struggle to

separate from the mother's body as the foundation of identity. In the process of separation

and the mirror stage through which the child's ego is formed and he or she begins to
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distinguish between itself as subject and the world as object, the mother "is split in trvo: the

abject and the sublime":

Making the mother abject allows the child to separate from and become
autonomous. But if the mother is. only-aþjg-ct, ihel she becomes the phobic objecr
and the child himself becomes au¡ect...wittrií the heterosexual nanaiive, the mother
must also be made sublime so thãt masculine sexuality can tak. Ëi, ä.*o*un, as anobjecr of love. (Oliver 6t)

For Ramsay, however, Mary Dempster is the exclusive representative of the sublime, both

as the statue of the Virgin he sees in the banlefields of Europe and as a saint in his personal

mythology' Thus, as Radford suggests, "his saint is no more allowed full humanitv than

Staunton' s'whoor [sic]"' (73).

Even in Deptford, however, Ramsay must split Mary Dempster in order to save her:

Of the disorder and discomfort of.that cottage I shall not speak, and though little
Paul was loved and cherished by his motheihe was in hisäppá**é ã pïtir"rry
neglec-ted child' So perhaps she was cÍazy, in parr, ilil;'d."ly'i" pjn, rhe besrside of her br.ought còmfoit and assuran"" into'my'rtr", *rri"t uàäv'itã"¿ed it. Igot so rhat I did not notice the rope she wore 1it *^ a'tuaty u tturn'.,g tttat went
around her waist and-shoulders, with the horsè-smelling Ëí"¡ iop" tnoiø to u
lng 9n one side, so that she could lie down if shé waniéd to), or iheiàggeoness ofher clothes, or the occasional spells when she *^ noi *ñollí Ãtiä""ì]"(szl

Despite the fact that he can confirm the "rumour that he [Amasa] kept her tied to a long rope

inside the house, so that she courd move freely through it but not get out,, (55), Ramsay

insists that he did not notice it--even though he declares, "l was miserable because of the

village talk" (5Ð. Ramsay's private attempts to purify his saint, in other words, depend on

his own straüegic use of exclusion.

As Ramsay finds himself drawn into the gossip about Mrs. Dempster, he is still troubled

by feelings of personal abjection. Milo Papple's humiliating reports about Ramsay,s

regular visits to "the bughouse," for instance, precipitate Ramsay's own humiliation of the

schoolyard clown:

Nobody said 'bughou!9' to me for.a long time, but sometimes I could see that theywanted to say it, and I knew that they sa-¡¿ n behind n-ty,bact< fhft-i;r*^ea my'
sense of ísotation--.of being þrced oítt of rhe worrd I bárongá ;"-i;ö;h;.rrange
and unchancy world of thð Dempsters. (36)

Schoolyard gossip about Ramsay's relationship with the Dempsters thus seems to replay in
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microcosm the abjecting effects of the Deptford gossip on Mary Dempster--only now it is

Ramsay rvho is abjected. Furthermore, this gossip does not simply function as,.voice of
the world": an ánonymous procedure which abjects the subversive or the disturbing. On a

more immediate level, gossip about Ramsay obeys Paine's suggestion that by scandalizing

one's opponent, the scandalizer asserts his or her own superiority. Ramsay,s

marginalization as a target of malicious schoolyard sniggering, however, is recuperated by

the adult narrator as a position of unexpected power. As some¡ne who is manifestly

denied public forms of porver for being caught on the wrong side of the fence in Deptford,

Ramsay resorts to more devious methods of self-protection and promotion. For even if the

object of gossip is abject, the role of gossiper provides him with a means of converting the

margin into a center by rewriting traditional, centered models of heroism. Ramsay,s

implicit acceptance of the role of gossiper is thus evident in the very form of his

autobiography.

In "Conditions and Limits of Autobiography" (1956), Georges Gusdorf describes the

autobiographer as a narcissistic exhibitionist, someone who "gives a sort of relief to his

image by reference to the environment with is independent existence; he looks at himself

being and delights in being looked at--he calls himself as witness for himself; others he

calls as witness for what is irreplaceable in his presence" (Zg). When Dunstan Ramsay

mourns the passing of Mary Dempster, this madwoman whom he has transformed into his

own personal saint, his sorrow at losing "one of the fixed süars in my univers e,, (237)

suggests an affinity with Gusdorf s autobiographer. Like a Ptolemaic astronomer looking

through a telescope from a fixed center, Ramsay as autobiographer seems, at first, to view

himself as the axis upon which the universe of his experience spins. However, in marked

contrast to such self-centered narratological models, Ramsay's epistolary L fe in Fifth

Busin¿ss often seems closer to a Copernican cosmology, in that it appears to subvert the

readerly expectation that the autobiographer "think[s] of himself as the center of a living

space" (Gusdorf 29). Rather than making himself the hero of traditional autobiography,
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Ramsay's letÛer to the Headmaster charts the trajectory of an author who seems perpefually

to seek his own marginalization, fìnding cenûers in other people: the nouveau riche

Stauntons, Boy and Leola;Paul Dempster, reborn as Eisengrim the magician; the demonic

Liesl; and Mary Dempster, "hoo/'of Deptford, Onlario tumed fool-saint. Recounting the

story of how "I have been cast by Fate and my own character for the vital though never

glorious role of Fifth Business" ( 19), Ramsay's letter is a catalogue of borderland

experiences summed up in his self-justifying rvarning to the Headmaster "l am not seeking

to posture as a hero in this memoir" (l l8).

The discomfort Ramsay feels occupying center-stage is nowhere more apparent than

when he is awarded the Victoria Cross following his ren¡rn from World War I. Ramsay's

medit¿tion on the nature of "heroism" as he is decorated for a "heroic act" that ,,was rather a

dirty job I did when I was dre¿dfully frightened; I could just as easily have muddled it and

been ingloriously killed" (90), seems implicitly to confirm the suspicion that Ramsay,s

narrative scorns the egotism of traditional autobiographical forms. yet, Ramsay's

admission remains unvoiced. His ambiguous conclusion that heroes are no more than

icons seems to be for his readers' ears only: "But it doesn't much matter, because people

seem to need heroes; so long as I don't lose sight of the truth, it might as well be me as

anyone else" (90-1). Such an ambivalent response to his moment in the limelight, deferred

in a text that will not be seen until after his own death (258), clearly works to Ramsay's

advantage. His private comments preserve for his reader the modesty of the unpretentious

schoolmaster who refuses to be dazzled by glitæring tokens frorn the king, even as his

silence in the dramatic moment permits him to occupy the privileged role of public icon.

Accordingly, he concludes with admonitions against speaking ill of public figures:

I have tried to think charitably of people in prominent positions of one kind or
another; we cast them in roleô, anä itìs only lghr to cónsider them as piuy.r.,
without trying to discredit them with knowiedg-e of their orr-stage iiið-iuniess'they
drag it into the middle of the srage themselvesl 1Ð¡

Ramsay's posturing here seems somewhat disingenuous since the apologetic form of his
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naffative clearly indicates that he has no intention of being discredited. The ambiguous

advice to his reader thus allows Ramsay to straddle the otherwise incompatible roles of

hero and observer, making his decentering highly suspicious.

Of central importance to his ostensible refusal of heroism is Ramsay's strategy of

narrative self-division. David Williams has already suggested the significance ol such

autobiographical splitting in Ramsay's use of "[t]he hagiographer, s model for

autobiography, the Confessions of St Augustine" in Fífth Business, particularly the formal

device of "the transcendent location of the narrato/' (59). Like Augustine, Ramsay divides

himself into a "firmly situated narratoC'and a "wandering protagonist" (Spengemann, qtd.

in Williams 59), in order to transcend his own earlier limitations. But whereas

autobiography has traditionally relied on such a division of its author whose ultimately

transcendent point of view fastidiously selects from and imparts meaning to the naTve

experiences of an earlier self, laying them into the pattern of a life, Ramsay carries this self-

division to unusual extremes. Liesl's accusation that Ramsay, like the stereotype of the

gossip, is always "watching life from the sidelines and knowing where all the players go

wrong" (226), emphatically suggests the degree to which Ramsay privileges his position as

narrator, since, even as a wandering protagonls¿, he already viewed life as "a spectator

sport" (FiÍ-th226). Ramsay as gossipy autobiographer, in other words, has always already

occupied the off-center position of the rvatchful gossiper.

If Ramsay's mocking remarks about his "apotheosis" (99) as war hero in "Deptford's

version o[ a Roman Triumph" (99) follorving his return from the Great War mark an ironic

rejection of cenûered, self-congratulatory models of selfhood and identity ,his real

apotheosis seems to æcur later, when Liesl renames him Fifth Business. This second,

ironic apotheosis seems also to pave the way for a reversal of Gusdorf's theory of

centered, individualistic autobiography by providing a counterpoint to the imperializing

self-presence of the Cartesian subject upon which it relies. The "gargoyle" who tells

Ramsay, "l think you are Fifth Business" (231), outlines a mythic theory of personality
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which seems perfectly suited to one who has insisted all along that he finds his meanings

"in psychological truth, not in objective truth" (Fifth ISI):

in opera in a permanent company of the kind we keep up in Europe you must have a
P.nma donna--ahvays a soprano, always the heroine,'offen a fooljaíd u tenor who
alrvays plays the lover to her;and then you must have a contralto, who is a rival to
the soprano, or a sorceress or something; and a basso, who is the villain or the rival
or whatever threatens the tenor.

So far.o.8q. But you cannot make the plot rvork without another man, and he
is usrally a baritone, and he is called in the profession Fifth Business, because he is
the odd man out, the. person yhg hS no opposiæ of the other sex. Aid you must
have Fifth Business because he is the one who knows the secret of the héro's birth,
or comes to the assistance of the heroine when she thinks all is lost, or keeps the
hermitess in her.cell, or may even be the cause of somebody's deatú if that'is part of
the plot. T!" p.lTu donna and the lenor, the contralto and ihe basso, get all tlie best
music and do qll jh.e spectacular things, but you cannot manage the plú without
Fifth Business! lt is not spectacu.lar, but it is a good line of õork, i can tell you,
and those who play it sometimes have a career that outlasts the golden voiceé. (Z¡i)

Liesl's story transforms the role of the "odd man out" into the integral, though parasitic

occupation of Fifth Business--the ultimate confìrmation of Ramsay's earlier suspicion that

"we all think of ourselves as slars and rarely recognize it when we are indeed mere

supporting characters or even supernumeraries" (26). Fifth Business, in other words,

epitomizes the subject who is not identical rvith himself, but whose identity is determined

relative to another; he is, in Julia Kristeva's terms, abject, because he cannot locate the

borders of his own identity and because he disturbs the premise of a unified, centered

subjectivity. By fixing the position of the observer/narrator--the one who knows the hero's

secret--the role of Fifth Business decenters the hero of autobiography by pushing him out

of the spotlight to loiter about the edges of the stage. The ambiguous fifrh position thus

transcends hierarchical binaries like center and periphery by foregrounding the marginal

figure as the necessary, though not the sufficient, condition of realizing the plot.

Like Julia Kristeva's psychoanalytic notion of abjection, Ramsay's strangely positioned

alter-ego epitomizes the challenge to a stable, lixed identity which occurs at "the collapse of

the border between inside and outside...as il the skin, a fragile container, no longer

guaranteed the integrity of one's 'own and clean self but, scraped or transparent, invisibie

or taut, Save way before the dejection of its contents" (Powers 53). The resulting collapse
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of the self into the territory of the Other thus interrogates previous theories of subjectivity

whrch would freeze the identity of the autobiographer into the icon of "Narcissus,

contemplating his face in the fountain's depth...so fascinated with the apparition that he

would die bending toward himself' (Gusdorf 32). Conversely, Kristeva's subject,

haunted by abjection, experiences "a kind of narcissistic crisis," since "narcissism never is

the wrinkleless image of the Greek youth in a quiet fountain. The conflicts of drives

muddle its bed, cloud its water, and bring forth everything that, by not becoming integrated

with a given system of signs, is abjection for it" (Powers 14). In practice, "The ego of

primary narcissism is thus uncertain, fragile, threatened, subjected just as much as its non-

object to spatial ambivalence (inside/outside uncertainty) arrd to ambiguiry of perception

(pleasure/p un)" (P ow er s 62) .

In other ways, however, the "marginalization" inherent in the inevitable fifth is

deceptive. The promise that "those who play it often have a career that outlasts the golden

voices" suggests that the role of Fifth Business does not really collapse binary oppositions,

but rather, outlines a strategy of deferral which effects a reversal of the structure of power

in favour of the marginal fìgure. What the role of Fifth Business lacks in the glamour and

public authority of a Boy Staunton, it more than makes up for in its promise of good things

to those who wait. When viewed from this light, Ramsay's championing of the private

"reality of the soul" ( 178) over the transience of public, political interests seems

suspiciously like a red herring designed to divert attention from the patient machinations of

a behind-the-scenes power broker who only delays his own gratification, rather than

abandoning it entirely.

The promise of power, implicit in Liesl's assurance that Fifth Business will have .'a

career that outlasts the golden voices," tums out to address rvhat has been Ramsay's

concern as a gossiper all along. As a youngster growing up in Deptford, and tormented for

his association with Mary Dempster, Ramsay envisioned a revenge on his chief tormentor,

Percy Boyd Staunton, the "rich young maste/'who also shouted "hoo/'at Mary Dempster
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(264): "not many of the people with whom I went to school liked to say too much to my

face; but I knew that they said enough behind my back. Percy Boyd Staunton was one of

these" (33)' Ramsay's response to the gossip about his being "unofficial watchdog to the

Dempster family" (33) is to turn the weapon of gossip back on his attacker:

. . I had. a go$ one all.read.y for Percy, if he ever gave me any trouble. I had heard
his mother tell my mother that when he was a deailittle fettorí, just tearning to talk,
his best version of his lame, Percy B_gyd, was Pidgy goy-goy,'anlsñË still called
him that in moments of unbuttoned afféction. I kn;w tnai I truä'uut onòe to call himpigqY gov-PgY in the school yard and his. goos_e would ue cootéã; liðuaurysuicide *o1lq be his only way out. This kÁowledge gave m¿ a senie of poíver in
reserve. (33-34: my emphasis)

Here, the decision not to tell clearly does not constitute a wholesale rejection of gossip. On

the contrary, it suggests that secret-keeping and gossiping are intimately intertwined.

As Georg Simmel argues in his sociology of secrets, the fascination with secrecy is

directly connected to a desire for power insofar as "The secret gives one a position of

exception" (332). "Among children," he suggests, "pride and bragging are often based on

a child's being able to say to the other: 'l know something that you don't know,--and to

such a degree, that this sentence is uttered as a formal means of boasting and of

subordinating the others, even where it is made up and acfually refers to no secret,' (Simmel

332). Ramsay's use of the secret, however, is more subtle. Instead, his "discretion" in the

dramatic moment, which nonetheless anticipates a future disclosure, foregrounds the other

side of secrecy. Namely,

The secret contains a tension that is dissolved in the momeni of its revelation. This
moment constitutes the acme in the development of the secret; all of its charms are
once more.gathered in it and brought to a climax^--just as the moment of aissipation
lefs one enjoy with extreme inænsity^the value of the object: tne feeting of p"'*"i
which accompanies the possession of money becomes concentrated foî the
dissipator,_most sensuously, in the.veryinstant in which he lets tttir po*"r go out
of his hands.- The secret, tôo, is full of the consciousness that it canb UetrãyeO;
that one holds.the powel of surprises: glll of fare, joy, destrucriò;--f átr,
perhaps, of self-destruction. (Sìmmel 334)

Secrecy, in short, is not the opposite of disclosure, but the condition of its emergence and

the basis of is power. Ramsay, the "repository of secrets," might therefore be a highly .

skilled gossiper who appropriates potentially scandalous information for strategic
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deployment at a later time in order to maximize its effects. By converting the material of

scandal into "power in reserve," the young Ramsay also anticipates the function of gossip

in his own narrative which likewise gains its power from deferral.

Moreover, Boy's mysterious "suicide" which constitutes the reaJization of Ramsay's

prophetic childhood wish should give pause to those critics who take Ramsay at his word

when he justifies his betrayal of Boy with the secret of the stone-in-the-snowball in the

fìnal pages of the novel on altruistic grounds: "l'm simply trying to recover something of

the totaliry of your life. Don't you want to possess it as a whole--the bad with the good?"

(268). Ramsay's role as Good Samaritan is chillingly undercut by the actualiz:rtion of his

desire when the gossip about "Pidgy Boy-Boy" is finally exposed--not by Ramsay, but by

Paul Dempster, in the conversation that culminates in Boy's midnight drive off the pier.

The disturbing symmetry of Ramsay's plan to revenge himself on Boy through the strategic

use of gossip, and its final execution, can only leave us wondering at the critic who calls

upon us, without a tËce of irony, "to emulate the approach of Dunstan Ramsay" since his

"quiet acceptance of God elevates his work from philanthropy to religion: it places him

under the banner of belief, marshalling him with the saints" (Cude 117). Rather than

emulating the approach of Dunstan Ramsay, we might first want to understand precisely

what is at stake in his professed refusal to gossip in light of Kristeva's insight that "the

epitome of abjection is one who is outwardly beyond reproach...and yet secretly getting

away with murder" (Lechte 160).

In order better to understand Ramsay's deferred use of gossip as a technique for

"information management" (Paine 282), we might consider a model of gossip which

emphasizes fluidity and heterogeneity by identifying the various subject positions within

the structure of sc¿ndal. As Bergmann argues, there are actually three positions in the

gossip triad: 1) the subject of gossip, or "the person about whom one gossips" who is

"excluded from the communication of gossip as an active participant" (49):2) the gossip

producer, or 'ohe [who] knows the personal affairs of the absent third party, and...transmits
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this information to his conversational partners who a¡e present" (55);3) and the gossip

recipient, or "the last figure of the gossip triad... [who] is by no means merely a passive

participant" (67). Gabrielle Taylor, another gossip theorist, simplifies this structure when

she says that there are essentially wo relationships to be considered in the gossip exchange:

"that between gossiper and gossiper, and that between gossiper and gossipee" (39). In the

first case, gossip is seen as producing unifying effects: "Given the nature of gossip as

'idle' talk and all that this implies, the relation between gossipers would seem a positive

one. They should be relaxed with one another, united by a common interest that makes for

a happy personal relationship" (39). In the second case, however, gossip suggests dissent

or betrayal: "By contrast, the relationship between gossipers and gossipees seems to be

negative...One does not like to be the subject of gossip" (39).

In Taylor's analysis, the gossip triad is reduced to a line with only two points;

Bergmann's scheme of gossiper-receiver-gossipee is replaced by a simplified dyad

consisting only of gossipers and gossipees. This elision of the receiver in Taylor's

analysis is significant because it points to the ambiguity of the "receiver" ærm in

Bergmann's account o[ gossip. Certainly, the defensiveness of his introduction suggests

that Bergmann himself is aware of the confusion assæiated with this third term: "The last

figure of the gossip triad, the gossip recipient, is by no means merely a passive participant

rvhose presence--or more exactly willingness to listen--is necessary for communication but

who otherwise has no special significance lor the specifìc communicative process of

gossip" (67). Yet, despite these assurances, Bergmann is unable to explain this special

significance beyond suggesting that an element of mutual acquaintanceship between

gossiper and recipient is important, since "[n]ot all communication partners are suitable, as

gossip recipients, to be a conversational participant who is ready to disseminate

information" (67). More ælling is the slippage of his argument as it reverts back to

Taylor's two'term structure in which gossiper and recipient merge: "The relationship

between gossip producer and gossip recipient is not least of all determined by the
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expectation that the gossip recipient at the moment he acquires morally con[aminated

information can then appear as a gossip producer himself within other contexts" (Bergmann

68). Of all the positions in the gossip triad, thej gossip recipient is therefore the most

unslable and the most troubling. It is, to sLay with Kristeva's words, a "composite,"

"ambiguous" term which does not respect the borders or identities of the positions laid out

within the structure of gossip.

Of course, the position of gossip receiver is not the only one to th¡eaten identity. The

very strucrure of all three positions is built on the shaky foundations of abjection. As

Kristeva says, it is "not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs

identity, system,.order" (Powers 4). Because anyone may employ gossip about anyone

else at any time--in fact, as Gluckman argues, is expected to do so--all of the "identities"

associated rvith the terrns of the gossip triad are of necessity fluid and self-contradictory.

As Kristeva says of abjection, "comlption is its most common, most obvious appearance"

( 16). Bergmann's analysis of gossip as "discreet indiscretion" further suggests that

abjection is inherent in the gossip triangle since he finds a "contradictory, indeed

paradoxical loyalty structure of friendship and acquaintanceship that counts as the main

source of energy for the equivocal nature as well as the lasting success of the

communicative genre 'gossip"' (151). In other words, the gossiper is always caught in the

double-bind of choosing secrecy or disclosure:

Anyone who has information about the personal affairs of a friend is, on the one
hand, obligaæd to discretion tow'ard this fnend. And as a rule he honors this
obligation insofar as he does not disseminate this information indiscriminately or
pass it on tg.the general public. on the other hand, however, anyone who
possesses this indiscreet information is obligaûed by loyalty to his other friends,
which as a rule means not to concealor to rvithhold from them information in which
they are interested. It is precisely in this contradictory situation that the
communicative genre 'gossip' has developed and estãblished itself.
(Bergmann 151)

For Bergmann, such contradictions and transgressions explain the extraordinarily abject

nature of the gossipei's utterance:

It is precise and detailed and remains, holever, vague and allusive. Authentic
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presentatiols are suddenly transformed into exaggerations. indecency is mixed
with decent. restraint. .lndignation about transgrãlsions is paired withämusement.
plsgust with.compassion, disapproval with un-derstanding. Morally contaminated
information is presented in an innocent rvrapper. Ingenuõus sociability is mixed
with calculated backbiting. Shameful aflecàiion anã coyness interchanges [sic]with shameless directness. Gossip is like a moral balanóing act, a bounãary
crossing rhat is undone with the nèxt step. (Bergmann 149)"

What is perhaps most startling about Bergmann's liøny against gossip is the precision rvith

which it seems to echo the contradictory language of Kristeva's own litany about abjection

that begins Powers of Horror.

The traitor, the liar, the criminal ylth ? good conscience, the shameless rapist, the
killer who claims he is a savior...He whó denies morality is not abject; there can be
grandeur in amorality and even in crime that flaunts its disrespect ior tÍre law--
rebellious, liberating, and suicidal crime. Abjection, on the óther hand, is immoral,
sinister, scheming, and s-hady:.a terror that dissembles, a hatred that smiles, a
passio-n.thalul"s the.body for barter instead of inflamin git, adebtor who sells you
up, a friend who stabs you... (Kristeva 4)

Each term within the gossip triad is thus profoundly implicated in the dynamics of

abjection' If the abject gossiper is the friend that stabs you, and the gossipee is rendered

abject through the mechanism of gossip, the gossip receiver is only slightly more abject

than the other two terms because instability is built into its very definition. The recipient

function is evidently doubled, since he or she must not only listen to the gossiper but is

expected to occupy a second position as a gossiper to aid in the dissemination of gossip

information, much like the doubled role of the reader in Spacks's analysis of Walpole's

letters' Thus, as Simmel suggests, the "recipient" of the secret is never a recipient only,

because even when it is concealed, the secret "creates the tempting challenge to break

through it, by gossip or confession--and this challenge accompanies its psychology like a

constant overtone" (334).

Ramsay himself favors this ambiguous position above all others, refusing the abject

roles of either the subject of gossip or the gossip producer in order to jusrify his

"Manichaean" divisions, so that, "without, properly speaking, wishing to know his

abjections [he] is not at all unaware of them" (Kristeva, Powers B). The adaptation of his

schoolyard technique of "getting off a gmd one" to the more sophisticated model which
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relies on splitting the role of receiver through strategic deferral of revelation, however,

constitutes a further abjection of his abject discourse. Il the village gossip which Dunstan

overhears as a boy unites the gossip producer and the gossip recipient against the subject of

gossip rvho is abjected, Ramsay nonetheless shifts the border of abjection within the

previously unifying relationship of the gossipers--even within the abject role of the

recipient--in order to isolate himself altogether from the process of gossip production. By

becoming receiver only--and not an accomplice to dissemination--Ramsay abjects the role

of gossiper from his identity. Adapting Kristeva, we could say that Ramsay is a "splitting

gossip" since he founds his identity on the conviction that the dissemination of private

information is an abject activiry, although the retention of secrets is sublime. Against the

framework Bergmann lays out, Ramsay c¡nfirms his own identity as confidence-man by

refusing to gossip: "Almost from the earliest days of my childhood I had been closed

mouthed; I never passed on gossip if I could help it, thouglt I ln^d no objection to hearing ir;

I never betrayed a confidence, preferring instead the costive pleasure of being a repository

of secrets" (219; my emphasis). Like Robert Paine's description of the self-interested

gossip, Ramsay "has 'long ears' and part of his art lies in arranging a constant flow of

information to himself' (Paine 283). Thus, as a pure receptacle of information, Ramsay

claims to arrest the flow of gossip, even as his deferred revelations belie his discretion and

suggest that he acrually seeks to transform gossip into a transcendent art rvhich will allorv

him to exercise control from beyond the grave.

At a psychological level, Ramsay's decisive opposition of gossip and secrecy seems to

instantiate the practice of abjection in Kristeva's account of identity-formation. That is,

Ramsay's pretensions to discretion are not only the basis of his public identity, but are also

a metaphor for the self-protecting "l" whose constirution depends on making rigid binary

distinctions between inside and outside, self and other. Secrecy, according to Simmel,

serves precisely such a purpose, since one of "the attractions and values of the secret" is 
.

that "the strongly emphasized exclusion of all outsiders makes for a correspondingly strong
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feeling of possession" (332). Simmel's observation that "the secret is a fìrst-rate element

of individualization" (334) thus acquires a new curency within a Kristevan framework of

individualization, wherein psyches lurn out to depend on secrets--in the form of repression

or abjection. For as Gross notes, "The expulsion of the abject is one of the preconditions

for the symbolic; and it is also the by-product or excessive residue let untapped by

symbolic functioning. It is, as it were, the urnpoken oî a stable speaking position, an

abyss at the very borders of the subject's identiry, a hole into which the subject may fall"

(87; my emphasis). The abject, in other words, is the secret which the subject must keep

from himself, but which he finds impossible to forget because, unlike Freud's explanation

of uncanniness as the return of the repressed, in abjection, "[t]he 'unconscious' contents

remain here excluded but in a strange fashion: not radically enough to allow for a secure

differentiation between subject and object, and yet clearly enough for a position to be

established" (Kristeva, Powers 7).

This ambiguous "position" means that self-deception is never absolute, especially for

Ramsay, given the abject nature of secrecy itself: "the secret is surrounded by the

possibility and the temptation of betrayal; and the external danger of being discovered is

interwoven with th.e internal danger, which is like thz fascination of an abyss, of giving

oneself awat'' (Simmel 334 my emphasis). From a Kristevan point of view, Ramsay's

self-construction as secret-keeper is therefore deeply ironic. For the fundamental

precariousness of the secret means that Ramsay's establishment of a "clean and proper" self

by abjecting gossip production is necessarily "provisional, and open to breakdown and

instability" (Gross 86). As we have seen, however, Ramsay is not determined by such a

psychoanalytic theory, but appropriates its logic for his own ends, turning the noble role of

confìdant into an alibi for the deliberate transgressions of the malicious gossiper.

Ramsay's purposive and complex splitting of the role of gossip receiver is apparent in a

series of incidents in which he experiences a constant flow of information with no risk to

himself. His desire to become a polymath, or a "know-all," by reading the 1888 edition of
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Chambers' Encyclnpaedia in the village library, for example, is an early attempt by Ramsay

to mould an identity based on being an information receiver (57-58). Significantly, the

birth of the polymath follows upon the heels of Ramsay's failure to become "a master of

sleight-of-hand, a matchless prestidigitateur" (38). Finding himself unsuited to

performance, Ramsay says, "l set to work to become a polymath with the same enthusiasm

that I had once laboured to become a conjurer" (58). The role of information gatherer, in

other rvords, becomes a subsûrute for the power of the magician--a public, performative

power, which Ramsay is unable to master. Ol course, it is ultimately Paul, not Ramsay,

who assumes the role of conjurer "to be wondered at" (2I2). Yet, the polymath is a sort of

wonder-worker too, as Ramsay's implicit equation of scandal and miracle during his time

in Guadalupe suggests. Liesl's remark that "every magician has an autobiography" thus

seems to include Ramsay as well: a more private, but perhaps no less powerful, yersion of

the conjurer.

The polymath is not only interested in trivia gleaned from books, however, since his

identity as receiver is nowhere more apparent than in relation to the gossip about Mrs.

Dempster and the premature birth ol her son Paul, for which Ramsay holds himself and

Boy Staunton accountable. Following the notorious snowball fight, Ramsay appears as the

secret participant in a gossip conversation by eavesdropping on his parents' discussion:

I learned all the gynecological and obstetrical details as they were imparted
piecemeal to my father; the difference was that he sat comfortably beside the living-
room stove, opposite my mother, rvhile I stood barefoot and in my nightshirt beside
the stovepipe-upstaj¡s, guilt-ridden and sometimes nauseated as i hearã things that
were new and terrible to my ears. (23)

As an eavesdropper who overhears the material of gossip, Ramsay dramatically subverts

the expectation for the gossip receiver to repeat the information by removing himself from

the circuit of exchange altogether.

As an adult, Ramsay comes closest to perfecting the discourse of secrecy in his dealings with

Boy Staunton, who chooses him as a confidant in his disappointing marriage to Leola

Cruikshank:
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When rve met rve usually ended up talking about Leola...l knerv from his confidences that
they went.in for rvhat the euphemism of the day called 'heavy petting'--mutual
masturbation would be the bleak ærm for it... (119)

I rvould have_ given much for the strength of mind to tell him I had no opinions on such
matters, but I could not resist the bittersweet, prurient pleasure of listening. ( 120)

I was the only person to whom he could talk frankly about Leola. She was trying hard,
but she could not keep pace with Boy's social advancement. ( 155)

I-enjoyed my role as Friend of the Family, though I was unlike the smart, rich,
determinedly youthful people who were iheir 'set.' It was some time before I tumbled to
the fact that-B-oy needed mi us someone in whose presence he could think aloud, and that
a lot of his thinking was about the inadequacy of the wife he had chosen to share his
destiny. (157)

Boy makes Leola the object of gossip in another way as well, in the "art studies" of Læola he

passes on to Ramsay to develop: "Leola, lying on cushions, peeping through veils, sitting at her

make-up table, kneeling in front of an open fìre, rvagging her finger at a Teddy Bear, choosing a

chocolate from a large ribboned box--every sentimental posture approved by the taste of the day

for 'cutie' photographs, and in every one of them she was stark naked" (160). Although this

time, Boy's gossip about his bride is not oral, the circuit of exchange followed by the

photographs perfectly reproduces the florv of information in the gossip triangle, including the

absence of the person who is gossiped about. Not only is Ramsay once again gossip recipient,

his response to being deemed "palace eunuch" seems designed to increase the already

considerable flow of private information in his direction: "My solution was typical of me. I

developed all the pictures as carefully as I could, enlarged the best ones (all those of [æola),

returned them without a word, and waitecl to see wlnt would, happen" ( 160; my emphasis).

In keeping with Bergmann's argument that the gossip recipient is never merely a passive

listener, Ramsay also assumes an active interest in Boy's private affairs. As he becomes "even

more caught up in the life of the Ståuntonsn' (185), Ramsay exploits his own marginal s[atus in

the Staunton household in order to gain greater access to gossip about the family and Boy, even if

it means virtually removing himself from the realm of human contact:

Boy liked to have me around much as he liked to have valuable pictures and handsome
rugs;l gave the right tone to the place. By that I mean that it pui him in a position of
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advantage with his friends to have someone often in his house who was from a different
world, and when he introduced me as a Writer I could hear the capital letter.

iìàuing me inthe dining-room was almost the equivalenr of having a Raeburn on the
rvalls;l was classy, I was heavily varnished, anà I offended nobo?y.

Why did I accept a place that i now describe in such terms? Becáuse I was tirelessly
concerned to see-ho_w^B_oy was getting on...lf his social life interested me, his privateiife
fascinated me. (18186)

Boy's gossipy tales of marital problems and extra-marital dalliance, combined with Ramsay,s

active pursuit of information about his friend's private life, thus cement the bond between the two

men even though Ramsay strives to distance his orvn avowedly spintual interests from Bov's

physical pursuits and external concerns.

Such a distinction which he is eager to maintain recalls the contradictory logic of the secret

upon which gossip's possibiliry as a violation of the integrity of the public/privare spheres

depends. For Simmel defends the secret as "one of man's greatest achievements. In comparison

with the childish stage in which gvery conception is expressed a[ once, and every undertaking is

accessible to the eyes of all, the secret produces an immense enlargement of life: numerous

contents of life cannot even emerge in the presence of lull publicity. The secret offers, so to

speak, the possibility of a second world alongside the manifest world; and the latter is decisively

influenced by the forme/'(Simmel 330). This "second world," according to Bergmann, is

precisely what makes gossip possible, since gossip "draws an essential part of its energy from the

tension between what a person does publicly and what he or she seeks to keep secret as his or her

private affair" (53). In other words, if Ramsay seeks to equate gossip with public affairs and

extemal concerns while insisting on a connection between the inner world of the spirit and the

secret "second world" revealed to the gossiper's accomplice, then his relationship with Boy

allows him to have the best of both "worlds." In his carefully constructed role as gossip

recipient, Ramsay can indulge in the prunent interest of the gossip without compromising his

"true selfi' by promising not to tell: "Much of my intimacy with Boy Staunton rested on the fact

that he could be sure I would not rep€at anything I was told in confidence, and extremely linle that

was not so regarded. My pleasure depended on what I knew, not on what I could tell" (219).

Even on a professional level, Ramsay maintains his role as gossip recipient in the first of his
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"annual journeys...sainrhunting, saint-identifying, and saint describing...This time I was after

big game, a saint never satisfactonly described and occurring in a variety of forms whose secret I

hoped to discover" (146). In fact, the matenals he examines in order to uncover the secret lives of

saints make hagiography sound very much like a gossiping since the hagiographer, too,

"puzzl[es] over records of lives strange as fairy tales, written by people with no sense of history,

and yet...cannot rid [him]self of the notion that [he is] well occupied" (I72). The "psychological-

mythological gossip" of the hagiographer thus allows Ramsay a legitimate outlet, not only for

gathering information about saints, but for disseminating it as well, in "my book A Hundred

Saints for Travellers, still in print in six languages and a lively seller, to say nothing of my nine

other books, and my occasional articles" (146). For a polymath who once pored over such

meagre fare as Chambers' Encyclopaedia, the opportunity to join the Bollandists provides him

with the possibiliry of being on the other side of the page, without sacrificing the pleasure of

secrets. The Bollandists, he reminds us, "are a group of Jesuits whose special task is to record all

available information about saints in their great Acta Sanctorum, upon which they have been at

work (with breaks for civil or religious uproar) since John van Bolland began in 1643: they have

been pegging away with comparatively few interruptions since 1837..." ( 168). Through his

written publications, as well as his contribution to encyclopaedic gossip-mongering, Ramsay

reopens the sluice gates which have supposedly kept him silent;could the gossip in Ramsay's

extensive publications about the lives of saints be anything but a rehearsal for the gossip in his last

publication, the autobiography of St. Dunstan? Il so, the role of hagiographer might be seen as

the first of many masks Ramsay assumes in order to gossip without appearing to compromise his

identity as a "repository of secrets. "

Ramsay's study of saints challenges his reduction of gossip to an act of listening in another

important way as well. His relationship with Padre Blazon turns out to be crucial to his education

as a gossip producer since telling scandalous stories about saints bnngs the typicat Bollandist's

academic gossip about saints down to the level of earthier discourse. As Blazon tells Ramsay,

Joseph is history's most celebrated cuckold. Did not God usurp Joseph's function,
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reputedly by impregnating his wife through her ear? Do not nasty little seminarians still
refer to the woman's sine qua non as auricula--the ear? And is not Joseph known
throughout Italy as Tio Pep--Uncle Joe--and invoked by husbands who are getting
worried? St Joseph hears more prayers about cuckoldry than he does about ñouse--
hgltlng or confectionery, I can assure you. Indeed, in the underworld hagiography ol
which I have promised to tell you, it is whispered that the Virgin herself, whó wãs-born to
Joachim and Anna through God's personal intervention, was a divine daughter as well as
a divine mate; the Greeks could hardly improve on that, could they? (1761

Ramsay seems, at first, to repeat his usual position as silent listener to Blazon's stories from the

underworld of hagiography, since the theatrical priest's rules insist that his audience treat him to a

free meal, and, in exchange, "'l shall be happy to recompense you with information about the

saints you will certainly not find in our library. If, on the contrary, you insist that I should take

my turn as host, I shall exp€ct you to divert me--and I am not an easy man to amuse, Monsieur

Ramezay. As a host I am exigent, rebarbative, unaccommodating. As a guest--ah, quite another

set o[ false teeth, I assure you..' So I was always the host" (I75).

In other ways, however, Blazon becomes Ramsay's first advisor in gossip--a role that Dunstan

himself assigns to Liesl. Blazon's blasphemies turn out to be an elaborate justification of gossip,

anticipating Liesl's Jungian advice nearly term for term:

But all this terrible talk about the saints is not disrespect, Ramezay. Far from it! It is
faith! It is love! It takes the saint to the heart by supplying the other side of his character
that history and legend has suppressed--that he may very well have suppressed himself in
his struggle toward sainthood. The saint triumphs over sin. Yes, but most of us cannot
do that, and because we love the saint and want him to be like ourselves, we attribute
some imperfection to him...Mankind cannot endure perfection; it stifles him. ( 176)

The conflation of gossip and saint-building in this scene is particularly striking as it suggests that

Ramsay's own desire for transcendence is directly related to unleashing what he himself has

suppressed. The lesson of the "learned chatterbox" (177), in other words, is that Ramsay, like

the saints he studies, must also face his shadow--in Kristeva's terms, that role of gossip producer

he has sought to abject. Indeed, Blazon's advice turns out to be prophetic since Ramsay, too,

becomes "a chatterbox" (222) upon meeting Liesl atthe Soirée of lllusions.

As Ramsay's involvement with the Bollandists begins to suggest, his abjection of gossiping

from his identity is ultimately unsuccessful. Having made himself master of the secret in the

various roles of polymath, eavesdropper, confidant, and hagiographer, Ramsay seems to have
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forgotten the dangers inherent in such an identity--dangers he first discovered as a child afraid of

being claimed by the Devil after the snowball fight rvhich leaves Mrs. Dempster simple and wluch

occasions Paul's premature birth:

Ah, if dying rvere all there was to it! Hell and torment at once; but at least yoy ktlow
wher-e you stand. It is living with these guilry secrets rhar exa;ß tfre price. '(29; my
emphasis)

The secret is dangerous, precisely because it disturbs the identiry of the bearer; Ramsay's decision

to keep the secret that the stone in the snowball Boy threw was actually meant for him, ultimately

results not in the consolidation of Ramsay's identity as secret-keeper (as he claims), but in the

return of the abject in Ramsay's gossip at the end of the novel. For, ironically, the decision not to

tell heralds the resurgence of the threat of abjection that it was designed to avoid. Ramsay thus

finds that the gossip recipient who rvithholds the secret is in serious dzurger because his identity is

based on a blockage that threatens to back up on him.

As it turns out, his guilty secrets do precipitate the Devil's intervention, but not in the form

Ramsay expects. It is not, after all, the fiery demon of a Presbyterian childhood, but ,.an

extremely uglv woman" (253), Liselotte Vitzliputzli, who embodies the return of the abject, rather

late in Ramsay's nanative. Initially, it is Liesl's app€arance which provides the most substantial

clues to her connection with abjection. Her ambiguous blurring of categories of gender, as well

as her unnerving combination of stereotypes of primitive exoticism with savvy and European

intellectual authorify, are especially significant as they suggest that her character is rooted in

contradiction. As Ramsay describes his first meeting with Liesl:

The person *h9 ryT speaking to me from the last step of the stairs that led up into the
theatre was probably a woman but she wore man's diess, had short hair, and was
certainly the ugliest creature I had ever seen. Not that she was misshapen; she was tall,
straight, and obviously very strong, but she had big hanrl_s and feet, u hug", jutting járí,
and a heaviness of bone over the eyes that seemed io confine them io rrnfi1, i;t d'.Ëp '
caverns. However, her voice was beautiful and her utterance was an educated ípeecä of
some foreign flavour. (209)

Such a transgression of boundaries clearly identifies Ramsay's "devil" as an agent of abjection,

"the in-between, the ambiguous, the composite," but also, "the traito/'and ,,the liarr' (Kristeva,

Powers 4). FurtherÏnore, Ramsay's obsessive relation, throughout his account of his stay with
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Eisengrim's magic show, of the details of "the deformed ugliness of her face" (ZIl), which

makes her "such a gargoyle!" (231), reminds us that Liesl, like the abject, "beseeches, worries,

and fascinates desire" (Kristeva, Powers I).

All of these overt signs of abjection are supplemented by Liesl's highly developed relationship

to ambiguity and contradiction in her own discourse. Noting the ways in which Liesl ,,does

magic with moral problems," Williams is deeply suspicious of those readers who "take Liesl at

face value" when she seems to offer Ramsay "an educative program which leads back to some

form of arnmnesß or recollection of the past" (62). Instead, he takes "Liesl's proposal to play

[Ramsay's] 'personal devil"' seriously, arguing that "Liesl, not the author, is the source of any

confusion in ihe.novel" (66, 65). The gaps and glaring contradictions in her rhetoric, Iike those

of Milton's Satan, as well as her "schizophrenic influence" on Ramsay which is not limited to

supplying him with "his alibi as Fifth Business" (65), all reinforce her ries to abjection. Williams,

however, ultimately argues that Ramsay's devil is not so different from his saint, particularly

since his entanglement with Liesl follows upon the loss of Mary Dempster who dies, urging him

"to think again about his identity": "Forced to be his mother's child again, he regresses to a point

where he rvould lose entirely his self-possession were it not for another female guarantor of his

faith in self-creation" (7'7). In Ramsay's quest for self-creation, as Williams tells it, the devil is an

acceptable substitute for the saint who had been a substitute for the mother--the original abject

who comes back to haunt him in frightening dreåms, "in some of which my mother figured in

terrible forms" (248). From a K¡istevan perspective, Liesl's role as devil emphasizes her

difference, not her similariry to Mary Dempste/ s saintly identity. Descriptions of Liesl as a

nearly sub-human beast, which recall the lact that "abjection confronts us...with those fragile

states where man strays on the territones oÍ' animal'(Kristeva, Powers 12), dramatically invert

Mary's puriry in her role as divine mother. Together, therefore, the n¡¡o women embody

Kristeva s model of "the nvo-faced mother" who "is split in two" (Kristeva, powers 157) by the

child in order to escape the threat of being consumed by her.

Of particular significance to Liesl's role in orchestrating Ramsay's development from detached
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recipient to active producer of gossip, is her own identity as the scandalmonger, or crone.

Ramsay's fascination rvith her "huge, jutting jaw" (2@)--which he also describes as ,,her

dreadfully enlarged jaw" (Zl3)--and her "beautiful," "charming" voice (Zæ,2I1), suggests that

abjection is implicitly connected to oral communication. In fact, Liesl's voice is an integral part of

her symbolic function as a masûer-gossip, even preceding her actual appearance in the novel as

Ramsay hears someone behind him say, "Are you Mr. Dunstan Ramsay?- (2tg). I-.ater, as the

voice of the Brazen Head of Friar Bacon in the Soirée of ltlusíons--the illusion which ,.gave

messages to three members of the audience, chosen apparently at random, relating to theír

personnl affaírl' (217; my emphasis)--she makes gossip the centeqpiece of Eisengrim's

performance. In Liesl's hands, the Brazen Head thus becomes an icon of gossip in the text, even

as its pivotal role in the magic show reaffirms Ramsay's implicit childhood connection of gossip

and conjuring:

Because of a message the Brazen^Hea! gave a beautiful lady in the very first audience
before it was shown, a duel was fought'Íhe next day betweén a well-kiown Mexican
laryye1 and a dentist who fancied himself as a Don iuan. Nothing couta have been berter
publicity, and all.sorts o{ pegnle offered large sums to be permittE¿ to donsult the Brazen
Head privately. 

. 
Eisengrim hàd a perfectionìst's capaciry ior wor.y, was fearful that such

revelations would keep people oui of the theatre, bút Liésl tu^ *ñfid"nt and exultant; she
said they would come'to hear what was said about other peopl", uná trcV aiO. (Zli'

Liesl's instincts about the appeal of gossip for the patrons of the Soirée also inform her

assessment of Ramsay's "irrational ideal of secrecy" (22I). Secrets, she chides him, are

unnatural and destructive. Painting Ramsay a picture of himself that is reminiscent of K¡isteva's

notion of the deject, "the one by whom the abject exists," Liesl dwells on his role as ..a deviser ol

territories" who "never stops demarcating his universe whose fluid confines--for they are

constituted by a non-object, the abject--constantly question his solidiry and impel him to start

afresh" (Kristeva, Powers 8). His constant vigilance abut maintaining the inside and the outside

of his clean, proper, and intensely private self thus causes him to appear "grim-mouthed,',

"buttoned-up," "hard-eyed," and "cruel" (22L). Nevertheless, Ramsay is shocked to find himself

"chattering like a magpie, telling things that had never before passed my lips, and to Liesl, u,ho

did not look to me like a respecter of confidences" (219):
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I.heard ¡nys.elf rattling.on about Pgptforo, and the Dempsters, and Paul's premature birth,
though I did not tell all I knew ol that; I even told her about the sad business in the pit, and
rvhat came of it, and how Paul ran away; to my dismay I found that I had told her u'U"út
Willie, about Surgeoner, and even about the liitle Madonna I lay awake the whole night
after this last piece of blethering.,_lll got her alone as soon as I cbuld the next day, anä
begged her not to tell anyone. (ZZI) -

Rather than agree to guard Ramsay's secrets about the Deptford gossip, however, Liesl urges

him to embrace gossip as a virtue and to reconsider the price of abjecting gossip from the

duplicitous role of gossip recipient:

"No, Ramsay, I won't promise anything of the sort," said she. "You are too old a man to
believe in secrets. There is really no suõh thing as a secret; everybody likes to tell, ánO
everybody does tell. Oh, there are men like priests and lawyersând áoctors who are
supposed not to tell.what they know, but they do--usually they do. If they don't, thev
gfo.w very queer indeed; li"y puy u lig.tt p-rice for their secrecy. Vou havé paid such á
high price, and you look like â man futl oT. secrets--grim-mouíhed and buttóned-up and
hard-eyed and crueì, because you are cruel to yoursélf. It has done you good to tåtL wtrat
you know; you look much more human already.', (Z2I)

Her argument strains the credulity of even the most patient logician, rooting itself in desire rather

than reason ("everybody likes to tell"), and reducing itself to the tautology that Ramsay should not

keep secrets because "there is really no such thing as a secret." Liesl's justification of

indiscretion is thus very similar to those psychoanalytic approaches to gossip theory which see

gossip as a form of psychotherapy. G. Medini and E. H. Rosenburg, for example, even sound

distinctly Jungian when they argue that gossip's pervasive historical presence points to its

fulfillment of fundamental human needs. Not only does gossip contain "the issues of the human

condition, the human community, issues o[ secrecy, self-esteem, pride, voyeurism, intimacy and

search for security," but it also fulfills the psychotherapist's function (as Liesl herself purports to

do): "Placing a patient's impulses, thought, or behaviour into understandable human context"

(Medini and Rosenburg; qtd. in Nevo, Nevo, and Derech -Zæ,havi lgl).

Liesl's advice takes an overtly psychoanalytic form when she suggests that gossip, having been

abjected, is never far away, but threatens to return like the repressed:

"But you--there is a whole great piece of your life that is unlived, denied, set aside. That
i9 wltY at fifty you can't bear it any longei and fly all to pieces and pour your heart out to
the first really intelligent woman_you háve mer-me, thalì s to say--and gét into u r"hdlboy
Yprning.for ? gt_.I who is as far f.9.. y9u as jf shelived on the moon. ihi. ir th*ti"u"ngé
of the unlived life, Ramsay. suddenly it makes a fool of you." (230)
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The revenge of the unlived life thus brings the trajectory of abjection full circle. Liesl's advice to

Ramsay is barely different from Kristeva's account of the ways in which individuals cope rvith

the confrontation with the abject through the act of cathartic, poetic purification. Following

Aristotle, Kristeva argues that

The abject,. -tF"Ç llroug¡ sound and meanin g, is repeated. Getting rid of it is out of rhe
question--the final Platonic lesson has been uñderstód, one does nõt get rid of the
lmpure; one qn, however, bring it into being a second time, and diffeiently from the
original impuriry. It is a repetition through ittyttt- and song, therefore thróugh what ls
not yet, or no longer is 'meaning,' bu-t arranges, defers, différentiates and orfanizes,
harmonizes pathos, bile, rvarmtñ, and enthuõiasm. (powers Zg)

Liesl, in turn, tells Ramsay to return to the abject, to refigure it: "You should take a look at this

side of your life you have not lived....[E]very man has a devil, and a man of unusual quality, like

yourself, Ramsay, has an unusual devil. You must get to know your personal devil" (Z3O).

Liesl's insistence that Ramsay "shake hands with [his] devil" (230),seems to be a manifesto for

confronting abjection--a way of purifying gossip by turning it into the art of story-telling.

Liesl's view of Ramsay as a "temperamental secret-keeper" (?2I) and "a man who needs Lalk"

(225) leads to the expected conclusion: "l think you are Fifth Business" (231). For as we have

seen, Fifth Business epitomizes the qualities of abjection in Ramsay's character. yet, the mask of

Fifth Business also serves to legitimate Ramsay's covert role as gossip recipient since Fitth

Business is entitled to know, among other dramatically significant things, "the secret of the hero's

birth'" Ramsay's new name is thus appropriately ambivalent since it glorifies the role of gossip

prducer, as the climax of Liesl's narrative about his "unlived life," without requiring that

Ramsay ever be anything other than the observer who judges others from the sidelines at no risk

to himself. Fifth Business thus seems to expand Ramsay's role from gossip receiver to gossip

producer, even as it continues to justify the flormer. In fact, it is Ramsay who makes the

connection when Boy tells him about the pitfalls of wooing a woman with "masculinity of mind"

(240) like Denyse Hornick: "Matters between us were still as they had been for thirry years, and

the only difference was that Liesl had taught me that confldences were not wrung from him

against his will but gushed like oil from a well, and that I as Fifth Business was the logical
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confidant" (241).

At the time, however, Ramsay does not see Liesl's counsel as a redemption of the gossiper. If
Ramsay's account of his quarrel with Liesl seems at times heavy-handed, it is only because

Ramsay has made a refusal to gossip the cornerstone of his identity. Consequently, his reduction

to "a chatterbox" can be seen as nothing less than a "breakdown of character" (ZZZ). euite early

on in his association with the Soirée, for example, Ramsay reports that his self-destruction is

directly linked to an overllow of suppressed discourse:

Yot].ing on these illusions was delightful but destructive of my character. I was aware
that I was recapturing the best of my childhood; my imagination had never known such
glorious freedom; but as well as liberty and wonder I wãs regaining the untruthfulness,
the lack of scruple, and the absorbing egotism of a child. I härd niyself ralking
boastfully, Iying shamelessly. I blushed but could nor control mysélf...t had bäome a
dangerously indiscreet talker. (219)

Ramsay's own responsibility for the fact "that something was terribly wrong with Dunstan

Ramsay" (219) is mitigated, however, by his contention that circumstances are beyond his

control. Turning gossip into a melodrama of moral erosion, Ramsay's story in effect turns him

into the victim of a demonic, controlling "woman who could draw out confidence s" (220-2L). By

holding off the story of his lapse into gossiping until his meeting with Liesl, Ramsay's narrarive

engineers yet another "extreme evasion o[ responsibility" (Williu*r 64¡--insisting, in effect, that

the devil made him gossip.

Yet, Ramsay's "breakdown" is not nearly as abrupt, nor does it happen so late in his life, as he

Ieads us to believe. In fact, was it not lils persuasiveness and expertise as a gossip producer, not

as a gossip recipient, that brought him to the atüention of Eisengrim and Liesl in the first place?

Liesl's request that Ramsay be "the ghost" to write Eisengrim's "autobiography" not only recalls

the decentered position of the gossiper in relation to his subject, it also suggests his active

participation in creating literary gossip that "must be very good, yet popular, persuasive, and

written with sryle" (214). As a literary gossipr who has already "written so persuasively about

the saints--slipping under the guard of the skeptics with a candour that is brilliantly disingenuous,

treating marvels with the seriousness of fact," Liesl tell him, "you are the man for us" (215).
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Given Ramsay's credentials, it is hardly surprising that he prduces a volume so rich with implied

scandal, "full o[ romance and marvels, with a quiet but sufficient undertone of eroticism and

sadism," that "ít sold like hotcakes," not only in the theatre, but also "in places where they offer

lively, sensational reading" (?33). Fifth Business is thus not the first, but the second mask which

Liesl provides for Ramsay in order to disguise or legitimate his role of gossip producer--to say

nothing of the mask he constructed for himself as hagiographer.

Ramsay's real talent for gossiping, however, is not fully apparent until he reveals the secret

behind "The mysterious death of Boy Staunton" which is thoroughly linked, throughout his

account, to the discourse of gossip. The death, we are told,

was a nine 
i1¡u¡-worder, and people.wh.o deligh_tjn unsolved crimes--for they were

certain it must have been a crime--'still talk of itl You recall most of the de[ails,
Headmaster, I am sure: at about four o'clock on the mornint;i MÑ;y, Nov'ember 4,
1968, his Cadillac convertible was recovered from the wateñ of Toronó'harbour, into'which it had been driven at a speed great enough to carry it, as it sant, aUout hventy feetfrom the concrete p1e1. Hi9 ¡ohv *11in the dãver's s.ãr, tire handig"pping trre tírr"ei sotightly that it was difficult for thó police to remove him from the car. ïÀe windows and
the roof were closed, so that some time must have elapsed driving ovei ïtre eoge *d ìir;filling of the car with water. But the most curious faci of all was"thatìn 

-eoy's"mouth 
thepolice found a stone--an ordinary piece of pinkish granite about rhe ;iz;.r ã r¡1à¡ 4;::-rvhich could not possibly have beèn where it was ínless he trimself, ãîró-"on"

unknown, had put it there. (255-56)

Not only is Boy's death first announced in the style of tabloid journalism, but the surprising

abruptness of Ramsay's delivery of the information within the text itself dramatically transforms

the reader into an implicit gossip receiver. Ramsay's description of the lurid details of Boy's

death heighten the readerly gossip's desire to hear more, and to speculate on the reasons why,.it

must have been a crime." The newspapers' barrage of questions--"Was it murder? But who

rvould murder a well-known philanthropist, a man whose great gifts as an organi zer hadbeen of

incalculable value to the nation during the war years?...Was it suicide? Why would the president

of the Alpha Corporation, a man notably I'outhful in appearance and outlook, and one of the trvo

or three richest men in Canada, want to kill himself?"--further serve to imbue Ramsay's own

report with the air of scandal and mystery that attends signiflcant gossip. Moreover, the fact that

Boy's death became "a nine days' wonder" reaffìrms Ramsay's longstanding idea that scandals
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and wonders are cut from the same cloth.

It is entirely appropriate that gossip should fìgure so prominently in the report of Boy's death,

since it also seemed to determine so much of his Iife. When, as a young man on the rise, Boy

wâs "casting around for an ideal upon which he could model himself," he settled upon "Edlvard

Albert Christian George Andrew Patrick David, the Prince of Wales," a public figure who was,

even then, the subject o[ journalistic gossip about "rumours of high old times with jolly girls

when he had visited Canada in 1919." In fact,

tt]hg pape¡s were full of the Prince at that time...he danced and was reputed to be a devil
with the.girls; he had a^g.uarrel-with his.father (my King, the man with the Navy rorpedo
beard) about matters of dress; he was photographêd smõking a pipe with a disdnctive
apple-shaped bowl. He had roma-nce 1nd mysæry, for over his'pirzzled brow hung that
shadow of the Crown; how would such a dashing youth ever senle himself into thõ duties
of kingship? (115)

Boy's choice of "mould for his ounvard man" (115) thus seems already to implicate Boy himself

in the dynamics of gossip.

While "no breath of financial scandal ever câme near him" as he matured, Boy put gossip to

work for him by building on "his association with the Prince of Wales...though in hard lact it did

not amount to more than the reception of a monogrammed Christmas card once a year it bulked

substantially, though never quite to the point of absurdity, in his conversation" ( 155). Boy, in

other lvords, relies on inciting gossip in others who are charged with speculating on his

inferences in order to increase his own reputation. To this end, Boy "reported every bit of gossip

that came his way" (i89):

"He isn't jglnrng them at Sandringham this year," he would say as Christmas drew near;
"prgtty stuffy I suppose." And somehow this suggested that hè had inside information--
Ugrh-aPl a personal letter--though everybdy who iead the newspapers knew as much. All
P9y'q friends had to be pretty spry at knowing who'he' was, oi they ceased to be his
friends. (155)

Later, however, "[w]hen the black month of November came," Boy still "snatched at every scrap

of gossip" he could overhear on the radio, but rvith a desperation that leads Ramsay to fear for his

friend's reåson ( 189). As radio news reported "the sad broadcast of AMication on I 1

December," Boy's own fate seemed to hinge on the gossip about his idol, leading him into
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drunken, "dreadful tirades against all the repressive forces that worked against true love and the

expression of a man's real selfl'(189-m).

Ultimately, Boy's final hours are also determined by gossip--this time it is Ramsay's

ambiguous decision to "do something inexplicable, irrational, at the devil's bidding, and just for

the hell of it" (230), as Liesl suggested, which precipitates Boy's mysterious death. Even before

he exposes the secret of Paul's birth, however, Ramsay observes the reunion between paul and

Boy with the same fascination he experienced earlier when he contrived to perpetuate the drama of

Boy's "art studies" of Leola. Now, as then, Ramsay says, "l watched to see what would lnppen,

and my appetite was given the special zest of knowing who Eisengrim really was, which Boy did

not, and perhaps would never learn" (26I; my emphasis). Of course, Boy does learn Eisengrim's

identity very shortly, but Paul is not the only one to be unmasked; Eisengrim also exposes

Ramsay's own self-deception in his anack on Boy:

"l chose a Wolf s name. You have chosen forever to be a Boy. Was it because your
mother used to.call you Pidgy Boy-Boy, even when you *e." old enough to call'my
mother 'hoor'?"

"How in God's name did you know that? Nobody in the world now living knows
that!"

"o! Ye^s, two people know it--myself and Ramsay. He told me, many years ago, under
an oath of secrecy."

"l never did any such thing!" I shouted, outraged. Yet, even as I shouted, a doubt
assailed me.

^.':By-t 
you did, or how would I know? You told me that to comfort me once, when the

Rich Young Ruler and some of his.gang had been shouting at my mother. we all forgãi
Tany of the things lve do, especially ivhen they do not fitihe chäracter we have chosãn
for ourselves.. You see yourielf as ihe man oiconfidences, Ramsay. It would not do for
you to remember a time when you told a secret." (26ó)

The abject is finally and fully exposed at the center of Ramsay's identity. The gossip receiver has

been a gossip producer all along.

So why is Ramsay not confronted with the lear or horror which accompanies the recognition of

"the impossibility of the identity of either subject or object, and yet the necessary dependence of

each on the othef' (Gross 8l? Because when Liesl offered Ramsay recourse to an alter-ego,

Fifth Business, she furnished him with the porver to evade the position of Kristeva's pulverized

subject who experiences the abjection of self: "*"ary of fruitless attempts to identify with'
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something on the outside, finds the impossible within; when it finds that the impossible

constifutes its very being, that it ¿s none other than abject" (5). Thus, when Ramsay finally

confesses all he knows, his discourse undergoes a peculiar slippage:

Here it was.. Either ljp,"kl now or I kept silence forever. Dunstan Ramsay counselled
against revelation, but Fifth Business wouid not hear.

"Yes, guilt. Staunton and I robbed your mother of her sanity." And I told them the
story of rhe snowball. (267)

Radford is only slightly less pointed than David Williams when he notes thar Fifth Business is

Ramsay's "demonic side" "that enables him to rationalize his betrayal of Staunton" (Radford 76,

7). For Williams, this passage is profoundly disturbing due to the rhetorical contortions whlch

the narrator must undergo in order to acquit himself of any wrongdoing. "Ramsay's only excuse

for betraying Boy to Eisengrim," he says, "is that Fifth Business made him do it...Ironically, he

must split himself into two people to spare his 'real' self any blame. In an extreme evasion of

responsibility, his apologia strains towards schizophrenia' (Williams 64). Surely here Ramsay,s

gossip has achieved an apotheosis of abjection, fulfilling Kristeva's oracular prediction that the

abject is "the friend who stabs you," even though his entire narrative has been directed toward

convincing his reader that he is not "a false friend, exploiting a frank and t¿lented youth" ( l1g).

Fifth Business is demonic precisely because he is the gossip who "would not hear," preferring

instead to speak. By abjecting the gossip producer from his "true" role as gossip recipient,

Ramsay maintains a "stable," "pure" identity, all the rvhile getting away with murder.

Finally, then, the role of gossip in Fifth Business begs the question, who is narrating?

Dunstan Ramsay, or Fifth Business? In that decisive moment, we are told that Fifth

Business tells the story of the snowball--itself an emblem of abjection--even as the narrator

insists, "And I told them the story of the snowball." Does this not suggest that Fifth

Business is the "real" narrator of Fifih Business? As I have argued, Ramsay's narrative is

his fìnal, and most sophisticated piece of gossip. If Ramsay "saves" his "true" self at the

climax of the novel, he could not then go on to write a novel which suslains the tone and

structure of gossip without passing the pen along to his alter-ego, Fifth Business. In light
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of the fact that the narrative itself is powered by deferral, the narrator's apparently

restrictive admonition to the Headmaster--"You will not see this memoir until after my own

death, and you will surely keep what you know to yourself. After all, you cannot prove

anything against anyone"--actually depends on the fact that "the gossip producer has very

little influence over what the gossip recipient does with the information entrusted to him"

(Bergmann 69). "St Dunstan...a bad old saint who peeps" (223), finally tries to turn

gossip into a transcendent art by writing his own autobiography in a bid to control

perceptions of his life from beyond the grave.

The ways in rvhich Kristeva s model of abjection illuminates the differences between

Ramsay's private use of scandal in pursuit of transcendence and the social use of gossip in

Deptford to expel disturbances from the social body, in turn, sheds light on the differing

reception of gossip by "moral" and by "scientific" discourses respectively. In effect, the

difference between Ramsay's gossip and the Deptford gossip is the difference between the

horrifying encounter with abjection and the foundational act of abjecting. On the one hand,

the social sciences' generally upbeat assessment of gossip's virtues rarely addresses the

enornous body of literature and law which is directed toward exærminating the gossiper.

So glaring an omission is explained at a psychological level, however, by the fact that the

social sciences' emphasis on gossip's functional advantages to the symbolic (social) system

recalls the essential role of rirual--religious or Iiterary--by which the "clea¡ and prope/'

borders of the self and of society are maintained. Gossip's abjecting function, in this case,

is thus an important mechanism for survival.

On the other hand, Ramsay's profoundly disturbing use of gossip and the logic of

abjection recalls the distress and the anxiery with which his prototype has met in traditional

attacks on backbiting. In this context, Ramsay epitomizes the gossip's violation of private

space through public scandalizing--a movement which relies on the secret as ,,a form which

constantly receives and releases contents: rvhat originally was manifest becomes secret, and

what once was hidden later sheds its concealment" (Simmel 335). This perpetual act of
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translation makes the figure of the gossiper a boundary-crosser; his is a profoundly

disturbing position because it threatens, rather than supports, symbolic identiry. Thus,

from a psychoanaly'tic perspective, the gossiper is abject, and hence a source of horror and

anxiety for representatives of the symbolic order.

As Ronald de Sousa suggests, such terror is equally reserved for the gossiper as for the

Saint. In a fascinating paper entitled, "ln Praise of Gossip: Indiscretion as a Saintly

Virtue," de Sousa virtually recapitulates the central themes of Fifih Business, from Liesl's

programme of scandal, to Ramsay's quest to become St. Dunstan by gossiping. Seeing

gossip as an antidote to "self-deception and hypocnsy, " de Sousa argues that ,,the

dissemination of private information may make some people uncomfortable, þutl its

importance must, as a matter of public policy, be deemed to oufweigh that discomfort"

(30). He sees, in gossip's assault on the idea of a private sphere, a crucial gambit in the

progress of culture:

Unlike ordinary virtue, saintly virtue is not justified by its immediate consequences.
On the Kantian schema,.what justifies a praðtice is the consistency and desiräbility
of a possible world in which it were universalized. The practice óf saintly virtue,
then, does not pretend to be crassly pragmatic. Heroes ánd saints are noi supposed
to be utilitarians. Their virtues challenge and enrich our understanding of móàl
possibilities. Thus it is that heroes and saints, however revered fromãfar, are
detested close up, and generallv end up drawn and quartered or burned at the stake.
I suggest that the indiscretion of the gossip is, in a small way, a saintly virtue.

(de Sousa 3 1)

If St. Dunstan is the patron saint of gossips, however, he is not the "maverick" envisioned

by de Sousa, even if he does reproduce his abject transgression of privacy. For if anyone

is "crassly pragmatic,"or a fool-saint in Fifttt Busine.ss, it is Ramsay, whose radical self-

deception, through the doubling of his identity, and his insisûence on telling everybody's

secrets but hls own, dramatically ironiz_cs his "transcendence."

in other ways, however, Ramsay's ablect duplicity as a gossip brings to light a

profoundly disturbing aspect of abjection, closely allied to Kristeva's account. As we have

seen, Ramsay's identity as a confidence man serves as the public face o[ someone who has

been an expert gossiper all along, whether it be as a meticulous observer and eavesdropper
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gathering the material of scandal for later use, as hagiographer spreading mythological

gossip, as Eisengrim's "autobiographer," as scriptor for the Brazen Head, or as malicious

backbiter who engages in more than idle character assasination. Ultimately, his calculated

self-abjection--which has made Fifth Business alone into the malicious gossiper, thereby

protecting "Dunstan Ramsay" from charges of slander (or rvorse)--licences further

gossiping in the form of autobiographical confession. Gossip is not only related to self-

justification in Ramsay's text, but also to self-creation. As Williams argues, Ramsay, s

autobiography "lets him gather up his earlier forms of justification into an autonomous rext

where the self becomes synonymous with the thing it creates" (ConfessionatgZ). But
before he can recreate himself, using borrowed scandals as raw material, Ramsay must first

engage in "a preliminary rvork of decreation" (William s, Confessional 62), which would

liberate him from his ties to family and to history.

For the narrator of Fifth Bus;iness,such decreation is accomplished primarily by

gossiping maliciously about the mother. Only by rejecting and discrediting maternal

authority in an extreme display of "gynophobia" (will iams, cortþssionnl T3) can

Ramsay's nalrative succeed in securing a spaæ in which the narrator can claim a fully self-

made identity. For Ramsay, Kristeva's account of identity formation on the basis of

maternal negation becomes a matter of abjecting the mother in order to usurp her generative

function. Ramsay's theft of his mother's egg to practice magic tricks, for example, clearly

"mocks her reproductive power" (Williams, ConfessiornlT?),but the real assault on

matemal authority occurs later, in Ramsay's gossip about the "screeching fury" who, he

says, "pursued me around the kitchen with a whip, flogging me until she was gorged with

'-what? Vengeance?," and who later compounds his humiliation by demanding an

apology: "This I had to do on my knees, repeating a formula improvised by my father,

which included a pledge that I would always love my mother, to whom I owed the great

gift of life, and that I begged her--and secondarily God--to forgive me, knowing full well

that I was unworthy of such clemency" (40). Ramsay's utter lack of power in the face of a
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domineering mother is compensated for by the power of the retrospective gossiper rvho

undoes her authority through "his sneer abut the pe-cking order in which first his mother

must be placated 'and fthen] secondarily God.' For his mother, he insists, is the one rvho

is playing God, rvho really holds herself highest on the list of creators whom he has

offended" (williams, confessionatT3). Gossip thus assumes a pivotal role in

accomplishing the autobiographer's abjection of the mother by undermining her authority,

and eventually reducing her to the caricature of "mock-modesty as the mother of a hero, the

very womb and matrix of bravery, in consequence of my three years of degradation in the

Flanders mud" (85-86).

Ramsay's use of autobiographical gossip in response to his gynophobia is actually very

similar to Kristeva's contention that "The writer is a phobic who succeeds in

metaphorizing in order to keep from being frightened to death; instead he comes to life

again in signs" (Powers38). According to Kristeva, the phobic's fear is aiso a form of

abjection related to a failure to separate from the mother which in turn results in the ,.failure

of language to provide a symbolization (object) to contain drive activify" (l-echte 161): ,,The

patemal agency alone, to the extent that it introduces the symbolic dimension between

'subject' (child) and 'object' (mother), can generate...a strict object relation. Otherwise,

rvhat is called 'narcissism,' without always or necessarily being conservative, becomes the

unieashing of drive as such, without object, threatening all identity, including that of the

subject itself' (Kristeva, Powers 44). Insofar as Ramsay's fear of his mother as the

woman who "had eaten [his] father'' and rvhom he had "to fight...to keep her from eating"

himself as well (85), embodies the subject's horror when faced with abjection, his mastery

of his origins through writing and gossip replicates the masrery of abjection through

language and metaphor. In other words, even from a Kristevan point of view, the

gossiper's rejection of the mother is authorized by the Freudian logic of Oedipalization

because her account of abjection is really justa"prefigured æÀípal situation [which]

operates between the child (the narcissistic subject), the abject mother (the morhet's body),
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and the imaginary father (the mother's love)...Although these terms op€rare prior to the

oedipal complex and, in one sense, prior to the onset of the Symbolic, their functions

prefigure those of the three terms in the oedipal situation" (oliver 15).

This is because the Oedipai triangle serves, in many ways, as a protorype of the gossip

triangle' As Kristeva says, in Freud's formulation of the Oedipus myth, "the father is the

mainstay of the law and the mother the prototype of the object. Toward the mother there is

convergence not only of survival needs but of first mimetic yeamings. She is the other

subject, an object that guarantees my being as a subject" (Powers32). lnthis scheme, the

child is separated from a primary relationship with the mother by the stern [-aw of the

Father, an entry into language in which signification alone compensates for the loss of the

mother' Freud first understood this substitution by watching a child's game of ForlDa:

"When the child's mother is absent, the child invents a game where it throws a reel out of

its cot and says something that Freud interprets as the German word for 'gone' (fort).

Then the child pulls in the reel and says something that Freud interprets as the German

word for 'here' (da). Freud claims that the reel stands in for the child's mother; through

language the child can control its mother's absence" (Oliver 44). Jacques l.acan took this

formulation one step further by suggesting that, "in this phoematic opposition lFort/Dal,

the child transcends, brings on to the symbolic plane, the phenomenon of presence and

absence. He renders himself master of the thing, precisely ircofar as he destroys if' (qtd.

in Oliver 44;my emphasis). But gossip, too, is a manner of mastering absence through the

use of language. Glancing at the Oedipal configuration, we can see that all the necessary

players are there: the child who exchanges language for the missing mother is the prototype

of the apprentice gossiper who gains mastery over his objects by reducing them to

signifiers; the father who presides over the onset of the child's entry into language

constitutes the child's first gossip partner and is himself an exprt gossiper, having fully

mastered the symbolic system; finally, the mother who is substituted for the symbol

becomes the child's first gossip object which, like Ramsay's objects, guarantees the child's
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identity.

Kristeva's anticipation of this triangle within the maternal function suggests that the

mother supplies a law before the law in "a real deprivation of the breast, an imaginary

frustrationof the gift of maternal relation, and...a symbolic castrationinscribed in the

Oedipus complex" (Powers 32-33). Her reinterpretation of the ForlDa game thus

concentrates on the child's physical throwing and retrieving of the reel: "For her, this

bdily act is as important to the onset of signification as the 'fort' and, the'da.' Negativity

is primarily material, even gestural, in the case of the ForlDa game" (Oliver 44). But such

a refinement of Freudian and l¿canian psychoanalysis does not alter the structure

necessitating the mother's abjection so much as make her an accomplice to it. By founding

identity upon abjection, Kristeva's theory of subjectivity naturalizes and implicitly justifies

malice as integral to the foundation of identiry. Matricide, in the form of malicious gossip,

thus becomes the characteristic practice of identity-formation. Abject models of gossiping

in Fifth Business, therefore, ultimately cut both ways. Although Kristeva's theory of

abjection provides a suggestive framework in which to understand the function of gossip,

both at the level of subject and at the level of society, Ramsay's use of gossip as an

instrument of decreation raises new questions and suggests ways in rvhich the valence of

interrogation needs to be reversed. In light of Ramsay's autobiographical self-

construction, malicious gossip indicates the need for a critique of psychoanalytic

assumptions about the necessary rejection of the mother in subject formation.

Finally, however, Ramsay's abjection of his mother (in all her guises) returns us to

questions of gossip and gender. From a certain perspective, the malicious gossip of a male

protagonist in Fifih Business would seem to counteract the stereotype of the Crone which

so pervaded the representation of women's talk in Who Do You Think You Are? perhaps,

since both genders are equally accounted for, Ramsay and Liesl's examples are meant to

undo essentialist opinions about gossip which see it as an inherently female use of

language. Yet, the Kristevan scheme followed by Ramsay's gossip doesn't really seem to
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challenge the sexist stereorype of female prattle. Instead, it seems to nafuralize the

ideological construction of women's talk as babble. Elizabeth Gross finds, in the theory

that woman "is paradoxically precluded from representing or speaking maternity and

femininity" because of her failure to enter fully into symbolic identity (Gross 98)--a

profound problem with Kristeva's work. For K¡isteva s insistence that "only certain men--

that is, those who are prepared to put their symbolic positions at risk by summoning up the

archaic traces of their repressed semiotic and maternal (prehistory)--are able to evoke, to

name, to re-inscribe this maternal space-time and pleasure in the production and

transgression of textuality" (Gross 98-99), leaves women little option but to engage in

"idle" (that is to say, wasted) talk. The K¡istevan woman who speaks only in tongues, like

the woman who speaks with a "loose tongue," seems thus to remain ever excluded--from

knowledge, from self-expression, from solidarity, from politics.
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Chapter Three

The Politics of Disclosure:

The Death and Refurn of the Gossip in Tlrc Handmaid,s Tale

The pen is mightier than the sword.
Edward George Bulwer-Ly tton, Riclrclie u

The tongue is the sword of a rvoman, and she never lets it become rusty.
Chinese proverb

The appearance of a new discourse of gossip, originating in anthropological and

sociological studies conducted since the early 1960s, has played a major role in recent

reappraisals of gossip's bad reputation. Good Gossip (I994), a collection of essays edited

by Robert F. Goodman and Aaro n Ben-?n' ev, takes stock of this discursive shift through

an examination of "the primary tension between the functional approach, which tends to

vindicate it' and the moral perspective, which emphasizes the fact that [gossip] remains a

morally problematic form of behaviour"(Goodman 4). Because so much of the traditional

moraliser's animus towards gossiping has stereotyped rvomen's talk as inherently..idle,, or

"malicious," feminist defences of gossip have been particularly anxious to jump on the

functionalist bandwagon. In "Gossip: A Feminist Defence," for example, Louise Collins

defends gossip as a means of female "self-discovery" because it "involves talking and

interacting with others whose experiences and values overlap ours by greater or lesser

degrees" ( 1 14). l-orraine Code is similarly optimistic that gossip provides an alternative to

"male" modes of understanding, through which "women achieve a solidarity, a

community, that is at once strong, vulnerable, and committed to a course of action that

contests the adequacy of the social order" (l0l).

Such defences of gossip, based on the view that it "fulfill[s] certain important personal

and social functions" (Goodman l), have long been inscribed within a far-reaching and
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contradictory socio-anthropological debate. As Robert Paine argues, functionalism splits

into two radically different lields of inquiry: "l) horv constraints are put on

individuals...producing recognizable social and cultural forms and institutions; and 2) how

individuals attempt--and then either fail or succeed to accommodate themselves to

constraints and/or to change them for others" ("Transaction" 30-f . Insofar as this debate

impinges on gossip theory, it begs the following questions: is gossip's function primarily a

matter of insulating the social machine from the pressures and destructive impulses of

individual gossipers, rvhich rvould make it a form of social control? Or, conversely, is

gossip's function immanent in its own structure as a transactional system based on the

exchange of information, and therefore essentially instrumental? By and large, feminist

theories of gossip have steered clear of this debate. Perhaps their silence is due in part to

the fact that this division within functionalist explanations of gossip--as it was first spelled

out in a sequence of disputes be¡veen Max Gluckman and Robert paine in Current

Anthropology and Man --is not ultimately reconcilable with a feminist theory of political

resis[ance since it seems to threaten individual agency, on the one hand, and collective

action on the other.

Only Patricia Meyer Spacks' study, Gossip (1985), which focuses on literary gossip and

on the interillumination of gossip and literary forms themselves, seems to escape this

double-bind. Her eschewal of the usual functionalist explanations in favour of more

"'intuitive' defences of gossip, occurring in imaginative literature," on the grounds that ,.1

am myself interested in possibilities that do not interest the social scientists" (Spacks 34), is

in itself telling. At the very least it hints at a lundamental incompatibility benveen

functionalist theory and feminist politics. Even though she does not address such theories

in any detail as she lays the groundwork for a feminist theory of gossip politics, her

ímplicitly ambivalent response to functionalist models of both types provides further clues

to their limitations. Moreover, her examination of the analogy between gossip and fiction.

generally, and befween the gossiper and the author in particular, suggests that literary
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theories of authorship may provide a crucial context from which the functionalist

discourses of gossip need to be rethought.

As I will argue, Spacks's theory that "gossip empowers the subordinated into liberated

discourse" (262) depnds on a construction of the gossip as "author"--a term which has

itself b€en called into question both by Russian formalism and by poststructuralist theories

of language and subjectivity. Adapting Spacks's view of gossip as a dialogic counter-

discourse to a more detailed reading of the links between gossip and Mikhail Bakhtin's

sfudy of the carnivalesque as well as of Jacques Derrida's explanation of iterabiliry, my

approach will explore the intersection of authority, intentionality, and gender in two

competing models of gossip in Margaret Atwood' sThe Handmaíd's Tale--anovel which

also constructs gossip as a form of personal and political resistance. For the Handmaids

who are reduced to silence by an institutionalized system of biological slavery, gossip is an

unlikely but welcome instrument of solidarity and resistance, a means of "authoring"

parodic texts which subvert the dehumanizing message of the official language. A second

model of gossiping is dramatized by the academics who dissect Offred's Tale ín the

"historical notes" which conclude Atwood's novel. In this setting, gossip proves to be an

instrument of oppression, based on an anti-authorial reading practice which amounts to a

substitution of the critic/gossiper for the author/gossipee. By locating gossip inThe

Handmaid's Tale in relation to the status of the author and the role of intentionalify in the

competing linguistic assumptions of Bakhtin and Derrida, I will attempt to show ways in

which their theories provide suggestive models for structuring the workings of gossip and,

in turn, how Atwood's treatment of gossip might itself furnish a valuable model for

interrogating "the death of the authof in poststructuralist thought.

In many ways, Spacks's thesis that gossip engenders and sustains a potentially

subversive female community might be seen as a feminist re-vision of the well-established

position within sæial anthropology that gossip and scandal "have important positive

values" since they "maintain the unity, morals and values of social groups" (Gluckman,
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"Scandal" 308). Anthropologist Max Gluckman's influential article, "Gossip and Scandal"

(1963), which focuses on the stabilizing function of gossip based on its reinforcement of

moral nonns, has made Gluckman himself into gossip's central apologist. Tacitly rejecting

the traditional notion that gossip is simply empty chatter, Gluckman argues that gossip is a

principal factor in defining and sustaining distinct social groups within larger communities

precisely because of its nature as an exclusivist discourse. Like Bakhtin's sociolinguistics,

Gluckman's notion of discourse is informed by the shared assumptions that "generate a

community of value judgments" ("Discours e" 397). Rather than reinforcing universal

noffns, or more accurately, those of the dominant ideology, gossip always orients itself

around the codes of a specific social group, binding it together in the process. Although

Gluckman's interests lie elsewhere, the implications of his argument for a feminist

treatment of gossip are not hard to see.

Building on Gluckman's conclusions about gossip as a mechanism of group

preservation, Spacks extrapolates a gendered theory of gossip that is explicitly motivated

towards a consideration of women's discourse. Through her study of gossip in the Anglo-

American novelistic tradition, Spacks identifìes a continuum of intent on rvhich different

kinds of gossip are provisionally defined. At one end, gossip app€ars motivated by pure

malice, generating in the gossipr "an immediately satisfying sense of power,' (4); poised at

the center, "idle talk" operates "[w]ithout purposeful intent" except to protect the gossipers

from serious engagement with one another (). At the other pole lies what Spacks calls

"serious gossip," "which exists only as a function of intimacy" (5). As Spacks explains,

this latter type of gossip is not concerned with informational æntent, but rather is solely

focussed on "the relationship such gossip expresses and sustains" through its very form as

intimate, dialogic conversation. In an attempt to resuscitate gossip's originary etymological

sense, from the old English godsibb, and the positive associations of bonding,

community, and shared experience that it implies, Spacks concentrates her study on this

"selious" pole of her "crude taxonomy" (6) while she simultaneously insists that "even
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malicious gossip may possess a positive value" (34). For Spacks, that value originates in

the personal since gossip "releas[es] people from the prison of their own thoughts" (43),

but inevitably moves outlvard to embrace the côncerns of a larger social community:

"Gossip, of course, demands a process of relatedness among its participants; its I s

inevitably turn into awe" (26r). Aligning her argument that gossip often works to

empower subordinate groups with Deborah Jones's notion of a "speech community" that is

"a key to the female subculture" (Jones 248), Spacks exposes the moral attack on gossip as

the dominant (male) discourse's attempt to contain the circulation of potentially subversive

ideologies. For Spacks, as for many other feminist writers, "malice" is relative, and gossip

"embodies an alternative discourse to that of public life and a discourse potentially

challenging to public assumptions; it provides language lor an altemative culture...A

rhetoric of inquiry, gossip questions the established" (46).

By locating herself rvithin the province of communal rhetoric, however, Spacks leaves

her argument open to the same kinds of criticism that have plagued Gluckman himself. As

Robert Paine argues in his rebuttal to Gluckman's theory, "What Is Gossip About? An

Alternative Hypothesis" (1967), "[i]t is the individual and not rhe community rhar gossips,'

(?ßI). By shifting his emphasis away from the communiry thar Gluckman prizes, paine

suggests the importance of surveying the motives of gossip production from the ground

floor, recognizing that an individual's discourse is always directed towards his or her own

self-interests before those of the group. Gluckman's argument is thus seen to "commit[ ] a

category mistake that is rypical of functionalist explanations because it implicitly foists its

determination of the latent function of gossip on the gossipers as a goal" (Bergmann 14$.

Consequently, Gluckman must completely' ignore gossip's social disrepute, treating it only

as "an erroneous opinion...that needs to be disproved" (Bergmann 144), lest the essential

contradiction between gossip's simultaneously destructive and preservative powers

undermine the premise of his argument. In much the same way, spacks attempts to

salvage the "positive" aspects of gossip by circumscribing her subject: concentrating her
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discussion on the socially productive mode of "serious gossip" even as she acknowledges

that "to take a positive view involves suspending consciousness of gossip's destructive

force and considering what besides animus against others it may involve" (34). Like

Gluckman, Spacks excuses gossip's often malicious content by insisting that, "[r]educed to

means rather than ends, aggression serves alliance" (57).

It would be a mistake, however, simply to subsume Spacks's theory of gossip under the

rubric of structural functionalism. consider her assertion that

History testifies to-the persistence and power of gossip as a social mode.
Moralizers have taken gossip seriously even wheã they declared its lack of
seriousness.^lt supplies a wèapon for outsiders--a weápon appropriately directed at
the façade of reputation people ænstruct around themsèlves.' nnä the úeapon can
be converted to a bond; à mèans of alliance, a rvay of feeling uniæd as insiders.

(4Ð

Such revolutionary politics are quite alien to the determinism of a theory for which ,,[f]orms

of gossip and its rules constrain every individual, in that there are both pressures on him to

join in the gossip, whether he wishes to or not, and in that rules restrain him by

determining what he may say, and to whom he may say what, and horv he can say

anything" (Gluckman, "Psychological" 29). Gluckman clearly hears no call to arms in the

whispers of detraction. Although their themes are deceptively similar, Gluckman's

analysis of gossip within small groups as an internalsystem of regulation, stressing the

unifying potential of backbiting, is seriously at odds with Spacks's discussion of female

bonding as the basis for subversion. To begin with, Gluckman's concept of associating

gossipers with the values of specific social groups is a little too neat. As he would have it,

"gossip cells" could be divided into three distinct sets: 1) "the professional group...whose

gossip is built into technical discussion";2) the group with "high social status from which

it wishes to exclude parvenus"; 3) the exclusive group "which has exclusiveness thrust

upn ir-either by being a minority, by isolation of locality, or by other distinguishing

criterion [sic] which the members cannot overcome" ("scandal" 3@). But such an

idealization is problematic because it distorts the fact that real gossipers often have
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ambivalent relationships to supposeCly "exclusive" groups, and may even be members of

multiple groups. Moreover, such a scheme does not adequately account for the

hierarchization óf such groups within larger social structures, or for the power relations

beween them--an oversight which has particularly dire consequences for the female

gossiper.

For the Handmaids of Ahvood's novel, for example, group identity is not easily defined.

Although their "habits" mark them as a distinct social class, such anxious institutional

signifìers belie the profound ambivalence of their actual position within Gileadean sociefy

generally, and within the family in particular. Such anxiety stems from the ambivalence of

the Biblical story of Rachel and Leah which authorizes a patriarchal system, but cannot do

so without foregrounding the dependence of phallic power on female generativity. As the

embodiment of such a contradiction, the Handmaid is both revered and repressed. On the

one hand, the Handmaid is central to the slate, and occupies an ostensibly privileged

position. As Aunt Lydia tells them, "A thing is valued...only if it is rare and hard to get.

We want you to be valued, girls...Think of yourselves as pearls" (107). On the other

hand, such "privilege" determines the Handmaids' objectification by the state and

enslavement to it. As Offred recognizes while fantasizing about insubordination, ,.We 
are

hers to define, we must suffer her adjectives. I think about pearls. pearls are congealed

oyster spit. This is what I will tell Moira, later; if I can" ( 108). She is not fooled by the

binary logic of the party line which offers the Handmaid an exclusive, but impotent

position: "Where I am is not a prison but a privilege, as Aunt Lydia said, who was in love

with either/or" (8). Offred knows, as rvell as any angel in the house, that privilege and

prison are closely related. Similarly, the elaborate bodily symbolism of The Ceremony

seeks to mystify the "spoiled" Handmaid who enjoys a "position of honour" (84, l3), even

though there is no confusion about who is really in charge: "My arms are raised; she holds

my hands, each of mine in each of hers. This is supposed to signify that we are one flesh..

What it really means is that she is in control, of the process and thus of the produci" (gg).
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And the controlling Wife is only a metonym for the Commander and fìnally for the

patriarchal state which identifies the Handmaids as a necessary but potentially disruptive

means to an end, requiring scrupulous controls. Such fundamental ambivalence thus

positions the Handmaid on the threshold of social identity and alienation, as Offred learns

upon meeting Serena Joy:

ìo, y9u'1e the new one, she said. She didn't step aside to let me in, she just stood
there in the doorway, blocking the entrance. She wanted me to feel ihat l-could not
come into the house unless she said so. There is push and shove, these days, over
such things...The threshold of a new house is a lonely place. (13)

The Handmaid is thus at once wife/not wife, mother/not mother, of the family but outside

of it.

Gluckman's approach to gossip is not troubled by such contradictory identities, or their

implication in systems of domination and control. Although he never mentions her, the

female gossiper can be identified with Gluckman's third "cell," since her gender determines

her exclusiveness as "a distinguishing criterion which members cannot overcome"--at least,

not within the self-confirming ideology of patriarchy in which woman's de facto

subordination is presented as a de jure situation. According to Gluckman's model, her

gossip about her peers should reinforce the unity of her female group and even mobilize it

to take action against other groups (such as "patriarchy"). But this is precisely what does

not happen. Already, the female gossiper is caught in a double bind. On the one hand,

gossip about a companion's "transgressions" links her discourse to the regulative role of

gossip in patriarch!, since female transgression is always a matter of breaking paternal law.

Consequently, women's gossip about women will not result in solidarity as Gluckman

supposes, but only reinforce the "norm" of male superiority and the related values of a

system which denigrates all women's talk as idle chatter.

On the other hand, this problem is not solved by gossiping "outside" of one's own social

grouP, because the ambivalent position of the female gossiper ensures that she is never

entirely "outside" of patriarchy. To the contrary, she occupies a secondary position within
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a masculinist hierarchy whose heterogeneity only confirms Gluckman's observation that

"no groups are completely undifferentiated" ("Scandal" 313). This means that she is not

really free to criticize, but is only part of a "clique" whose struggles "for status and

prestige...lzave to be kept withitt bouttds, while the gercral values of tlrc group are

asserted, if the group is to survive" (Gluckman, "scandal" 313; my emphasis). In other

words, the potential for a politically constituted, oppositional unity, which is implied by

Gluckman's claim that "scandal when directed by members of a group against another

group is unifying" because "it asserts the superiority of the scandalizing group" ("Scandal"

314), does not apply in the case of women's gossip. Her discourse is always already

inscribed within the repressive values of the society it seeks to scandalize. In particular,

her gossip about men is strucfurally contained, in Gluckman's theory, by the mechanisms

designed to reinforce the power of the dominant voices; there is nothing subversive about

dissent when "differences of opinion are fought out in behind-the-back tattle, gossip and

scandal, so that many villagers who are acfually at loggerheads, can outwardly maintain a

show of harmony and friendship" (Gluckman, ,,Scandal,, 3I2).

In Gilead, the Aunts charged with educating the Handmaids epitomize the double-bind of

women in Gluckman's study who are complicit in their own defeminization. Aunt Lydia,

for example, secures her own status as an authority figure by offering tenuous justifications

for patriarchal order based on the scandals of history: "There is more than one kind of

freedom, said Aunt Lydia. Freedom to and freedom from. In the days of anarchy, it was

freedom to. Now you are being given freedom from. Don't underrate it" (24). Although

Aunt Lydia reverses their sequence of a prior utopian order and a current state of chaos

(because she is justifying rather than calling for the imposition of strong phallic rule), her

rhetoric and function are virtually identical to those of the gossips in the seventeenth-

century Caquet de I'acoucfuíe who bemoaned that "Today, everything is permitted and

tolerated," and sought "[t]o counteract this widespread confusion and to recreate the old

idealized order" by advocating "the rule of larv, urging archers, the police, courts, and the
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parl,ement to survey and punish, 'to prevent disorder"'(Stanton 257). Lrke the caqueteux,

Aunt Lydia appears to be "a superordinate man in drag," embodying the most insidious

aspect of fascism whereby "[t]he threatening, disorderly other is brought in from the

margins, and used to bolster the dominant discourse, becoming the spokesman for

repressive phallic rule" (Stanton 258).

Moreover, gossip is an integral part of the way in which the Aunts bcome co-

participants in the oppressive state and mouth-pieces for the dominant ideology. Aunt

Lydia's screenings of the most lurid and scandalous vestiges of misogyny, for example,

provide the substance of her apology for current domination for-your-own-good:

Sometimes the movie she showed would be an old porno film, from the
seventies or ei8hties-- Women kneeling, sucking penises or guns, women tied up or
chained with dog.collars.around their necks, women hanging from trees, or upside-
down, naked, with their legs held apart, women being rapeo-, beaten up, killeä.
Once we had to watch a woman being slowly cut into pieces, her fingeis and
brgpt¡ snipped off with garden shears, her stomach slit open and hei inresrines
pulled out.

Consider the alternatives, said Aunt Lydia. You see what things used to be like?
That was what they thought of women, then. Her voice trembled with indignation.

(r12)

Because she is already mortgaged to the system, even Aunt Lydia's gossip about the men

directly supports patriarchal rule, rather than challenging it. Whereas the Aunts intend such

pornography to incite further speculation on the part of the Handmaids, videos of feminist

activism furnish a greater challenge to Aunt Lydia's institutional appropriation of gossip-

mongenng because they offer more potential fbr sympathetic identification. Rather than

becoming the objects of gossip, the tapcs might reverse the polarity of the gossip-network,

so that the Aunts and the state become the targets of virlual gossip between the televised

unwomen and the Handmaids themselr es. For this reason, "[t]hey don't play the

soundtrack, on movies like these, though they do on the porno films. They want us to hear

the screams and grunts and shrieks of w,hat is supposed to be either extreme parn or

extreme pleasure or both at once, but they'don't want us to hear what the Unwomen are

saying" (113). But some gossip does get through since, as the "camera pans up we
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see the writing, in paint on what must have been a bedsheet: TAKE BACK TI-{E MGF[.

This hasn't been blacked out, even though we aren't supposed to be reading. The women

around me breathe in, there's a stirring in the room, like wind over grass. Is this an

oversight, have rve gotten away with something?" ( 1 13).

The Aunt's view of gossip as both a tool for indoctrination and as something which is to

be strictly regulated among the Handmaids emphatically endorses Gluckman's stated thesis

that gossip is a form of social control, as well as his implicit thesis that it is allied with

partriarchal rule. As Lynne Marks argues, such institutional appropriations of "railing,

tattling, general rumour, and common fame" were characteristic of church regulation in

Upper Canada in the nineteenth century. Especially during a period when "institutions of

the state were only gradually gaining legitimacy," as they were in Gilead, gossip and

rumour were an important form of supervision for parishioners and "a means of identifying

cases of apparent sin." In the practice of Testifying, Aunt Helena demonstrates the most

harrowing way in which gossip can be enlisted to serve the interests of power by

reinforcing misogyny. Thus, the scandal of Janine's testimony "about how she was gang-

raped at fourteen and had an abortion" is made into the object of a public, higtrly rirualized

confrontation which nevertheless appropriates the form and style of malicious gossipping:

But whose fault was it? Aunt Hele.na says, holding up one plump finger.
Her fault, her fault, her fault, we chant in unison. -
Who led them on? Aunt Helena beams, pleased with us.
She did. She did. ^Så¿ did.
Why.did Gd allow such a terrible rhing to happen?
Teach her alesson Teach her a lesson Teach-her a lesson. (6 1)

Here is Gluckman's idea writ large of the "duty" to gossip (,.scandal" 31a). By

prescribing a regimen of verbal complicity in patriarchal values, such official gossip

anticipates more material forms of enforced complicity in the equally ritualized Salvaging

ceremony. Boiling down malicious gossip to its barest components and organizing them

within a rigid discursive structure of formulaic questions and responses, Testifying

epitomizes the institutional value of gossip and its dangers for the female subject:
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[.ast week, Janine burst into tears...She looked disgusting: weak, squirmy,
blotchy, pink, like a newborn mouse. None of us wañted to toot like 

^that, 
ever.

For a moment, even though we knew rvhat was being done to her, we despised
her.

Crybaby. Crybaby. Crybaby.
We meant it, rvhich is the bad part.
I used to think well of myself. I didn't then.
That was last week. This rveek Janine didn't wait for us to jeer at her. It was

my-fault, she layf. It was my own fault. I led them on. I deserved the pain.
Very good, Janine, says Aunt Lydia. you are an example. (6g)

Such an "example" thus dramatizes the theory that "gossip functions as a means of social

control be¡ause--as the mere threat of sanction--it pre-emptively ensures conformative

behaviour...The anxiety that accompanies the knorvledge that people can gossip about one

is enough to prevent people from acting deviantly" (Bergmann i43). The Handmaid's fear

of occupying Janine's abject position replicates the paranoia associated with being

objectified, and seems to reinforce what Ruth Benedict calls a shame culture (qtd. in

Bergmann 143).

Like Gluckm an's latssez-faire view of gossip's functions, the Aunts' use of gossip relies

on and reinforces the values of the dominant ideology. Unlike Gluckman's gossip,

however, state-sanctioned gossip in Gilead is highly self-conscious and proceeds through

manipulation, appropriatiott, and control The ambivalent position of women within

patriarchy that Gluckman's theory does not consider, as well as the Aunts' institutional use

of gossip to encourage complicity, are illuminated by Paul Smith's distinction between

actors and agents. As he says, "a person is not simply an actor who follows ideological

scripts, but is also an agent who reads them in order to insert him/herself into them--or not"

(cited in Sidonie Smith 22). Because it eliminates the agency of the female gossipr to

challenge the structures of oppression, reducing her to the status of "actor," Gluckman's

estimate of gossip is extremely ænservative and implicitly sexist: its function, with respect

to the efficient running of a pre-existing (masculinist) society, is essentially custodial.

Likewise, the Aunts, who follow "ideological scripts" to the letter, are identifled with the

role of "actor."

Gayatri Chak¡ovorty Spivak, citing a paper by Bert F. Hoselitz, clearly outlines the
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dangers posed by such an uncritical position for the feminist critic who wishes to critique

the very structure which marginalizes and silences her--a structure which functionalism

itself purports, dispassionately, to "describe." "structural Functionalism?" she asks,

"where 'integration' is 'social control [which] denies and,enforces...a degree of

solidarity'?...Structural functionalism takes a'disinterested' stance on sociery as

functioning structure. Its implicit interest is to applaud a system...because it functions"

(Spivak, "French" 134). However, the degree to which the Aunts encourage certain types

of gossip while inhibiting others, and turn gossip from a loose, semi-private site of talk

about others to an intensely ritualized, public defamation of character, suggests that gossip

does not automatically support state interests. Gossip as a tool which supports the status

quo must be crafted by someone.

Spacks's view of the gossipçr as an agent who wields gossip as a weapon, like the

Aunts' gossip which was a weapon of the state, would thus seem to depend more upon

Paine's instrumenüal account of gossiping which seeks to question "'when?', 'how?' and

'why?' unity is sought or avoided," and to investigate "the implications that unity will have

for the circulation or repression of information and hence lor the availability of possible

courses of action open to an actor" ('Transaction"3OT). But here again, Spacks's relation

to her precursor is ambivalent. At one level, the privileged role of the individual gossiper

as an author of transgressive social texts accounts for much of her argument's political

force and accords with the Painean critique. Unlike Paine, however, Spacks does not

linger on the figure of the calculating gossiper, and with good reason. Paine's explanation

of gossip as "information-management" does not lend itself to collective resistance since the

"purposes" of his gossipers all bear the same, clistinctly Hobbesian, stamp. For paine

insists that gossip is primarily "a cultural device used by the individual to further his own

interests" (?-82). "lntentionality," so reduced to narcissism, thus subverts the possibility of

politicized gossiping directed toward purposive social critique, since "[a] 'we' group, in

fact, usually turns out to be a coterie of rival interest-based quasi-groups," and 'the
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individual participants in these quasi-groups have ties and interests beyond the boundary of

their'we' group" (Paine 282). Inother words, Paine's alternative to the functionalist

neutralization of personal agency turns out to be an alienating return to deterministic social

theory in the guise of instrumentality. Such a slippage between agency and selfish interesr

is particularly dangerous for a consideration of women's gossip since it fulfills patriarchal

functions more than anything else, soothing masculine anxiety about female gossip as

contestatory practice by reinforcing the reassuring misogynist stereotyp€ that women are

"tattlers" and "backstabbers," incapable of establishing real bonds of friendship or

solidarity between themselves.

Such a genealogy of Spacks's view that gossip is a tool for the oppressed suggests that

the construction of a "good gossip" has depended all along on a tractical reduction of the

gossiper's agency. It is as if functionalism, under the weight of centuries-old dogma and

conjecture about the essentially malicious nature of slander, felt that gossip could only be

saved if it were divorced from the category of intention altogether. Accordingly, Gluckman

negates, and Paine seriously limits, the creative role of the gossiper in order to display

gossip's functional advantages. Spacks's implicit critique of the conservative politics of

such theories, however, re-opens questions of intentionality and individual agency by

"rais[ing] the question of purpose," differentiating gossip according to the "real rather than

the an¡ounced goals" of the gossipers (6). It is, therefore, directly opposed to the

functionalist dictum that "we engage in gossip because we delight in and value the activity

itself and not its results" (Ben-Ze'ev 16). As she argues, "distinctions of purpose" are

essential to understanding the way gossip rvorks, "because conventional assumptions about

[the frivolity ofl gossip obscure rhem" (6).

This is especially true in the case of women's talk for which "idleness" or lack of

intention has been the usual excuse for its dimissal. A study of gossip which includes the

category of intent subverts this formulation in two ways: fìrst, by showing that even idle

talk, which proceeds, seemingly, "[w]ithout purposeful intent, [as] gossipers bandy words
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and anecdotes about other people, thus protecting themselves from serious engagement

with one another," already conceals a will to privacy whose osúensibly disinterested chatter

is no less intentional than "destructiveness at onê extreme" or "intimacy and moral

investigation at the 'serious' end of the spectrum" (Spacks 6). Secondly, an analysis of

intention in women's gossip exposes the ideological basis of the a priori rejection of all

women's talk as "idle" by identifying in "gossip" a range of meaningful dissenting voices,

contestâtory practices and transactions. In the absence of intention, politically-interested

gossip would not be conceivable. As Spacks herself implies, when she says that

"gossip...supplies a form analogizing the exchange behveen narator and reader: the

novel's basic economy" (21), gossips are authors, not merely anonymous collectivities or

the purveyors of mindless chit-chat. The renewed focus on the intentionality and agency of

individual gossipers, upon which Spacks's theory of political resisûance depends, thereby

makes a strong case for preserving the "authof s" authority in the gossip of subordinate

groups.

Atwood makes a similar case for the agency of the gossiper by suggesting that the

Handmaids' rvill to privacy becomes public contestation once they are on the Underground

Femaleroad. To begin with, as the principal gossiper in the novel, Offred is identified with

a familiar discourse of idleness:

There's time.to.spare. lhis is one of the things I wasn't prepared for--the
amount of unfllled !iP", !!t9 long parentheses oinothing. fimè as white sound. If
only I could embroider. Weave, knit, something to ¿o littr my hands. I want a
cigarette. I_rem.ember lsking in art galleries, thîough the ninJæenttr century: ttre
obsession they had with harems. Doãens oi paintinls of harems, fat womeñ totting
on divans, turbans on their heads or velvet câps, bei-ng fanned wíth peacock tails, a"
eunuch in the background standing guard. Sùdies of-sedentary flesh, painteá Uy
men who'd never been there. These pictures were supposed to b erotic, and I
thought.they were, at the time; but I see now what they-were really aUoui. they
were paintings about suspended animation; about waiiing, about óU¡ects not inîse.
They were paintings about boredom.

But maybe boredom is erotic, rvhen women do it, for men. (65)

As soon as Offred evokes it, however, the image of the idle woman--whom the state

identifies as "lazy" and a "slut" ( 107)--is interrogated and the ideological basis of its
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eroticism is unmasked. Like Spacks, Olfred is uneasy with male representations of women

as idle creatures because such representations are designed to undermine female agency.

The harems she remembers are themselves profoundly ambivalent sites where the role of

agency is ahvays in question. On the one hand, they situate women within a patriarchal

system of ownership in which female a1enÇy is a non sequitur; on the other, they are

overly-determined female spaces in which women's talk may potentially flourish in

uncontrollable ways. By eroticizing the women's boredom, the gaze of the male artist thus

performs the same feat as the male narrator o[ the seventeenth-century caquets who

"symbolically avenges the excluded male," who fears becoming an object of idle talk, by

eavesdropping on the gathenng of women and rewriting their nanative for male

consumption.

In place of "long parentheses of nothing" (an image which suggests the absence of

gossip, since it is most often associated with the marginal and the non-essential), Offred

imagines productivity as weaving or knitting--activities which locate her in a very different

domain of gossip. Offred's desire to weave recalls the story of the mortal Arachne, who

was both a weaver and a gossip in Ovid's version of the story. Like modern constructions

of the female gossiper, Arachne challenges the monologic order of official discourse in two

ways: first by boasting that she can weave tapestries superior in quality even to those of

Athena; and second, by constructing a scandalous tableau of "those crimes of heaven"

(Ovid 125) which parody the "Twelve great gods,/Jove in their midst" who "sit there on

lofty thrones,/Grave and august" (Ovid 123), in Athena's tapestry. Arachne's subversion

of Jove's high seriousness through her gossipy textile turns out to be so threatening that

Athena, in her fury, changes her into a spider. The metamorphosis thus ensures Arachne's

continuous "spinning" of narrative and serves as a suggestive metaphor for the gossip as

author, even as it mocks the hypocnsy of the official power which is the target of slander.

As we shall see, Offred herself assumes the mantle of Arachne by gossiping about those in

power and transforming herself into an author. Her politically subversive gossip, which
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exposes "those crimes of Gilead," recorded during or after her escape on the Underground

Femaleroad, attests to the revolutionary agency of the gossiper/author.

It is precisely this idea of authorship which is challenged, however, by current literary

and philosophical discourses which vilify the author as a dusty bugbear of logocentrism.

In many ways, the Gluckman-Paine opposition from which Spacks extricates a feminist

theory of gossip resembles, and may even depend upon, this other, equally polarized,

debate surrounding "the death of the author. " On the one hand, Paine's individualistic

gossip theory resembles the biographical criticism of the nineteenth century in that it seems

unremittingly auteurist, insisting that we can determine "what gossip is about" in terms of

the intentions of its "author. " Paine's gossiper, like the totalitarian author described by

Roland Barthes who produces "a line of words releasing a single 'theological' mearung (the

'message' of the Author-God)" ("Death" 146), fully masters a language that is both

immediately transparent and fully suflicient to his purposes. Paine's search for the

gossiper would thus seem to reproduce the tedious task of the traditional critic: ..the lask of

discovering the Author...beneath the work" (Barthes, "Death" 147). His instrumental

explanation of "gossip as purely purposive behaviour" is thus fundamentally an attack on a

model of gossiping which, on the other hand, by "offering a functional explanation, or an

explanation by implication" (Paine, "Alternative" 27g,2g2), implicitly privileges an

"authorless " structure.

Gluckman's theory is "authorless" precisely because the intentions of the gossiper are

unrelated to the "meaning" of his gossip rvhich "is demonstrated as integrative to the

structure...and may then be regarded, by the analyst, solely in respect of this implication"

(Paine, "Alternative" 282). Barthes, too, was anxious to subordinate the subject to a

structure (this time to a structure of language) which exceeded him at every turn. As he

says, "it is language r.vhich speaks, not the author" ("Death" 143). In fact, Gluckman

asserts, with an impertinence reminiscent of Derridean deconstruction, that the effects of

gossiping (which are unifyin g) are precisely the oppositeof the intenrions of individual
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Sossipers (which are divisive). "The death of the Gossip" in structural anthropology thus

anticipates poststrucfuralism's more radical anti-authonalism in Barthes's formulation of

the birth of the reader, or in Jacques Derrida's claim that..The names of

authors...have..'no substantial value. They indicate neither identities nor causes" (O/

Gram 99).

Spacks's formulation of the "serious gossiper," however, who seeks equally .,a crucial

means of self-expression, [and] a crucial form of solidarify" (5) from her gossip, is not

taken in by the binary logic inherent in Barthes's argument. Her politicized gossiper can

therefore hardly be identified with poststrucfuralism's dead author who is awash on a sea

of discursivity. Yet, she cannot be identified with the self-sufficient, sovereign

consciousness of the classical author either, since gossip is, above all, a social

performance. In his writing on oppression, Peter Hitchcock summarizes this dilemma with

penetrating clarity. If one is to see

the subject as.an agent and agency itself as a means of social transformation...one
musr...be rt^Çil.?lrg uvoid overpnvileping what has become ttre new 

-uaoge 
or

academic political inertia, the fetish of-thãdecentered subject U""äur", in its least
stable forms,.it appears to be unable to change anything.'so*"*rt"Ë betlveen theundivided "I," rhe sacred cerritude o,f metapñysicá i¿õtogy;;;áïËsiÃis of a
certain uncertain poststrucfuralist schizophrenic there is, pärirupr, 

" 
r"u*t who isnominally, if marginalry, a product and producer of ,*íá ."t"fi;;;.-iél-

"The Death of the Author," like the terrain of functionalist debate, renders such a subject

nearly invisible' Nevertheless, she can at least be glimpsed between the cracks of

Barthes's provocative announcement: "Writing is that neutral, composite, oblique space

where our subject slips away, the negative where all identiry is lost, starting with the very

identity of the body writing." As Se¿ín Burke wryly obseryes, "[s]uch radical and vatic

statements have resulted in 'The Death of the Autho/ becoming the center of a controversy.

what it has not become, though, is the centre of a debate or discussion, (2r). Burke

himself takes important steps toward opening such a discussion in his study of The Death

and R.etwrn of the Auth-or (1992) in which he intenogates "authorial disappearance...as an

article of faith" in poststructural discourse (lf . His reading of Barthes argues that one of
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the principal reasons the essay has been so persuasive and so impervious to engaged debate

is that "the auteurrsr position which Barthes takes arms against is itself largely

hypostasised" (26). Barthes's construction of an omnipotent author of the kind enshrined

in nineteenth-century psycho-biographical criticism, he says, is not related to the essay's

vague claims that "the author still reigns in histories of Iiterature," or that "tlte explarntton

of a work is always [my emphasis] sought in the man or woman who produced it" (143).

Rather, it is symptomatic of the origins of modern anti-authorialism in

the.epistemological upheaval in Western thought rvhich the theorists of the l96os
believed to be u¡derway.in the.linguistic decoñrposition of suU¡ect-cenìeiø
philosophies. Where philosophy ãnd the þuman sciences had iegistãréd -*, o1.
the subject as the necejsa.ry bèginning and_end of knowledge, knätledge and the
subject are seen to be fictive emanations of a language and ã writing *tiÏch
endlessly tr*"+ all attempts Þ tl" !lf* agen"t to'asserr any degiee of mastery or
control over their workings. (Burke 15)

Clearly, this marks a profound break from the kinder, gentler anti-authorialism of

Russian Formalism and the New Criticism, for whom "[t]he deatlt or disappearanceof the

author was not at issue but rather the incompatibility of authorial categories with immanent

analyses" (Burke 16)--theories which Barthes, in this essay, studiously ignores. Because

he sees the death of the author in terms of the deaths of God and man in continental

philosophy, Barthes's author must not simply be an author, but an "Author-God" whose

demise "liberates what may be called an anti-theological activity, an activity that is truly

revolutionary since to refuse to fix meaning is, in the end, to refuse God and his

hypostases--reason, science, law" (Barthes 147). As Burke argues, such a conflation of

divine and human authority profoundly exaggerates the degree to which authors were

assumed to control their texts in literary theory contemporaneous with his own writing.

Most notably:

we can, without contradiction, conceive of authors who do not issue 'single
theological messages', who do not hold a univocal mastery over their texïs. There
are indeed even conceptions of-autho¡sh1l ttrat are determiíøty anti-theoiogical.
Mikhail Bakhtin's.concept.of the dialogiõ author, for example, ir .onst*"tá
precisely in opposition to the univocarily of epic monologiim.' fnur[e z5

In fact, the Bakhtinian definition of "double-voiced discourse" actually confirms that
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authorial intention is built into "anti-iheological" practices of textual prduction and

consumption, since heteroglossia"is another's speech in arntlrcr's language. serving to

express authorial intentions but in a refracted way,, (Dialogic3z4).

Burke thus demonstrates that the Barthesian polemic has been based on a false set of
alternatives all along. The real choice is not benveen a tyrannical author and a liberated

reader, but rather, ben'veen a dialogic author and an anarchic reader unhampered by any

restraints or responsibilify. Just as Bakhtinian dialogics intemrpts Barthes's compulsion to

polarize his argument, so too it breaks the stalemate between structure- and subject-oriented

functionalisms. At the midpoint between self and structure, dialogism restores the subject

to a community without robbing her of agency. Spacks's theory of gossip favours just

such a dialogic approach since, although it is important, intentionality is not a master-

concept lor her as it is for Barthes's version of the classical author. Rather, the authorial

voice of the gossiper in her theory takes its place within a social structure of dialogic

relations. Her assertion that gossip's "1's inevitably turn into a we" (Spacks 261) is a

virtual paraphrase of Bakhtin's idea that "'l' can realize itself verbally only on the basis of
'we"' ("Discourse" 397).

Spacks identifies a similar dynamic in the novel form itself when she suggests that

gossip "supplies a form of analogizing the exchange between narrator and reader: the

novel's basic economy" (2i). Citing Bakhtin's account of dialogue, Spacks shows how

"the implicit presence of a listener--or by extension a reader--would affect the dynamics of
language even in the process of composition" (21). As Bakhtin himself argues, ,.the

listener as an immanent participant in the artistic event...has [a] deûerminative effect on the

form of the work from within" ("Discourse" 408). According to this model of discourse,

lounded on the recognition that "every conscious act is already a social act, an act of

communication" ("Discourse" 408), writing and speech can not be totally divorced from

agency or intention. Like gossip, story too is intimately linked to notions of purposeful

communication. For Bakhtin, the regulative role of the listener in artistic creation, who, as
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"the bea¡er of the value judgements of the sæial group to which the 'conscious' prson

belongs" ("Discourse" 408), ensures the inherently dialogic nature of the text, since his

"constant coparticipa[tion] in all our conscious acts determines not only the content of

consciousness but also...the very selection of the content, the selection of what precisely

rve hcome conscious of, and thus determines also those evaluations which permeate

consciousness" ("Discourse" 4O9).

On the other hand, functionalist theories of gossip curtailed the possibility of political

subversion through a reduction of the gossiper's agency--either by alienating the gossiper

from her communiry or by making her the product of a socio-institutional framework. A

theory of gossip modeled on the Bakhtinian author overcomes both of these problems

because, in dialogism, "the very capacity to have consciousness is based on oîherness',

(Holquist 18), but is not entirely. determined by it. Like the dialogic author, Spacks's

gossiper is "not to be conceived as a transcendent, annunciative being, but rather as that

voice amongst the many which holds together the polyphonic strands of the text's

composition, an author who 'resides within the controlling center constiruæd by the

intersection of the surfaces"' (Burke 48). The dialogic gossiper is thus located between the

twin poles of functionalism; a position which restores her agency and opens the door to

resistance.

By reconnecting the gossiper to society as an author of contestatory social narratives,

Spacks implicitly subscribes to a subversive view of dialogism, even if she does not spell it

out in precisely those terms. As we have seen, her use of Bakhtin is primarily, at the level

of structure, a way of repositioning her gossiper as a kind of secret agent whose

"[d]iscourse lives, as it were, on the boundary behveen its own context and another, alien,

context" (Bakhtin, ciæd in Spacks 2I). Y et, this suggestive account of Bakhtinian gossip

does not go nearly far enough. We might expand Spacks's discussion of "serious gossip"

by investigating its links to that corner oi Bakhtinian criticism which is the most non-

serious: Rabelais and the carnival tradition. Bakhtin's study of the carnivalesque in
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Rabelais and his World, as the celebration of "temporary liberation from the prevailing truth

and from the established order...mark[ing] the suspension of all hierarchical rank,

privileges, norms, and prohibitions" (Rabelais 1O), illuminates a feminist discourse on

gossip in several important ways.

In the first place, gossip and carnival are pre-eminently social practices. As Bakhtin

says, "carnival does not know footlights, in the sense that it does not acknowledge any

distinction between actors and spec[ators...carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people;

they live it" (Rabelars |. similarly, gossip is not a prformance seen from a distance, but

a spontaneous social utterance in which categories like actor/spectator are blurred as the

boundaries between gossipers, recipients, and even objects remain fluid and shifting.

Secondly, carnival's techniques for reversing social hierarchies through ,,the peculiar logic

of the 'inside out' (à I'envers), of the ,turnabout', 
of a continual shifting from top to

bottom, from front to rear, of numerous parodies and travesties, humiliations,

profanations, comic crownings and uncrownings" (Bakhtin, Rabelais l l), provide

important resources for the subversive gossiper. And thirdly, Bakhtin,s account of
carnival laughter and the thematics of grotesque realism perfectly describes the disturbing

ambivalence of the "serious" gossiper. "The laughter of the carnival," as Kristeva says, ..is

not simply parodic; it is no more comic than tragic; it is both at once, one might say that it is
serious' This is the only way that it can avoid becoming either the scene of the law or the

scene of its pardy, in order to become the scene of iæ othef' (Desire g0). Whereas a

parody only strengthens the law through riruat reaffirmation, Bakhtin's notion of carnival is

marked by "murderous, cynical, and revolutionary" laughter--laughter which is, above all,

"a social and political protest" (Kristeva, Desire g0, 65).

Even in such a preliminary sketch, the parallels between gossip and carnival are striking.

Considering Bakhtin's own interest in "low" discourses, it is surprising that he did not

perceive the connection between gossip and the carnivalesque himself. The closest he

comes is in his analysis of the Caquet de l'acoucltée (Cackte of the confined woman), a
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seventeenth-century 8enre, noted for its representation of "female chatter" (Rabelais Io),
especially that which occurs at female gatherings around the bed of a woman in her

confinement' Traditionally, he says, such gatherings 'lvere marked by abundant food and

frank conversation, at which social conventions were dropped. The acts of procreation and

eating predetermined the role of the material bodily lower stratum and the theme of these

conversations" (RabelalJ i05). such is not the case in the caquet however, where

the author eavesdrops o_n the women's chatter while hiding behind a curtain...[l]n
the conversation that follows, the theme of the bodily lowãr rtråt"-1i.i ¡nstanìê,
the Rabelasian topic of swabs) is transfened to pnvate manners. This femate cackle
ß .ngtling but gossip and tittle-tattle. The pgpuiar rrunL""si oiitã'¡1"¿!t"rptu""
with its.grotesque ambivalent lower stratum iô replaced by chamberintlmacies ofprivate life, heard from behind a currain. (Rabetais 105; my 

"rnprr*i.i 
-

As the opposite ol "frank conversation," "gossip and tittle-tattle" in Bakhtin's text are

denied any subversive or carnivalizing power. Since the Caquet is meant to exemplify

Bakhtin's master-narrative of the enfeeblement and eventual suppression of grotesque

realism by a bourgeois culfure of manners, the women's slippage from carnival to cackle

falls into place as the seventeenth cenrury's "preparation [for] the 'alcove realism, of pnvate

lif'e, a realism of eavesdropping and peeping which reached its climax in the nineteenth

century" (Rabelais lC6).

Domna C' Stanton's reappraisal of women's gossip in the context of the seventeenth-

century querelles des femmes, however, suggests that "[flar from being a trivially private

text, as Bakhtin claims, the male-narrated Recueil géneral des caquets de I'arcouchée

recuperates the 'læse talk' of women at the lying-in, and then uses it as a screen to

denounce social disorder and to proclaim the cure of rigid, patriarchal rule" (251). In other

words, Bakhtin's assessment that "female cackle is nothing but gossip and tittle-tattle,', (the

term caquer itself denotes "the hen's cluckrng when she lays an egg'), lails to see the

gender politics at slake in the re-presenLation of exclusive female gossip "through the male

gaze [which] frames, controls, degrades the gathering and loose bantering around fertile

women" (Stanton 250). Far from reinforcing the frivolity of female talk, the voyeuristic
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narrator's mocking report, as well as his transformation of the gossip into a plea for phallic

order, dramatizes tremendous male anxiety about the power of female gossip, since

"women's license--discursive and/as political--threatens male rule(s)" (Stanton 251).

Bakhtin himself, Stanton argues, "symptomatically reproduces the phallocentric views of
the voyeuristic narratof in several ways: 1) in his derision of "female câckle,,; 2) in his

omission of the Essais de Mathurine,"the most 'Rabelaisian' of the caquets and anti-

caquets," purport'edly composed by a mad female jester in the court of Marie de Médici,

which "derides I-e caquet de l'acouchée as the fiction of a sex-starved 'rapacious

bird'...who is rejected by the Rabelaisian number of females he pursues and who knows

no women's secrets" (260-61): and 3) in his failure to see "the ideological implications of

identifying females only with the material body" (24g). Despite such criticisms, however,

stanton's view that women's "gossip," like .,the grotesque realism of the

carnival...subverts dominant beliefs and affirms the devalued or denied," do€s not dismiss

the value of Bakhtin's poetics, but only insists that "the gendered inflection and self-interest

of his own discourse" be acknowled ged (247,261). As she herself concedes, the

author(s) of the caquets "promoted the kind of order that Bakhtin systematically opposes

and aims to subvert" (26r). The carnivalesque tradition, æntrary to Bakhtin's own claims,

still seems to inform the idea of women's gossip as a discourse with a calculated disrespect

for patriarchal order. Stanton's essay thus stages its own recuperation of the caquets,

exchanging the clucking of hens for the laugh of the medusa.

Clearly thecaquets provide an important context for Atwood's novel which is similarly

focussed on gossip at gatherings of fertile rvomen. Because the Birth Day is central to both

the social and political livelihood of Gilead, however, it is also rife with higtrly formalized

gestures and patterns of speech which inhibit the possibility of subversive talk. Gossip is

forestalled as Offred notices that "The rvomen's voices rise around me, a soft chant that is

still too loud for me, after the days and days of silence...'Breathe, breathe,' we chant, as

we have been taught. 'Hold, hold. Expel, expel, expel.' We chant to the count of five,,
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( 116). Subsequently, however, the caquel takes place in a dispersed fashion between

Oflred and Ofglen:

"lt was lo gg$, you know," ofglen says near the side of my head. ..rt was a
shredder after all."

She means Jani39's.baby, the baby_that passed through Janine on its way to
somervhere else. The baby Angela. 

-lt 
wad wrong, to nãme her too soon. I feel an

illness, in the pit of my stómacñ. t ¡ot an illness, ä emptinerr. i ¿*'iwant to
know whar was ryron! with it. "My God," t say. io g^o tt rougÀ it-itrat rornothing: Worse than nothing.

"lt's her s.econd," ofglen Iays, "Not counting her own, before. she had an
eighth-month miscarriage, didn't you know?" 

a

' ' i'Sh" thinks it's her fault," Ofglen whispers. "Two in a row. For being sinful.
She used a doctor, they say, it úasn't her commander's af all.i' Õo;1"

In contrast to Dr. Johnson's definition of the gossip as "one who runs about tattling like

women at a lyinþ in," the Handmaids' talk is far from trivial, for it uses the tropes of
gossip in order to mock the cuckolded Commander. By suggesting the impotence of the

representative of phallic rule, the caquet in The Handnnid's Tale thus begins to turn the

offìcial rvorld upside down.

A more serious problem with the analogy between subversive gossiping and carnival

emerges in the dearth of recent skepticism concerning the "politics" of trzursgression. Terry

Eagleton, for instance, reminds us that "carnival, after all, is a licenced afla:r in every

sense, a permissible rupture of hegemony, a confined popular blow-off as disturbing and

relatively ineffectual as a revolutionary w'ork of art" (cited in Stallybrass and White 13). if
carnival actually supports rather than subverts the status quo, ¿rs Eagleton suggests, then a

carnivalesque model of women's gossip rvould be self-defeating. peter Stallybrass and

Allon White's analysis of this position in their study of The Politics and poetics of

Trawgression even cites Gluckman's "classic formulation" of this idea that, while ..rites of

reversal obviously include a protest against the established order...they are intended to

preserve and strengthen the established order" (13). "And yet," as Hitchcock notes,

"whatever the degree of staging, whatever carnival's production as a reflection of a

dominant group's fascination with excess, there is always something in excess of
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authority's desire" (6). Moreover, as we have seen, Gluckman's model of gossip, hinging

on gossip's complicity rvith authority, does not take the taboos surrounding gossiping into

account. For him, gossip is not even a licensed transgression, like carnival, because the

very idea that gossip transgresses norrns of decorum falls away; he treats it as a socially

acceptable discourse. Historically, however, gossip has been a locus of struggle and the

target of a vigorous and vocal opposition. We need only glance at the plenitude of
discourses--moral, religious, philosophical, juridical--calling for the end of gossip, to see

that this is the case. Gossip survives, not because of official discourses, but in spite of

them.

This means that, even if "there is no a priori revolutionary vector to carnival and

transgression," subversive gossip is nevertheless infused with carnival associations

because, "given the presence of sharpened political antagonism, it may often act as catalyst

and site of actual and symbolic struggle" (Stallybrass and White 16, 14). A classic

example of this is found in the Renaissance, at which time

Carnivals, fairs, popular games and festivals were very swiftly "politicized" by thevery attempts made on the part of local authorities to eiiminute thäm. The dialéctic
9f Ttaggrysm frequently turnedrituals into resistance at the ro*"nt oiìntervention
þV tne higher.powers, even whenro overt oppositional element fraá Ueen present
before. (Stallybrass and White i6)

By the nineteenth century, the suppression of carnivals and fairs and the suppression of
gossip were conducted in nearly identical terms. Just as magistrates invoked the key

distinction be¡veen a fair which was economically useful and a "mere" pleasure fair,

marked by "idleness, dissipation, disorder" (Stallybrass and White34),so critics of gossip

dwelt on the merits of "real talk," rvhich rvas recommended on practical, utilitarian, or

spiritual grounds, as opposed to "idle talk" which was pursued only for pleasure. For the

female gossiper, whose every utter¿nce in the absence of male authority is construed as

"idle," such attempts to still compleæly the wagging tongues of dissent make gossip into a

site supercharged rvith political significance. For as Elizabeth Bott puts it, ..no gossip, no

companionship" (cited in Bergmann 70). But no "gossip" for women also means no voice.
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By locating the politics of carnival in relation to real instances of suppression and

struggle at the level of the materiality of discourse, and not simply its thenntics, Stallybrass

and White open the door to a study of women's gossip as more than seemingly symbolic

transgression. As the survivors of the regime who live to tell their stories by escaping on

the Femaleroad suggest, women's gossip inThe Handmaid's Tale,in addition to being a

site of struggle, is also a transgression with "real," not just symbolic, effects. By escaping

the material conditions of her subordination, the unlicensed gossiper threatens the state by

gossiping about the scandals she has endured and rvitnessed. Her "gossip,,about state

secrets gives new significance to Spacks's claim that gossip "incorporates the possibility

that people utterly lacking in public power may affect the views of figures who make things

happen in the public sphere" (|.
Appealing as it is, such a schgme still is not sufficient to account for the most pressing

difference between gossip and carnival. Although both are locaûed "outside,, official

language and culture, one is characterized by the open, public atmosphere of the

marketplace; the other, by the cloistered, pnvate congress of intimates. In a sense, the

exclusiveness of female gossip could be said to recuperate the form and language of its

(stanton argues, patriarchal) public counterpart, and to bring it indoors:

Abuses, curses, profanities, and impropneties are the unofficial elements of speech.
They were and are still conceived ai a 

^breach 
of the established norms óiverual

address; they refuse to conform to conventions, to etiquette, civility, iespectability.
These elements.of freedom,. if present in suffìcient nurnb"n'uno *ítit^ã f,i""ir.intention, exercise a.strong_influence on the entire elements of rp.""tt,-tiansfemng
it to another sphere beyonã the limits of conventional langua ge.' such soeech
forms, liberated from notrns, hierarchies, and prohibitiois ài ìsnnliiií¿ i¿to*,
become thery1lvgs y pe.c.ulíar argot arul create'a spectal couåc¡l;íy,";;;up of
pgople inttiated- infatniliar interõourse, who are ftank and free h, áiprStit"g
themselves vgrb.ally. The marketpla^cq croyd is éuch a coliectivity,á"p""ìáriy trr"
festive, carnivalesque crowd at tËe fair. (Bakhtin, Rabelatis lgt-ÉC; ;rt 

"-þf,^ir¡
The gathering of gossips seems to be a private version of such a collectivity. Stallybrass

and White's analysis of the repression and rerurn of camival material in Freud's case-

studies of "hysterics," following the disappearance of actual carnivals at the end of the

nineteenth century, provides a suggestive explanation for this pnvatization. Traditionally,
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they argue, "social historians treat the anack on carnival as a victory over popular culture,

first by the Absolutist state, then by the middle classes, a process rvhich is viewed as the

more or less complete destruction of popular festivity: the end of carnival" (I77).

Apocalyptic conclusions of this sort, horvever, do not take stock of carnival's

"dßplacements ínto bourgeois discourses like art and psychoanalysis" (1zg). According to

Stallybrass and White, the "demonizatíonand the exclusion of the carnivalesque,',and

especially the "relentless attack on the 'grotesque body' of carnival by the emergent and

professional classes from the Renaissance onwards," led to their internalization and

repression by the bourgeois subject (176).

Consequently, "[i]n the StudiÊs on Hysteriamany of the images and symbols which

were once the focus of various pleasures in European carnival have become transformed

into the morbid symptoms of private teror,':

êguin and again these patients.suffer acute attacks of disgust, literally vomiting outhorrors and obsessions- whi ch look s urpri s i n gr y i *ã ìrr" .".n"ä ;;;,d,i" tî r*¿i,i on¿cami.val practices. At the same time thb patiõnts seem ro b..;"ht;g ãui, in tt 
"i.þigftlY stylized gestures and discourses, toward a repertoire of carnival matenal asboth expression and support. Thp altempt to mectiàte their terrors by eiactingprivate, made-yy carnäals. In thb abseice of social_forms they 

"rt;,;t;, 
;" producet.pil.oyvn pastiche and 7grgdy in an effort ti emioay semioticâlly th¿1r à¡stess.

(Srallybrass and White-174; my emphásis) J

Evidently, not all of the bourgeoisie ended up on Freud's couch, pantomiming their way

towards good psychic health. If Stallybrass and White overemphasize the degree to which

the sublimation of carmval resulted in self-abjection, however, what becomes of the

dangerous excess that threatens to back up on the subject? Where does it go? How is it

displaced? The discovery of "the forms, symbols, rituals and structures of carnival...in the

aesthetics of modernism" does not quite solve the puzùeat the level of the subject who

incorporates carnival material into "a negative, individualist framework- (176),as her need

for private forms of carnival production (and not only reception) in psychoanalytic

discourse suggests.

The answer lies, at least in part, in the fact that the "repression" of carnival has never
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been total because there has never been a total "absence of social forms,,through which

individuals could "produce their own pastiche and parody.,, As spacks notres, gossip

constitutes just such a social form whose function is "releasing people from the prison of
their orvn thoughts" (43). Thus, carnivalizing gossip does turn out to provide an ..escape

valve"--not for "social pressures" this time, but for the individual subject. The sublimation

of camival as pathology is displaced or forestalled by rhe active gossiper who, Iike the

modernist author, finds in the carnivalesque the source and images of her discourse. This

is not to reduce gossip to a bourgeois invention, or to make the ridiculous claim that gossip

appears only when real carnivals dissipate. No doubt, gossip and carnival co-exist quite

amicably. However, the gossiper has a special significance when overtly public forms of
resistance to dominant culture are silenced or eliminated. In such cases, gossip takes on the

form and significance of an underground carnival. The gossiper assumes the mantle of
secret agent.

As Atwood demonstrates inThe Handmaid's Tale, the institutionalization of interdictions

against women's talk means that such a suppression is ahvays in effect for the female

"gossiper'" Accordingly, gossip in the novel between the Handmaids, who already

constitute a distinct social group, united by issues of gender and class towards a common

goal of emancipation, seems to function along precisely the same lines as those laid out by

Spacks in her thesis. Representing their gossip as the discourse of a women's subculture,

Atwood shows how gossip "provides a resource for the subordinated...a crucial means of

self expression, a crucial form of solidarity" (spacks ! in the context of the

paradigmatically oppressive Gileadean state. The images of confinement that Roberta

Rubenstein describes as characterizing the Handmaids' experience, such as ,.the physically

confining rooms, walls and other actual boundanes of the Republic of Gilead [which]

corroborate the condition of reproductive 'confinement' to which the Handmaids are

subject" (103), might also be expanded to include their confining silence; in which case,

gossip itself is transformed into a crucial balm for isolation. As Lucv M. Freibert
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observes, the state carries its surveillance to the most microscopic level, since ,,[t]he

formulaic speech patterns imposed on the Handmaids, 'Blessed be the fruit', ,May the

Lord open', 'Praise be' [9]..., serye to perpetuàte the religious nature of their role and îo

prevent practical conversation" (zu;my emphasis). The suppression of practical

conversation in Gilead, like the dominant ideology's suppression of gossip in Spacks,s

sfudy, thus seems to rellect "the justifiable anxiety of the dominant about the aggressive

impulses of the submissive" (Spacks 30). More importantly, however, for the ngidly

monitored Handmaids, whose prescribed and ritualized actions and speech constantly serve

to isolate them from their own social group and to enforce their silence, gossip represents

the almost unimaginable possibility of social contact. offred's yearning for precisely this

kind of community is apparent in her desire to gossip with the Marthas, Riø and Cora:

...and we would sit at Ri¿a's kirchen table, which is not Rita's any more than mytable is mine, and we would talk, about aches and pains, ilin;rr"i, ;;;-feet, our
backs' all the different kinds of mischief rhar our u"oi.r, tik=un*iy ð^nilo."n, *n
8!t up..to. We would nod our heads as punctuation to each other's ïoices,
signalling. that yes, we know all about it. we would exchange ."ntøìàr ànd try tooutdo each other in the recital of our physical miseries; gentú *" *ouiã compÍain,
our voices soft andminor-key and moúrnful as pigeoníin á"ér troAt s I iorcw'
w.lmt you ryrof,.rve'd say. Oi, a quaint expressioñyou sometimes neäi, still, from
older. people: I hear where you're-corning jrom, as ii the voice itsellweiä a
traveller, arriving from a distant place. Wtrictr it would Uu, *trl"n ìì ir. 

'-
How I used to despise such ta[k. Now I long for it. At ieast it was talk. An

exchange of sorts. ( 10- 1 1)

Offred's emphasis on mutual exchange, on the quality of voice itself, "soft and minor-

key and mournful as pigeons in eaves troughs" and on the choral support, ,,1 know what

you mean," "I hear where yott're coming from." betrays her desire for human contact as a

goal of the utterance itself that will validate her personal experience zurd locate her within a

social group that is distinctly her own. As the focus of this passage suggests, the domestic

gossip that she longs for, rvhat Deborah Jones calls "chatting," is prized not for its content,

but for the intimate relationship it expresses, for the "continuous chorus and commentary

on the incidents of women's daily lives" it provides "in an evaluative process that also

provides emotional support" (Jones 248). Signilìcantly, Offred positions her current
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longings for mutual disclosure against her own former derision of "such talk" and the

entire tradition of moral censure that it implies. Offred's nostalgia for this kind of gossip

about the old quotidian (ours), in rvhich ivomen's bodies might be seen as something other

than "tvalking wombs," emphatically suggests that Atwood, like Jones and Spacks, is

taking a revisionist stance by proposing to focus on the "positive" value of gossip as a

social bonding agent.

For Offred, the new significance of gossip in Gilead as a vehicle of solidarity and

strength is brought home in the secret communication she discovers while exploring the

confines of her room:

I knelt to examine the floor, and there iI rvas, in tiny writing, quite fresh it seemed,
scratched with a pin or maybe just a fingernail, in the corn.î where the darkest
shadow fell: Nolite te bastàrdes carborlndorum. I didn't know what it *"*t, o.
even what language it rvas in. I thought it might be I ¿tin, but I didn, t know any
[-atin. Still,.it *T u message, and itivas in rüritin_g, forbiãden uy itrat vìry faci
and it hadn't yet been discovered. Except by me, fói whom it wãs iniendeä. It was
intended for whoever came next. (49) ' '

The fact that the "laboo message" (50) is unreadable only highlights the strucfural benefits

of gossip: "lt pleases me to ponder this message. It pleases me to think I'm communing

with her, this unknown woman" (49). Content in this case is subordinated to the

connection it establishes between Offred and the Handmaid who came before her.

Moreover, the exchange which results when her curiosity about the note spurs her to

question Rita about her predecessor emphasizes both the implicitly political nature of the

message and its kinship with gossip:

You knew her? Rita asked, more suspicious than ever.
I knew her before, I lied. I heard shê was here.
Rita accepûed this. She knows there must be a grapevine, an underground of sorts.

(s0)

subsequently, after the undecipherable message becomes offred's prayer for

community, imagined as "the face of Moira" (86), the revelation that the nameless

Handmaid appropriated the phrase from their Commander heightens its pardic

significance:
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"That's not real I_åtin," he says. ,,That's just ajoke."
"$ joke?" I say, kw_ildered now. It can'i only be a joke. Have I risked this,

made a grab at knowledge, for a mere joke? "what sori of a¡ot<et" ii-+¡
The secret of the schoolboy's joke, "Don't let the bastards get you down," is hidden in an

old textbook in which "the Venus de Milo, in a black-and-white photo with a mous[ache

and a black brassiere and armpit hair drawn clumsily on her," epitomizes the fundamental

paradox about the classical woman's body: "even as her body is revealed to be aesthetically

beautiful, it is comrpt and grotesque" (Smith 16). But the joke turns out to be on the

Commander after all since its translation both establishes the doubly subversive nature of
its message (it represents the pen Olfred envies and longs to steal--174--and explicitly

delivers tidings of solidarity), as well as allowing the absent Handmaid to gossip,

posthumously, with Offred about the Commander:

I force a smile, but it's all before me now. I can see why she wrote that, on thewall of the cupboard, but I also see that she must have léarne¿ iifr"r.lin this room.
Where else? She rvas never a schoolboy. wirh him, rllring rc;; p;¿;iòus period
9-f-bgVhood reminiscence, of confidencés erchanged. I ha;e not bêen ttre first then.(r7s)

Gossip's functional value as both a mechanism for sustaining social groups and a

political challenge to oppression attains its ultimate form in the Mayday underground's

institutionalization of gossip in the nefarious "grapevine." Transformed by the

ndicalization of late twentieth-century contexts in Gileadean society, the grapevine, once a

synonym for the anonymous movement of gossip itself, fakes on a central role in the

Mayday underground as a network of information acquisition and dissemination. Although

functionally similar to "chatting," Mayday's grapevine literalizes gossip's latent ability to

define a coherent social group in the form of a password that confirms or denies individual

membership:

"Who told you?" I say. There's no one near, we can speak more freely, but out
of habit rve keep our voices low.

- 
"T!" grapevine," she says. She pauses, looks sideways at me, I sense the blur

of white as her.wings.mgy_e, ,,Theie's 
a password," she'says,

"A password?" I ask. "What for?"
"So you can tell," she says. ,,Who 

is and who isn't." (190)

significantly, even the password itself, "Mayday," pornts to a community of mutual
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assistånce and supPort. For Offred, the password takes on the value of its acoustic

equivalent, "}d'aidez" (42), the polite French second-person plural which literally means,

"you (plural), help me." By speaking the password, a member invokes an entire

community of support. However, the value of gossip for the Mayday resisüance is not

simply the solidarity it provides. In fact, Offred's realization--"There is an zs then, there's

awe. I knew it" (158)--prompted by her introduction to the Mayday organization, is

largely a side-effect--a function--of this gossip's explicitly political agenda. As the

language of the (un)official political resistance, the grapevine is emblematic of gossip's

transgressive potential;in Offred's words, "subversion, sedition, blasphemy, heresy, all

rolled into one" (158).

In a similar way, Offred imagines the subversive possibilities for the language of an

alternative ideology even in everyday gossip, since it too can be a conduit of forbidden

knowledge:

The Martha¡ know things, they talk amongst themselves, passing the unofficial
news from house to house. Like me, they-listen at doors,'no ¿"iUi anJsee things
even with their eyes averted. I've heard them at it sometimer, *ugút wtriffs of
their private conversations. Stillborn, it was. Or, stabbed wiih a Ënitting needle,
right in.thz belly. Jealousy; it_11tu1t lnve been, eating lrcr up. or, ønáli?ingly, it
was toilet cleaner she used. wor(ed like a chnrm, t"hough you,d'tni* ne,atrj'
tasted it. Must've been th"at drunk; but they found her o"u áll ríght. el)

Like chatting, gossip about the private lives of social superiors does promote alliance

among the gossipers in that it identifies them as belonging to the same social sub-group.

This unofficial news, "passed from house to house," serves the same function as the

women's lip-read names exchanged "from bed to bed" (4); the sugar packets stolen to

comfort Moira, "hand[ed] from bed to bed" (87) after she is tortured;questions about a

Handmaid's aMuction, "whispered from bed to bed" (68); or the story of Moira's escape

"passed among us that night, in the semi-darkness, under our breath, from bed to bed,,

(I2Ð at the Rachel and Leah Center. Gossip traveling from house to house or bed to bed

is an image of alliance, solidarity, and resistance that defines and sustains a distinct social
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twet.

Like the Mayday grapevine, however, the Marthas' gossip is valuable not simply for the

purpose of alliance it seryes, but for the rvay in rvhich it undercuts the representative

figures of the dominant ideology. Gossip about a Wife overcome by jealousy and a

Commander slain by toilet bowl cleaner works subversively to deflaæ the power of those in

charge, even as it ostensibly reinscribes the dominant morality'. "but they foun^d her out all

right." Rather than signalling a retreat to established values, the ambivalence of the

Marthas' gossip might be seen in the context of Paine's suggestion that "gossipers always

pursue the goal of exploiting the values and moral ideas to which they implicitly or

explicitly refer in their information in order to promote their own interests" (Bergmann

I47). In this way, the Marthas can reap the benefits of empowerment inherent in

subversive gossip without placing themselves at risk in a landscape populated by ears and

Eyes.

Significantly, the scatological discourse of the toilet is central to these exchanges. Like

the carnivalizing gesture of "besmirchting] with excrement and urine," the Handmaids'

gossip often debases its objects by covert "mudslinging"--the modem euphemism derived

from grotesque debasement (Bakhtin, Rabel^aß 147). We have already been privy to the

many uses of toilet cleaner, but the scatological theme is enlisted again and again as a

lveapon of the lower orders. One of the most subversive instances of such besmirching in

the text is the well-travelled story of Moira's escape from the Red Center, which, as Offred

explains, has a complex and winding genealogy rypical of gossip: "Part of it I can fìll in

myself, part of it I heard from Alma, who heard it from Dolores, who heard it from Janine.

Janine heard it from Aunt Lydia There can be alliances even in such places, even under

such circumstances. This is something you can depend upon: there will always be

alliances' of one kind or another" (I2I). The positive alliance derived from this gossiping

is not only a function of the story's repetition or even of its plot, but also, and most

significantly, of its travestying narrative which begins as a routine trip to the washroom:
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After a moment Moira called to Aunt Elizabeth: the toilet was overflowing, could
Aunt Elizabeth come and fìx it?...Aunt Elizabeth, suspecting no harm, went into the
rvashroom...Moira was not lying, water rvas runningbuer tñe floor and several
pieces of disintegrating fecal matter...Moira stood põlitely aside, -¿ Ãunt Elizabeth
hurried into the cubicle Moira had indicated, and bent over the back of the toilet.
she intendedlg liit off the porcelain lid and fiddte with the "ñ;;;;lof bulb andpl''g inside. She had both hands on the lid when she felt ro-"irrÏng tråia ano strarp
and. possibly metallic jgb her ribs from behind. Don'r ,nou", ,ãiä-lri;i;;, or I'll
stick it all the.way in,-l know where, I'll puncture your lung.

They found out afterwards that she'd dismantled'the insiã'e of one of the toilets
and taken out.the long thin pointed lever, the part that attaches to the handle at one
end and the chain at the othèr. (123)

The overflowing toilet, with its carnival theme of the lower bodily stratum, is instrumental

in degrading the dignity of official power. Moira's assault with a deadly piece of the

dismantled toilet symbolically dramatizes how the low discourses of "fìlthy talk" are useful

weapons of chardcter assassination. As Olfred later notices, the "loose talk" about Moira's

escape from the Center whittles away at the power of the establishment: "Moira had power

now, she'd been set loose, she'd set herself loose. She was a loose rvoman...ln the light

of Moira' the Aunts were less fearsome and more absurd. Their power had a llaw to it.

They could be shanghaied in toilets. The audacity was what we liked" (r2Ð.

The centrality of the bathroom in Moira s story is not accidental, but part of a larger

pattern rvithin the text of associating both the bonding and the carnivalizing potential of the

toilet with gossip and scandal. In the Red Center, for example, the bathroom is the locus

of gossip, alliance, and transgression because it is the last vestige of private space built into

the architecture of the school itself. In the bathroom, surveillance breaks down, if only

slightly: "the stalls are wooden, some kind ol chipboard...of course there are no longer

any locks. In the wood there's a small hole, at the back, next to the wall, about waist

height, souvenir of some previous vandalism or legacy of an ancient voyeur. Everyone in

the Centre knows about this hole in the rvoodwork; everyone except the Aunts" (69). For

Offred and Moira, the hole between the stalls presents a valuable opportunity for talk and

connection. Whether she's listening to Moira s plots to escape (8485) or her trivial

yearning for a smoke, offred "feel[s] ridicurously happy" (69). such happiness often
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depends more on the connection than the content: "You in there. Time,s up, said the voice
of Aunt Elizabeth, from the door way. I stood up, flushed the toilet. Two of Moira,s
fingers appeared through the hole in the wall. It was only rarge enough for trvo fingers. I
touched my own fingers to rhem, quickry, herd on. I.et go', (g5). The image of the
women's fingers grasping each other through the hole which offred has put her,,mouth to,,
(69) in order to speak--and which exchanges the misogynist symbol of ,,the hole in
woman's face" (smith 1! for the site of productive gossip--thus concretizes the implicit
function of the Handmaids' gossip. such exchanges, in turn, work to reclaim the ..Ladies

Room" as a site of meaningful discourse and to reevaluate the negative stereotype of
rvomen going to the bathroom en masse to gossip.

In other ways' as well, Atwood's return to gossiping in the bathroom enlists the
discourse of the grotesque body as a subversive strategy. since, .,[i]n Bakhtin the
'classical body' denotes the inherentformof the high officiar culture and suggests that the
shape and plasticity of the human body is indissociable from the shape and plasticity of
discursive mat'erial and social norm in a collectivity," the Republic of Gilead is identified
with the "classical body" which, like "the classical statue has no openings or orifices,, and,
like the cartesian subject, is in a sense "disembodied" (stallybrass and white 21,22). The
grotesque body, by contrast, is threatening because its "orifices (mouth, flared nostrils,
anus) yawning wide and...lower regions (belly, legs, feet, buttocks and genitals) [are]
given priority over its upper regions (head, 'spirit', reason),, (Stallybrass and v/hite 9).
scatological gossip engages with this description or grotesque realism on many levels, as

we have seen' It is offred, however, after she speaks with Moira for one last time in the
bathroom at the government's version of a "licensed carnival" for the elite, who puts the
subversive power of the grotesque, and hence of gossip, most succinctry: ..There 

is
something reassuring about the toilets. Bodily functions at least remain democratic.

Everybody shits, as Moira would say" (235).

The value of the grotesque body as a parodic tool for the oppressed (for whom biology
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is destiny) is a preeminent theme in the gossip between Moira and offred at the Rachel and

læah Centre:

What we're aiming for, savs Aunt Lydia, is a spirit of camaraderie among women.We musr all pull tõgether.'
Camaraderie, shit, says Moira through the h_o_le in the toilet cubicle. Rightfucking on, Aunr Lydia, as rhey u-sed io;t 

-Hã* 
,u"i, oo you *unt io bet she,sgot Janine dgwn on her iarees?'whuioã ¡ãu titinr< *t"y g;;i il ir rh"loffice ofhers? I bet she's got her working a*ay on that dried-úp:h"iti ãrJïìiî"."¿--Moira! I say.

Moira yllr? she whispers.. you know you,ve thought it.
It doesn't do any good^to talk like that, ísay, r"Ëiing"n"uértheless the impulse togiggle. (208)

Rachel M' Brownstein has noted that "Gossip, like novels, is a way of turning life into

story. Good gossip approximates good art" (quoted in spacks 13). Moira,s parodic

appropriation of Aunt Lydia s rhetoric of "camaraderie" ("we must all pull togethef,)

reintroduces the democrafinngfunction of the grotesque body even as it suggests that

gossip and novels are linked in a more subtle rvay.

As Bakhtin argues, "parodic travestying 'mimicry'....ips the word away from its object,

disunifies the two, shows that a given straightforward generic word,,, in this case Aunt
Lydia's patriotic and implicitly suppressive rhetoric, "is one-sided, bounded, incapable of
exhausting the object; the process of parodying forces us to experience those sides of, the

object that are not otherwise included in a given genre or style. parodic-travestying

literature introduces the permanent conective of laughter, of a critique on the one-sidedness

of the lofty direct word, the corrective of reality that is always richer, more fundamental

and most importantly too contradictory and heteroglotto be fìt into a high and

straightforward geme" (Dialogic 55¡. In its travestying mimicry of Aunt Lydia s

seriousness, Moira's gossip rejects the one-sidedness of Gilead's communal rhetoric as

ludicrous propaganda, asserting instead the primacy of her own experience. At the same

time, she suggests something of gossip's power to perpefuate "the permanent corrective of
laughÛer," much like Spacks's "rhetoric of inquiry" that "questions the established.,, Even

offred herself, the reluctant auditor of Moira s parodic verbal performance who stifles a
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giggle, eventually embraces the povrer of gossip as she admits, "lt does so do good. It

does"; "There is something powerful in the whispering of obscenities, about those in

power. There's something delightful about it, something naughty, secretive, forbidden,

thrilling. It's like a spell, of sorts. It deflates them, reduces them to the common

denominator where they can be dealt with" (2Og).

In fact, the magic which Offred recognizes is gossip's power to subvert the authonty of
the elite by objectifying and appropriating their life and language as story. The spell ro

which she refers recalls the idea that gossip's appeal is based in "the ancient belief in the

magic of language," and the notion that "telling stories takes possession of others'

experience" (Spacks 11). For defenders of the status quo, the power afforded by such

gossip represents a serious threat to their own authority. What, then, are we to make of

Roland Barthes's scathing indicfment that "Gossip reduces the other to he/she,and this

reduction is intolerable to me...The third-person pronoun is a wicked pronoun: it is the

Pronoun of the non-person, it absents, it annuls" (Inver's i85)? If Barthes's fear of the

loss of autonomy--of being made an object of gossip-is the reflex of power that fears the

loss of its own authority, the author would seem either to have been resurrected in his text,

or never really to have left. At least, Burke argues, he never died but only took an

extended vacation--the philosophical version o[ a rest-cure which allowed him to return,

revived, in a new form.

In one guise, the author is a "logothete" or a "founder of language" like Sade, Fourier,

or Loyola who achieves a "'mela-authonal' perspective," characteri ztng"certzin authors as

having exceeded the parameters of conventional author-text relations" (Burke 35); in

another, the author is a "biographeme," which escapes the teleology inherent in traditional,

sequential biography and allows Barthes to read the author's lile and rvork as an oeuvre in

which "the oeuvre becomes an arena or ellipse in which everything is rhapsodic, nothing

sequential, in which themes, passages, ideas twist round upn each other in the manner of

leitmotivs" (36); or, in the writerly text, he is "an author of ...'a writing without referent,,,
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(48). Such preliminary authorial incursions anticipate the implications of Barthes's

position on gossiping which suggests that the threatening babel ol gossiping readers'

voices at the end ol "The Death of the Author" must ultimately be contained by the

reinstatement of the author as critic: "the birth of the reader is not achieved at the cost of the

death of the author, but rather at that of showing how the cntic too becomes an author"

(Burke 61). In other words, the birth of the reader has not been a populist revolt at all, but

a coup in which the new elite consolidates its power by admonishing the masses against

dissent. For Offred, however, gossip that deflates authoriry by objectifying it in language,

reducing it to a manageable fiction, is an essential coping device and a testament to gossip's

almost supernatural power.

Nancy M. Freibert would likewise attribute enorïnous power to the story-teller inThz

Handmnid's Tale. "Although forced into complicity by fear during her three postings,"

says Freibert, "Offred, once freed, threatens the system by telling her tale." And again,

"Atwood demonstrates through Offred that women, able to take risks and tell stories may

transcend their conditioning, establish their identity, joyfully reclaim their bodies, find

their voices and reconstruct the social order" (28Ð. These claims for the power of

language sound suspiciously like those made by Spacks herself when she calls gossip ,,a

weapon for outsiders" that "incorporates the possibility that people utterly lacking in social

power may affect the views of figures who make things happen in the public sphere"

(Spacks 45,7). Although Freibert does not name it as such, her own argument bears

heavily on the function of story as gossip. Not only is it the epitome of Spacks's discourse

for an alternative culture, but on the most fundamental level, Offred's story approximates

gossip in its oral mode since "Offred literally tells her story, recording it on tape instead of

writing it down" (Freibert 286). Moreover, like the Mayday password, Offred's telling

creates its own auditor in true dialogic fashion: "if it's a story, even in my head, I must be

telling it to someone. You don't tell a story only to yourself. There's always someone

else' Even rvhen there is no one. A story is like a letter. Dear You,l'll say. Justyou,
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rvithout a name...YoL can mean more than one. you can mean thousands,, (37_3g). or
again: "By telling you anything at all I'm at least believing in you, I believe you, re there, I

believe you into being. Because I'm telling you this story I will your existence. I tell,
therefore you are" (Z5I).

such a rewriting of the cogtto in gossip is inherent in Bakhtin's own rejection of
tautological understandings of the self. Julia Kristeva notes precisely this move away from
the universal subject in her explanation of how, "[b]y the very act of narrating, the subject

of narration addresses an other; narration is structured in relation to this other. (on the

strength of such a communication, Francis Ponge offers his own version of ,l think

therefore I am': 'I speak and you hear me, therefore we are.' He thus postulates a shift
from subjectivism to ambivale nce)" (Desíre 74). offred's story-telling postulates a similar
shift, producing a sense of comrnunity that has, in the novel, only been available through
gossip' Moreover, as many feminist critics have pointed out, such a dismantling of the

self-present, "universal subject" implied by the cogito has been the necessary first step for
female practices of autobiography like offred's. This is because Descartes defines the self
in terms of pure, disembodied consciousness, thus abjecting a ,,supplementary 

body,, and

enshrining in its place "what M. M. Bakhtin calls the .classical, bdy,,,which in turn
"encourages the process whereby others rvhose bodies are identified as culturally
'grotesque' become more fully body" (Smith 6_|.

Tracing the mutually constituting lustones of "universal subjectivity,, and ..embodied

subjectivity," Sidonie Smith points out lhat the resulting "surrender of woman, s reason to
embodiment"'contaminates her relationship to the word. Allying her speech with the

seduction of Eve and the serpent and rvith the forces of cultural unruliness, gender

ideologies of the early nineteenth century reafflrmed the association of the hole in woman,s

face with the contaminations of sex" (1Ð. If Eve, the first gossip, were to set down her

autobiography, she would already have begun the process of disrupting the official subject

defined by the cogito because, "when these subjects enter the scene of autobiographical
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writing, they engage dialogically with the cacophonous voices of cultural discourses, what

Bakhtin calls productive and unpredicrable heteroglossia" (Smith ZI). Gossip, by

delegitimating the singulanty of the phallic "1," offers just such away of sabotaging the

imperializing universal subject at the level of everyday social production.

If offred's autobiography represents the ultimate form of productive gossip in the novel,

then Freibert's incredible claims would make its teller--and gossip itself--nearly

omnipotent' As we have seen, the work of the gossipr as "secret agent" is to make public

the privaúe "affairs" of the state, and to open up to public view the inner workings of the

most "sacred" institution of Gilead, the "private" family. However, while the subversive

qualities of gossip as it is presented in the Handmaid's discourse might be seen as a form

of power, the conclusions of Atwood's novel are alert to Spivak's sobering observation

that, "even if one knows how to undo identities, one does not necessarily escape the

historical determinations of sexism" ("French" 144). Although the Handmaids, gossip can

be emotionally empowering as it is for offred who finds herself "so excited [she] can

hardly breathe" (158), its power to liberate the individual gossiper from such ,,historical

determinations" often proves to be illusory. Indeed, to paraphrase Stallybrass and White,s

reservations about the carnivalesque, "it would be wrong to associate the exhila¡ating sense

of freedom which transgression affords with any necessary or automatic political

progressiveness" (20I). Consider Offred's emotional defeat just prior to her miraculous

rescue: "l resign my body freely to the uses of others. They can do what they like with me.

I am abject. I feel, for the first time, their true power" (268);or Moira's resignation to a

life at Jezebel's Q3Ð: or the increasing pressure of the Mayday organization whose

monologic demands for information prove to be as oppressive for offred as those of the

state itself (255). All of these examples suggest ways in which Afwood's novel resists a

romantic identification of discursive transgression with total political upheaval.

This is not to fall back on either Eagleton's pessimism about carnival or on Gluckman,s

dubious "vindication" of gossip. Clearly, the significance of gossip cannot be reduced to
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the clever tool of fascistic power. Nor, however, does it seem likely that, as Kristeva

would have it, "Camivalesque discourse breaks through the laws of the language censored

by grammar and semantics and, at the same time, is a social and political proûest. There is

no equivaJence, but rather, identity between cha.llenging official linguistic codes and

challenging official law" (Desire 65). As Stallybrass and Whiæ argue, such fantastic

claims have little basis in historical fact. On the contrary, Kristeva's reading of Bakhtin

"confuses the projection of bourgeois desire rvith the destruction of class identity"

(Stallybrass and White 201). Nevertheless, Kristeva's discursive radicalism should not

obscure the real significance of the underground carnival. Even if "strategies of language

use, conscious or otherwise, are not in themselves the means to transform societv...there is

no reason to suspect that they cannot facilitate such change" (Hiüchcock g).

Some of the most conservative institutional uses of gossip have already been suggested

by the Aunts who co-opted strategies culled from gossiping to enforce the interests of the

state. In other ways, however, biographical and autobiographical gossip constitute

profoundly subversive challenges to such social controls and forge nerv "institutional"

alliances. For example, even as Offred's telling falters because "there is so much else

getting in the way, so much whispering, so much speculation about others, so much gossip

that cannot be verified, so many unsaid rvords, so much creeping about and secrecy,,

(251), gossip continues to function politically, binding the Handmaids together against

complacency or resignation. Aunt Lydia's announcement before the Salvaging is a telling

comment on the real dangers such gossip poses to the avenues of power:

^ .'ln lhe pæ!:.' says Aunt Lydia, "it has been the custom to precede the actual
Salvagings with a detailed account of the crimes of which thä prisoners stan¿
convicted. However, we have found that such a public u""ouår, ;f;i"liy when
televised, is invariably followed by a rash, if I máy call it that, an oi,iUi.ut I should
say, of exactly similar crimes. So we have decideä in the besi interests of all to
discontinue this practice. The Salvagings will proceed without further ado."

A collectiv:_Tytl":t goes up from usl The cïmes of others orc o rrrrit language
aYoLS us- Through them we show ourselves what we might be capable of, aiter"all. This is not a popular announcemenr. (259; my emphaîis¡

As Michel Foucault points out in his historical account of the penal system, the scene of
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a public execution is a profoundly ambivalent space because, even though its "aim was to

make an example...by making the people aware that the slightest offence was likely to be

punished [and] by arousing feelings of terror by the spectacle of power letting its anger fall

upon the guilty person," it rvas also the scene of "small, but innumerable 'disturbances

around the scaffold"' (Discipline ß, @). Characteristically, "if the crowd gathered round

the scaffold, it was not simply to witness the sufferings of the condemned man or to excite

the anger of the executioner: it was also to hear an individual who had nothing more to lose

curse the judges, the laws, the government and religion. The public execution allowed the

luxury of these momentary saturnalia, when nothing remained to prohibit or punish...ln

these executions, which ought to show only the terrorizing power of the prince, there was a

whole aspect of carnival, in which rules were inverted, authority mocked and criminals

transformed into heroes" (Foucault, Discipline @,61). At the Salvaging, ,,Ofcharles,"

who winks at the camera as she is led on stage to be executed, embodies such a

carnivalizing release in a gesture of defiance which makes a mockery of the proceedings.

Such skirmishes betrveen criminal and executioner helped to make the area around the

scaffold a locus for the development of the "solidarity of a whole section of the population,,

(Foucault, Discípline 63). Similarly, the Handmaids' gossip, by celebrating the biographies

of cnminals into "a secret language" of transgressive precedents, thus creates an oral

version of the broadsheet which "formed part of the basic reading of lower classes," not

only because "people found in them...memoirs, but also precedents; the interest of

'curiosity' is also political interest" (Foucault , Discipline 68). The transformation of

criminality into heroism or sainthood which is inherent in such "double-voiced" practices,

moreover, demonstrates the threat of carnivalizng discourses to the dominant order.

Although such solidarity-building, as occurs around the scaffold, represents an

important stage in the political consciousness of the Handmaids, offred's own

autobiography, as well as other survivors' stories, like '"The A.B. Memoirs" and ."The

Diary of P. " (?-83), constitute practices of political resisúance with still farther-reaching
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effects. For the Quakers who run the Underground Femaleroad ensure that some of the

scandalous stories and their bearers reach beyond the walls of Gilead to expose its secrets.

similar martyrologies, like John Foxe's Book of Martyrs, "used as government

propaganda" (Hill 13), demonstrated the adaptability of techniques of gossip to institutional

use and had a powerlul political influence in the English Revolution. As Christopher Hill

argues in a chapter entitled, '"The Radical Underground," Foxe's accounts of Catholic

brutality were part of a "popular heretical culture, which rejected the ideas both of court and

established church, and of orthodox Puritanism" and which, like the gossip about Gilead,

"is difficult to identify, because its records are normally unwritten: our evidence comes

from hostile accounts of church courts prosecuting heretics, of unorthodox spokesmen

denouncing them" (69). Adapting the practice of scandalizing to "textual" forms of

autobiographical gossip, Offred and others ultimately point to gossip as a crucial means of

contesting the social order and, ultimately, as an avenue to liberation.

Thus, despite the Kristevan speculation of Nancy Freibert that Offred's rale

"precipitate[s] the action that will bring Gilead to an end" (?89), the "Historical Notes,'that

follow the tale emphatically suggest that, while the political Republic of Gilead may have

fallen, the seeds that produced it are comfortably gestating in the hearts of the scholars in

attendance at the Twelfth Symposium on Gileadean Studies. As David Cowart notices, the

latent misogyny present in the jokes of Preixoto and the scholarly community about the

"underground Frailroad" and "enjoying" the charr, "[c]oming as they do afær such a

horrendous story...set the teeth on edge" ( 108). Considering the scholars' academic

awareness that "no new system can impose itself on a previous one without incorporating

many of the elements found in the latter" (?97), their running sexist commentary on

Offred's story of a political system roote<i in misogyny and its effects on her own life

reveals in the historialls an appalling lack of self-consciousness. Sherrill Grace is likewise

attuned to the significance of Pieixoto's 'Joking, sexist language, his punctilious search for

evidence about the Commanders and the State, his impatience with the personal, private
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bias of the female autobiographer, his authoritarian condescending discourse,,,all of which

"hold up to ridicule the entire edifice of traditional patriarchal scholarship...To be told that

we knorv little about the rvoman called offred and that'many gaps remain' should jolt us

into questioning the validity and authority of those discourses that insist upon a single

truth, a predetermined genre, a seamless narrative and a conclusion,,(199). In effect,

Atwood's scathing satire of the academics in this section presents the conferenæ as a

Gilead in microcosm--patriarchal, univocal, monologic--even as it projects readers back to

their own time, warning that "American sociefy at the end of the twentieth century may be

at a terrible historical turning point" (Cowart 108). If the Gileadean ethos persists in this

way even after Offred's supposedly cataclysmic telling, an argument like Freibert, s would

seem to miss the pint.

Although The Handmaid's Tnle seems ultimately sæptical of gossip's power to alter the

social order as Spacks implies it might, Pieixoto's "little chat" at the IFIAC presents yet

another way of viewing gossip in Atwood's novel. Even more than Offred, s own telling,

Pieixoto's iteration of her tale might be considered in terms of its functional relation to

gossip communication. As a meta-text, Pieixoto's "Historical Notes,,comprise the

academic complement to gossip that is itself "a kind of meüa-communication...a

communication about communication" (Rosnow and Fine 84). Furthermore, the casual

atmosphere of the Conference, punctuated by further jokes about missing lunch; the relaxed

nature of Pieixoto's talk--"Problems of Authentication in Reference to The Handmatd,s

Tale"--which he describes as "my linle chat, (zg2); the frequent laughûer, applause or

indulgent groans in response to Pieixoto's presentiation which act as affirmations of
community values; as well as the spculative nature of his comments-r.This is our

guessrvork" (zyz)--all contribute to the sense that the Conference may present itself as the

locus of a kind of academic gossip, a place for speculation on the lives of those radically,

as well as Srammatologically, absent. Holever, Pieixoto's academic gossip appears to be

altogether different from that of the Handmaids presented earlier. Aside from its incidental
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function of sustaining academia, that is to say the critic's social group, pieixoto s

appropriation of Offred's story is ultimately self-reflexive and self-constituting.

The exteni to rvhich Pieixoto usurps offred's tale for his own purposes is evidenced by

the fact that offred herself is barely present in the historian's comments which focus almost

entirely on discovering the identiry of her commander. The disturbing misogyny that

David Cowart sees in the final section clearly extends beyond the',sexist jokes,, (cowart

108) of Pieixoto's introductory remarks to inform the proceedings of the entire conference.

in similar fashion, Pieixoto's naming of the text itself suggests how fully he has made the

text his own:

Strictþ.speaking, it was not a manu.scrip.t at all when first discovered, and bore notitle' The superscription "The Handmai'd's Tale" ìuas appenaed to it bv professor
wa!e, par-tlyin homage to rhe grear Geoffrev Crruu"".;tilh*.;i'v"o'u'*t oundersr,and rvhen I say that I arñ.sure at plnõ *r* ini"niiãnäi;;;ì"'rËry tharhaving to do with theãrchaic vutgar signifiätión-ãrirt. *";d;år,'th^tËing, tosome extent, the bone, as it were, of contention, in that phas" of ôir"uã"un societyof which our saga rrears. (Inughter, applause.i fàSf _æl - -------i

while the inappropriateness of locating a story of female resistance to oppression under the

banner of "the great Geoffrey Chaucer," the"Fatlter of English Literafure,,, goes unnoticed

by the participants of the Conference, its irony is emblematic of the extent to which

offred's story has been ripped from its original context and relocated to furnish a new

meaning' More importantly, in the act of naming her story "The Handmaid,s Tale,, (2ç,;
my emphasis), literally as a story, Pieixoto himself reduces her life to a manageable fiction,

that is to say, to a "text." Clearly, in Pieixoto's recontextualization of her story in terms of
his own academic project, the integrify of Offred's "Lail" (both oi them) is on the line.

To posit a correlation benveen gossip and Pieixoto's historical meta-text, as I have done,

is ultimately to suggest that both function in similar ways for similar reasons. Moreover,

the status of the author in Pieixoto's gossipy historiography suggesrs that both might be

related to a Derridean understanding of textuality. As pieixoto laments:

Jfris i1ou.r guesswork. 
. 
supposing it to be correct--supposing, that is, thatWaterford was indeed the'tommãnder"--many gupi t.r^n. Some of them could
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have been illeÅby -our anonymous author had she had a different turn of mind.she could have told us much about the workings o¡¡itã dË*i öt*, had shehad the instincts of a reporter or a spy. what ñoulo we not glve, now, for eventwenty pages 9l s^o of printout from waterford's private cornlputeri- Hé*"u"r, *"must-b-grateful for añy crumbs the Goddess of History has å;ign"Jio vouchsafeus. (292; my emphasis)

To Atwood's reader, Pieixoto is reduced to a buffoon who cannot see the cookie for the

crumbs' For the members of the conference, however, his assessment is justifìed by his

"non-judgementâ1" credo:

If I may be permitted an editorial aside, allow me to say that in my opinion we mustbe cautious aboui passing.moral judgemenl;pd ttre cilea¿eanr.'sïr"lv we havel:1-"9 bv 
^11y :lãr s uclijudsenien tã are of n,ecess i ty ;úr*;;;"Irä."'a l ro,Gileadean sociery was unäerã good dear or trñ;;¿ Ë;!.;ffi;uid'oth"r*ir.,

and was subject ío factors fromïhich *" ouiráiu"sjrre happily more free. our jobis not to censure but ro understand . (Apptause > fiU¡
Gayatri spivak has already alerted us to the dangers of this naTve position: ,,Unless 

one is

aware that one cannot avoid taking a stand, unwitting stands get taken', (,,French,, 147).

Pieixoto's snide crack at the idle "Goddess of History," who was too busy gossiping to

record any really valuable information, exposes the ideological basis of his ,,objectivity,,,

reinscribing, as it does, the misogynist reduction of women's discourse dramatically

subverted by Offred's own narrative. Such an incredible reversal would not be plausible

were it not for the methodological as well as the literal anonymity of the author pieixoto

posits' OnIy in her absence can the intentions of offred's text be so flagrantly overlooked.

The literal death of the author inThe Handmaid's Tale thus replays, at a material level, the

"anonymity" of textual composition in Derrida's attack on logocentrism, the foundational

principle of the metaphysics of presence.

in fact' Pieixoto's dissolution of the author into the voice of history itself (.,our author,

then, was one of many, and must be seen within the broad outlines of the moment in

history of which she was part" (?ß7) ) virtually repears Derrida s methodol ogy in of
Grammatolngy when he relieves Rousseau of any individual responsibility for his own

writing in order to make him the bea¡er of an entire episteme. For Derrida's insistence that

"The names of authors or of doctrines have no substantial value. They indicate neither
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identities nor causes. it would be frivolous to think that 'Descartes,, ,l--eibniz,, .Rousseau,,

'Hegel,' etc', are names of authors, of the authors of movements or displacements that we

thus designate," is a precondition to his thesis that "Rousseau is undoubtedly the only one

or the first one to make a theme or a system of the reduction of writingp rofoundly imptíed

by the entire age" (99,98). Furtherïnore, Pieixoto's abiliry to appropriate offred, s oral text
would seem to confirm the thesis of the Gratnmatobgy that

The usual notion of writins in the narrow sense does contain the elements of thestructure of writing in genãral: the absencgãï trr" ;ãutnof' 
and of-the ;Ëubject-

matter," interp¡e!þility...we "recognize" all this in writing ñth";.;i sense and"repress" if .l[:,llgyi us to ignorãthat everythìne else isäso i"rr"ulìão by rhestructure 
"f,:u.!llç in generar, thSr 'lhe thing itserídways ;r*Ël- d;rrida,schoice of the words 'writing' or 'arche-w;ìi"g'Ï thus not fortuitous. Indeed...norigorous distinction betweeñ wnting ìn tn" 

"ätlo* 
ànd general senses can be made.(Spivak, preface lxix)

The dispersion of Offred's intention, even in the supposedly "pneumatological,, media of
"voice" and "breath" (Derrida, of Gram.17), seems to exemplify the logic of the trace,

rather than to perpefuate the favorite humanist illusion of self-presence. From this

perspective, Derrida's idea of arche-writing thus provides a basis for justifying gossip as

the inevitable play of meaning which results from the absence of a transcendental anchor,

grounding the "intended" meaning of an utterance to its speaker.

As a purely textual trace, whether oral or written, of one who is grammatologically

absent, offred's tale is cut off from its originar meaning and ,,can,,, 
as Derrida wourd

argue, "be cited, put between quotation marks; in so doing it can break with every given

context, engendering an infìnity of new contexts in a manner which is absolutely

illimitable." As Derrida go€s on to explain, "This does not imply that the mark is valid

outside of a context, but on the contrary that there are only contexts without any center or
absolute anchoring" (Lùnited 12). with no authorial center, offred's text ceases to be

"hers" the moment it is uttered. In a similar fashion, gossip, by reducing others lives (or

one's own) to story, breaks with life contexts and assures its own iterability. The

movement of gossip along a metonymic chain (the grapevine), in which gossipers are
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substituted for recipients who in turn become new gossipers, is a perfect illustration of the

journey of the signifier through multiple iterations and contextual substitutions. In [act,

Jonathan Culler sounds very much like a defensive gossiper when he explains the

"foundational" relevance of iterabiliry: "in order for a sequence of sounds to function as a

signifier..' [i]t must be possible for me to repeat to a third party what someone said. A
speech sequenæ is not a sign sequence unless it can be quoted and put into circulation

among those who have no knowledge of the ,original' 
speaker and his signifying

intentions" (102).

Derrida, better than anyone, should know that the tactics of gossip are not foreign to

deconstruction. In "Limited Inc a b c...," Derrida shows that he himself is not above a little
malicious gossiping at an opponent's expense. The "intemperately polemical tone,, (Burke

14o) and "perverse...extra-textualist gambits" of this infamous paper--the last word in an

argument behveen Derrida and John Searle over the relative merits of Austinian speech-act

theory--has, for many opponents of deconstruction, "acquired [the] reputation as the ne

plus ultra of Derridean sophistical 'freeplay,' as opposed to the plain good sense and

sobriety of Searle's corrective intervention" (Norris I4?,143). It is also a seductive

performance of academic gossip, sustaining the structure, tone, language, and themes of
idle talk throughour.

At a structural level, Derrida's essay conspicuously inscribes his,.debate,, with Searle

within the parameters of gossip by rigorously excluding Searle from the circuit of
exchange. It rapidly becomes clear that "Limited Inc" is only ostensibly addressed as a

question to Searle: "l address it to searle. But where is he? Do I know him? He may

never even read this question. If he does, it tvill be afier many others, myself included,

and perhaps without understanding it" (29; my emphasis). Within the conüext of the gossip

triad consisting of gossiper, recipient, and object, Derrida eliminates Searle as a potential

recipient of his discourse by dramatizing his absence and questioning his identity.

Moreover, by inscribing the deferral of his opponent's reception of the essay into the very
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body of his text, Derrida ensures that, like the victim of malicious gossip, Searle will be the

last to know of his own humiliation. He app€ars in the essay only as a citation to be

mocked (in fact, his essay, "Reiterating the Difierences: A Reply to Derrida,,,is cited in full
by Derrida), an object of ridicule and derision. Searle's absence from the essay is

especially evident in Derrida's freeplay with searle's name as he wonders, ,,how 
can I be

absolutely sure that John R. searle himself (who is it?) is in facr the author? perhaps it is a

member of his family, his secretary, his lawyer, his financial advisor, the ,managing

editot' of the journal, a joker or a namesake" (3 1).

Rather than engage in further speculation or ironic rumor-mongering of this sort, Derrida
proposes an expedient (and strategic) substitution for "the entire, more or ì"r, *onrn'ou.
tradition of a code, a heritage, a reservoir of arguments to which both he and I are

indebted" which constitutes the 'lth¡ee + n authors" of searle,s ,,Reply,,:

I decide here and.from this moment on to give the presumed collective author of theReply the French name "societrf a¡_es.nonäuilite I'imitee"--literally, ,,society withLimited Responsibility" (or Limited Liäuitity¡--;hi;h is normally abbreviared tosarl...J hope that the liarer of nroper nameí *iil noi u" 
.;;*äå;;ïå 

rechnicalor scientific device. For it will'haie ttre suppteÅ-"",;úäjiö åÈJüäri"e me roavoid offending individuals or prope{ namðs in the course of anargument that theymight now and then consider, wrongry, to u" por.n icar. Anà sùiiJìh;y,perchance, see this transformation aíái injuriåus òiir9ruc urt"*ii*, tir"y *n u,least join mein acknowledging the impottánce;i rh" àñ;;*d-i;ä;, rhat areat stake in a proper narne, ã copyright, or a signãrui". fgOl

The ironic tone of Derrida's mock-concern gives him both an alibi for snidely gossiping

about his opponent and a structure to bar Searle from the text as potential addressee. When

and if searle reads it, "Limited Inc" has a.rready denied him the dignity of direct

confrontation or genuine dialogue because the text is no longer addressed to him, but to his

alter ego, Sarl. The debate has already taken place, behind his back, between Sarl and

Derrida--figures who are themselves "nothing more than 'prête-noms,, .borrowed 
names,,

straw men" (Derrida, Ltmited3T).

But what, precisely, is at stake in such a concession? What does the..straw man,, behind
"Limited Inc" really risk if, in the debate betrveen "Sarl and Derrida,,,Searle becomes Sarl,
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but Derrida remains Denida? Derrida's act of unnaming Searle suggests that the death of
the author in high poststructuralism is less of a s[atement of fact about the nature of
language than a methodology germane to a gossip_governed sfyle of reading. Adapting

Austin' we might say that "the death of the autho/' is not constative, but performative. For
Sarl is not the name of "the definite origin, the true p€rson responsible for the Reply,,, but a

position within an "anonymous tradition" (Derrida, Limtted36). By effacing the proper

name, Derrida thus seems to repeat ihe strategy of the monolithic state in Afwood,s novel

which oversees its own tradition of anonymity. In Gilead, the practice of renaming still-

fertile women patronymically, using "the possessive preposition and the first name of the

gentleman in question," guarantees a social hierarchy, divided on the basis of those who

nalne and those others who are named, respective of their value to the system: ..such 
names

were [aken by these women upon their entry into a connection with the household of a

specific commander, and relinquished by them upon leavin git, (HT?ß7).

As offred learns, even before Gilead consolidates its political ascendency, the power to

reduce a person to a position is only step one: "That is what you have to do before you

kill"'You have to create an it, where none was before. You do that first, in your head, and

then you make it real. so that's how they do it" (180). It is for this reason that she guards

her own name so assiduously: "My name isn't Offred, I have another name, which nobody

uses now because it's forbidden. I tell myself it doesn't matter, your name is like your

telephone number, useful only to others; but what I æll myself is wrong, it does matter. I

keep the knowledge of this name like something hidden, like some treasure I,ll come back

to dig up, one day. I think of this name as buried" (80). offred's buried name, like her

gossip and her autobiography, is thus not simply effaced, but goes ..underground,, 
and is

charged with sub-versive potential. By contrast, Searle inadvertently yields up his own

name to the poststrucfuralist's practice of iterability, and kcomes an accomplice, after the

fact' to his own exclusion by declining to have his essay included in Gerald Graff s

collection of the debate inLimited Inc.
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The structural similarities of Derrida's essay to gossip, compounded by Searle,s self-

exile, are complemented by its author's ecstatic tone which is barely distinguishable from

the sadistic euphoria of the gossiper dissecting his prey. Derrida is quite plain about his

motives in writing "Limited Inc":

I could have yielded to the temptation of suggesting-to interested readers that theysimply rerel{ signature Event context insrcäd or o"utiging ;yr.lf û";áÃment or torepeat myself more than once. Where does the pleasu-re I-take in this repetition, inprolongi ng the debate, or rarher rhe,,confrontutiãn'ãÃ; fr;;i' iäö 
^ ""'

The conspicuous enjoyment Derrida takes in redundancy already signals the frivolousness

of his discourse, the idleness of his "repetition." Moreover, the desire to write is explicitly
figured in terms of a ready target--the scandal which invites, and even demands, gossip:

I have jrrs¡ cited the Re.ply. The word "confrontation" appears twice in the fìrstparagraph, once in each senrence, rhe sgcon! sraring th"{-:;;(;rd'iïni prrrerú [auprésent J-:'the confrontation" between A usrin and riyself ,;;¿;;;q; ;äices place.,'Is it because the confrontation neyqr quite tat<es präó trrut I tak; rl"r, rÃìingpleasure in it? Because I, too, think as rnu"rt, urüã.t that is, urrno.i-Èut not quite?or is it' on the contrary, because.l am very 
"i.iiø, I ¿dfili;y trri!iän"z nythe speech ugtt o.f the il.eply., by their rt-óturé óom'por.¿ of denial, seducrion,coquettishly fascinating undenieath the virile czurdor, irttuiing ä1Ë."ir*t rion,, bysaying that it has not.taken place and, mo.*u"., tiat at (andín ilæ) present,

berrveen rhe rare Ausrin and myself, i} does ,,ot íoül pîá¿;,;;; ËííffiLntirery,
n9t qryite, both because I have'missed the p"i"r, ;lJred him, ;ã b".*;e he rvasalready dead ("a theory that Austin did noiliué iong rnough to develop himself"!)rvhen I missed him, so rhar in fact I did not hauà-mi;ü;i";.ñ"*;.^i5ö

The giddy flurry of rhetorical questions, as well as the hint of sexual arousal in the

language of "yielding to temptation," "excit.iation," "seduction," "cqueftish fascination,,,

and "virile candot''all mark Derrida's narrative with rvhat Spacks calls ,,an erotics of
powe/'--the link benveen gossip and sex. Not only is the sexual secret so often the subject

of gossip, but "the tongue, like the penis, [is] an instrument of seduction and power,,

(spacks 123). Like the lascivious gossiper, Derrida revels in his liberating, transgressive

reply to searle's bewitching "denial." Moreover, by appropriating the form of Searle,s

"confrontation" which "never quite takes place" (a perfect formulation of the relationship

between the gossiper and the gossipee in Derrida's text), Derrida illustrates his guile as a
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gossip and ensures that his "seduction" does not compromise his own discursively

dominant position.

Appropriations of this sort suggest that at the heart of the gossipef s gratification is the

act of cihtion: "l have cited at length and shall continue to...because it gives me pleasure

that I would not like to miss, even though it may be deemed p€rverse: a certain practice of
citation' and also of iteration..'is at work, constantly altering,at once and without delay--

aussi sec, including ,sec--whatever it seems to reproduce. This is one of the theses of ,sec.

Iteration alters, something new takes place" (4o). Even a captive gossip,s delight in re-

citing is apparent, for example, in offred's parodic new versions of the .,sacred,, 
sayings of

Gilead: "All flesh is weak. All flesh is grass,l corrected her in my head,, (43);,,Give me

chtldren, or else I die. There's more than one meaning to it" (57); "Not every commander

has a Handmaid: some of their wives have chirdr en. From each, saysthe slogan,

accordirry to h'er ability; Ío each accord.irtg to his needs. we recited that, three times, after

dessert. It was from the Bible, or so they said. st. paul again, in Acts,, (1l l). Her

reiteration of the state's maxims (including one borrowed from Mam) in new contexts not
only works as a political tactic, laying bare Gilead's scandalous rewriting of biblical texts to
justify its orvn authority, but works at a personal level as well, esuablishing her reader as an

anxious gossip recipient. The Handmaid's disclosure, marked by the practice of iteration,

thus epitomizes the gossiper's characteristic relationship to scandalous material: ..Can vou

believe they said that? Imagine!"

similarly, because it turns the very text of the Reply against the intentions of its author,

Derrida s entire essay can be read as a prformance unleashing the parodic potential of
iterability on searle's high-minded dogmatism: .,there is no getting away from

intentionality, because a meaningful sentence ß just a srandíng possibiliry of the

conesponding (tntentionnr) speechacl' (searle 202). As Derrida argues, searle,s

contextual explanation of speech acts, following Austin's, is undermined by its own

exclusion of "non-serious" speech acts on the basis of their supposedly ..paracitic,,,
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"supplementary" relation to "serious" ones. searle's claim that such an exclusion is only
provisional is faruous in the extreme since, "what is at stake above all,,, Derrida says, ,,is

the structural impossibiliry and illegitimacy of such an idealization, even one which is
methodological and provisional,, (67):

once it is iterabre, to be sure, a mark marked with a 
^supposedry 

,,positive,, 
varue("serious,"."literal," etc.) can be--mi¡ned, ciæd, tìanstormed into an,.exercise,, orinto "literature," even inÍo a "lie"--thàtì;, i;cu'-Ë.maoe to carry its other, its"negative" double. But iterability ir âirã, 

-u/rrt""rã*" 
roken, the condition of thevalues said to be "positive'" Thisimptg'r#t Ëiü this conáiti,crLoipossiuiliry is

s rrucrurar I y di vi ded or "di fferi n g-defe'rri n g " rã ltruoäri 
- 
äõj 

- "^' v¡ rrui

searle's confusion over this point is the source of much hilarify for Derrida, and he

seems to struggle, at times, to keep his pen from shaking as he laughs. His feigned

earnestness,"Let' s be serious," "But let's be serious," ,,why 
am I having such difficulty

being serious in this debate, in which I have been invited, in turn, to take part?,, (34_35),

sounds regularly throughout the essay like a gong announcing each srage of the dismantling

of Searle's text ¿z ltis owtt tvords. citation as parody in "Limited Inc,, is thus enlisted not
on.ly to demonstrate the limitlessness of contexts, but also to displace the binary between

serious and non-serious discourse. As christopher Norris argues, in,,Limited think: how
not to read Derrida," opponents to deconstruction like John searle and warren Ellis make a

mistake when they "suppose that first-rate philosophy--analytical work of the highest

order--cannot be conducted in a style that partakes of certain 'literary, fìgures and devices,

or which makes its point through a skilful interweaving of constative and performative

speech-act genres. For if there is one thing that Austin should have taught them--so

Derrida implies--it is the need to press these cardinal distinctions as far as they will go, but
also to keep an open mind when dealing with instances, anecdotes, off-beat usages,

anomalous cases and so forth which might seem to 'play old Harry' (Austin,s orvn phrase)

rvith all such tidy caregorical schemes" e4f46).
Recent defences of gossip, emphasizing the importance both of laughter and marginaliry,

have made similar claims. code's feminist apology for gossip, ,.In praise of chaos,,, is a
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case in point. Just as Derrida insists upon a reading practice of "deconcentration,, in which

it is "the secondary, eccentric, lateral, marginal, paracitic, borderline cases which are

'imporLant' to me and are a source of many things, such as pleasure, but also insight into

the general functioning of a textual system" (Limíted 44), so code appeals to ,.the

un¡uliness of gossip, its (self-referential) resista¡ce to paradigmatic summing up, which is

at once the locus of its power and is danger" (104). For her, there is "an implicit assertion

of the inadequacy of [the] sociar order" in the,,contexts, differences, and

specificities...constructed in gossip out of the 'trivia' and disorder for which philosophy

has little time in its self-presentation as an orderly, controlled project" (Code lO2).

Whereas code's feminism seems to slip into the phallogocentric position of essentializing

woman and her discourse as "chaotic," "random," or,,disorderly,,, thereby reinforcing the

patriarchal image of female cackle, Derrida's categorical challenge to the ,,non-serious,,

reiterates Spacks's deconstruction of the myth that "women have always chattered, leaving

to men the realm of serious discourse" (Spacks 147) atthe level of philosophical debate.

Beyond its structural, metaphoric, stylistic, and methodological similarities to gossip,

"Limited Inc" develops this relationship further, at a thematic level, in its formulation of
"the Austinian heritage," "his legacy and...those rvho have taken charge of it as his heirs

apparent" (93)' In the opening paragraphs of the essay, Derrida disavows any personal

knorvledge of Searle. Yet, even in the absence of anecdotal evidence--the lifeblood of
gossip--Derrida sustains an atmosphere o[ scandal by inventing a nanative of illegitimacy at

the heart of Searle's posturing as "the 'authorized' exponent of a genuine speech-act

philosophy" (Norris 143). searle's extreme dismay that ,,Derrida's Austin is

unrecognizable," that "the confrontation ktrveen Derrida and Austin never quiæ økes

place," Ieads Derrida to wonden "if there is a confrontation, is it not provoked by the th¡ee

+ n authors of the Reply, who present themselves in the guise of Austin's legitimaæ heirs,

bearing the heritage to fruition in the 'general theory of speech acts' promised by the

odord professor of morai philosophy, but rvhich fate left to his American progeny, in the
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promised land, to fulfill" (35)? Subsequently, Derrida's essay unfolds as an uprooting of

the Austinian f,amily tree with the aim of exposing Searle as an imposter, an ,,hei/, lvho is

"self-made," "auto-authorized" (37).

According to Christopher Norris, Derrida is especially suspicious of ,,a strong

proprietary drive" ( 143) he detects in Searle's "feverish" reading of "signature Event

Context" which is "unable to support the fact that questions might be posed serenely

concerning the limits or the presuppositions of Austin's theory. Or at least unable to

tolerate this when it is done by others,':

It is this last feature that I fìnd most interesting: what characterizes a self-proclaimed
heir (especially when his father has died t9o ioung, at tÀe ãgËãïosljî rhe facr
that, doubting. his own.legitimagy, h9 wishes'ro u""irt" onty ãne ìo i"ffi; and even
rhe only one, in a ryrc à tõte, to bieak, now and then, the riiur u.nd õi- 

"
identifìcation, in what is here the height of identificaiion; he ul"ne srrát have rheright of criticizing or correcting his tácher, defending rrím uefóïã ;h;;h"^ ar rhevery moment of murderous identification, of parricide...Thus, Sarl would like to beAustin's solelegitimate heir¿ndhis sole critici "l should poini õuiifraiiioto nobrief for the details of Austin's theory of speech u"tr, I háve critici ,,"¿ itålsewhere
and will nor repeat those criticisms hêre." ^(Derrida,L'mited 4zt ---'" -

In this particular narrative, Derrida is well aware that he is "impeding the procedure of

inheritance and of legitimation" (42). To this end, his relation of the melodrama culminates

in a scene which further unsettles the prospect of a pure bloodline and a generous bequest

by demonstrating that Searle "proves" his claim to legitimacy by insisting, ambivalently,

that Austin both had a "general theory of speech acts" and had died too young ..to have

really had (or "developed) one" in "a masterpiece of metaphysical-oedipal rhetoric,,

(Derrida, Limitedg4):

Imagine the scene: Austin's will is about to be unsealed. Although the envelope hasnot yet been entirely opened, the lawyer of one of the sons begini to rp"uLr ..once
one has a general theoryof speech aðß...." once? we rtilfã8;Ì krrãl,v ii Austinhad one or was go¡ng tó havé one.. This "once," from a rtreto¡äi p"i"t åi view andfloating as it does between the logicat and the óhronóiogicar-orgânÏi"Ëiñå ,urp"nr"
among-all the presumRjiv_e lejrs 

-Did 
Austin have it? Iñ which"case tfr" Ëà"tug"would be more certain? Did he not quite have it, in which case it *ouïã .ìill huu" to

be. {g.v¡loped? If so,.by 1vho, with rvhat justifìcátion, in whar direction?- Sarl has
said "Once one has..." Ah! That "one": it is the moment.f il;t;ìry, oscillating
betrveen Austin and searre, who, ar rhe end of this paragraph, i, ãói"ãi" t"n"
things in hand... (94)
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By turning Searle's noble lineage into the story of a bastard son who murders his lather

and claims his throne with a few rhetorical swipes of the pen, Derrida once again exploits

the scandalizing power of gossip. In fact, Gluckman identified this very tactic, in which

members of a group "hit at one another through their ancestors," among the strategies of
the gossiper who uses gossip "as a social weapon" (,,Gossip" 309). More subtly,

Derrida's scandalous frame-story actually "frames" Searle in another way because, Iike all

good gossip, it "fits its material into established structures, interpreting happening lirst by

perceiving it in familiar patterns" (Spacks 14). Such structures, Spacks says, ..generate

obvious sources of satisfaction in gossip: both the universal delight in story and particular

pleasure in the kind of story our culture makes immediately comprehensible,, (14; my

emphasis)' In other words, Derrida's transposition of Searle into the familiar role of black

sheep functions as a kind of shorthand which shores up any gaps or ambivalence in his

argument by providing a narrative whose circuit of meaning is monologic, and completed

as soon as it is invoked.

Obviously, however, Derrida's gossip about Searle is not identical to the model of
gossiping implied by the "Historical Notes" of The Handmaid's Tale. pieixoto is not a real

deconstructionist any more than Denida is merely a gossip. He is an historian, with

slavishly historical æncerns--concerns which are rarely attributed to Derrida, least of all by

detractors like Ellis who recoil at terms Iike "iterability,",,textuality,,,,.freeplay,,,and

"dissemination." Pieixoto's masculinist historiography is ostensibly concerned with the

authentification of his sources by "establish[ing] an identiry for the narrato/, (2g5) through

a consideration of the "internal evidence" (286)--surely a logocentric project if ever there

was one. But, as Burke has persuasively argued, Derrida's own anti-authorialism is not all

it is cracked up to be. Searle's charge in the Repty was precisely that, in,!¿c, Derrida

claims that writing involves a "break with the autho/s intentions in particular or with

intentionality in general" (2ol). Derrida's neo-pragmatist bosters in the United states

have often been as quick to embrace this formulation of deconstruction as hjs auteurist
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detractors' since it serves both "as an expedient justification for abandoning interpretive

norrns in the pursuit of an abyssal or freeplaying criticism," and "one more reason to

dismiss deconstruction as a kind of rootless textual nihilism" (Burke 14O). yet neither o[
these conclusions is easily derived from either Of Grammatology or Limited Inc. For

Derrida insists fhat"at no tùne does.s¿c involve the absence, pure and simple, of

intentionality. Nor is there any break, simple or radical, with intentionality. What the text

questions is not intention or intentionality but their telos, which orients and organizes the

movement and possibility of a fulfìllment, realization, and actualizationin aplenirude that

rvould be present to and identical with itself" (Limited 56). Consequently, ,.the category of
intention will not disappear; it will have its place, but from that place it will no longer be

able to govern the entire scene and system of utterance" (Derrida, Limited lg). Burke

teases out the significance of such statements in Derrida's corpus to conclude that reports of,

the author's death in poststructuralism are exagger¿ted and premature.

Not only is the "claim that the author does not exist unique to the Grammatolo¿g),,, Burke

points out, but even there, the fact that "what begins as a confident disclaimer of the author

gradually lurches into hesitation and postponement" suggests that its anti-authorialist claims

are more strategic than ontological. Specifically, he argues that Derrida n?y.ç/ insist upon

the disappearance of the individual author in his detailed and auteuristreading of

Rousseau's autobiography, connecting "the psychopathological impulse that drives

Rousseau to write with his masturbatory practices- (124), Otherwise, Rousseau rvould not

be merely an exatnple of logocentrism, "one meeting point amongst so many others of the

logocentric metaphysics which has governed Western thought from its beginnings down to

the present day" (Burke l2O). For the claim that his subordinarion of writing to speech

"was profoundly implied by the entire age" is all the more urgent in light of the fact that

the'age of metaphysics' that Derrida demarcates becomes all the less propitious to
the logocentric thesis in that those areas in rvhich the question of w¡ti'ns ït 

"lf 
*u,

raised--general grammar, the Læibnizian projecr of the inãr*irlit uüîrTronr--
exerted energies more accommodating to a nascent.grammatology than métaphysicalphonocentrism. Indeed, in this era wé would anticifote trràt gi;rílmoól"sv, as rhe
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science of writing, would do everything to draw forth the efflorescence of interestin the sign system, the mathematióisatiõn of knowiedg", in thãõhìiËJã ia*gru'n,the burgeoning disciplines ol pasig.raphy andso ronrtiåiÀ.i'úr*'ËiËs"ring the dourand negative thesis that we beirold"heie ónty tne ittusion of r.vritingts iiberation, rhatat the most fundamental level writing was ítilr rrru.rdJ, lår"räirà?, áf"6u..¿.(Burke 133)

Thus, in response to the Derridean question, "what privileged place does Jean-Jacques

Rousseau occupy in the entire history of logæentrism?", Burke hazards the audacious

reply that "without Rousseau there would be neither a single example of logocentrism

between Plato and Heger, nor a logocentric text of any rength in the history of
logæentrism' Indeed, we might wonder if it is even correct to talk of privilege in this

context" (135-36)' The author of the confessioru has not disappeared after all, but returns

to Derrida's text "under erasure"--a tactic whose ambivalence allows Derrida to have his

cake and eat it too, so to speak, since it means that he never has to explain why, ,,if

logocentrism is all-pervasive," he makes "one author stand for 'the reduction of wnting
profoundly implied by the entire age,' and examine[s] this repression in the innermost

recesses of his corpus" (Burke 123).

The return of the author in Derrida is also apparent in the logic of deconstructive analysis

which proceeds from the insight that "the writer writes in a language and ittalogicwhose

proper system, laws, and life his discourse by defìnition cannot dominate absolutely,,

(Derrida, of Gram 158). The imperfect nature of textual imperialism (both at the Ievel of
consciousness, "the mystic writing pad," and at the levels of speech and material

production) means that gaps and aporias will always app€ar within the communicative act

which disrupt the flow of meaning. This fact does not herald ,,the death of the autho/, but

only the need to situate intentionality. As Burke says, "if authorial intentions are to be

deconstructed it must be accepted that they a¡e cardinally relevant and recogni zable,, (l4l).
So, too, the Handmaid's intentions cannot be ignored entirely by the dismissive

historian. For Pieixoto's outright appropriation of offred's text is not based on an

enterprise, say, of demonstrating how s/æ unconsciously reinscnbes the patriarchal norms

her text intended to subvert. His reading is more of a selective culling than a
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deconstruction. As such, her intentions are something to be overlooked or weeded out so

that the objectivity of the historian rvill not be compromised by the ,,bias,, of his source.

For this reason, his historiography cannot be considered strictly Derridean, as I argued,

somewhat prematurely, in an earlier version of this paper (see Johnson 50-54). Instead,

Pieixoto's reading of "The Handmaid's Tale" seems more gerïnane to the least rigorous

brand of American deconstruction populanzedby the freeplay of the notorious yale school

and by J' Hillis Miller and Geoffery Hartman, in particular, who lind in (hasry or artful

readings of) Derrida, an expedient justification for reversing the standard view of ..criticism

as at best a humble handmaid to creative endeavour'' (Norris, Deconstructíon97).

Similarly, Pieixoto's "reading" is actually a rewrtting of the Handmaid, s text; his practice

of iteration is to re-cite her text in new contexts so as to make himself the author.

Nevertheless, there is still something troubling about the return of the author in Derrida,s

oeuvre since deconstruction "accepts the author, but on condition that the critic can produce

the text as a broader signifying structure rvithin which the author's determining will is

inscribed as one factor amongst the others. The critic thus establishes a constant

superiority over the author" (Burke i43). Deconstruction, in other rvords, stages a

constant production of new critic-author hierarchies. Pieixoto's gossip about offred
reproduces precisely this overthrow of the author, fìrst predicted by Barthes, but still
crucial to Derrida's own gossip about sea¡le's illegitimacy or Rousseau's masturbation.

what is most telling, however, is that the author's intention in no way serves as a check on

this system of reading. on the contrary, intentionality is the structural guarantee of its
possibiliry' Authorial intention is the deconstructive critic's only protection against the

"auto-deconstructive text," since "it is only through doubling Rousseau, s úext into intention

and its other that the Grarnmatology can can¡e out i/s own precarious self-tdentíty,, (Burke

148; my emphasis).

Deconstruction and gossip alike thus seem to be informed by a stunted autobiographical

impulse, or at least a desire for negative self-invention. Burke's diagnosis of Derrida'
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higltlights this very point: Derrida never "'starts to speak'...in propria persono,but only

rvith a voice borrowed from another. Or, to put it differently, finds þisl own voice in the

hollow of an Other's" ( 151-52). Therefore intentionality in deconstruction, like

"authentification" in Pieixoto's historiography, is no guarantee of what Gayatri Spivak has

called for in "the invention of a reading-subject's perspective that would occupy or cathect

the representative space or blank presupposed by the dominant text," that ,trse[s] the

resources of deconstruction 'in the service of reading' to develop a strategy rather than a

theory of reading that might be a critique of imperialism" ("lmperialism" 5zr;my

emphasis)' As it appears in "Limited Inc," the provisional and temporary return of the

author seems more like one of "the various alibis that the dominant subject-position gives

itself as it constructs the subordinate as other" in order to "consolidate the self" (Spivak,

"lmperialism" 521). Authorial intention is thus restored only long enough for the one true

author to return, the monological authority whom Searle had the effrontery to challenge.

The imperializing implications of such reading by rewriting were already understood,

even if they were not contested, decades earlier, by Oscar Wilde in 'The Critic as Artist,'--

in a volume ironically entitled Intentions. Proclamations such as "the best criticism is

autobiography," and "That is what the highest criticism really is, the record of one,s own

soul.'.It is the only civilized form of autobiography, as it deals not with the events, but

with the thoughts of one's life" (Wilde 144), suggest that the reversal of critic and author is

deeply rooûed in the rhetoric of imperial domination. Critical "autobiographies," like

"Limited Inc," thus become a matter of demonstrating one's own 'tivility" by telling

scandalous stories about others.

Likewise, Pieixoto's iteration of Offred's story offers an equivalent example of such

negative autobiography, since he finds his own voice by stealing hers:

Did our narrator reach the outside world safely and build a new life for herself? Or
was she discovered in her attic hiding place, arrested, sent to the Colonies or to
Jezebel's, or even executed? our docùment, though in its own rvay eloquent, is on
these subjects mute. we may call forth Eurydice ñom the world oi the,i*¿,'uut
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we cannot make h^er answer; and when we turn to look at her we glimpse her onlyfor a moment, befgre. she slipsfroln gul grasp and nees. Às urirt"iiìåiäns know,
the past is a great darkness, ánd fìlled witln ecnoes. vorc"s -"t ã;h ; from it;'but what they say to us is imbued with.the obs.curity of the .nutî* ;";;¡ ;hr;ir-;i,"y
come; and, try as ye mly^,_we cannot always decipñer tirem piecis"fy iltn" clearerlighr of our own day. (i%)

Pieixoto's final word on Offred's text thus shows ways in rvhich gossip can be both self-

referential and self-constituting. If offred is his Eurydice, then pieixoto has scripted for

himself the role of o¡pheus whose irresistible power of song can raise the dead and wring

tears from trees. For Pieixoto then, whose methods seem to be underwritten by Derridean

notions of absence and iterability, gossip affords an expedient means of self-construction

through the textuali zÀtion of other people's life stories.

Ironically, however, Ovid's version of the orpheus story ends with the singef s painful

realization of the impotence of song and the dangers of gossip. ovid's orpheus, who

rejects the female body after his second loss of Eurydice by singing scatological songs,

could be seen as Pieixoto's ironic counterpart since he too is a gossip spreading scandalous

stories--about Venus and Adonis and even about his orvn father--to revenge himself on

love' orpheus' empowerment through his rejection of female sexuality (in his extravagant

grief he turns to pederasty as well as to malicious gossip) is ultimately parodied by Ovid

since the singer is ripped to pieces by the frenzied Maenads when he discovers that his

tune--based on the appropriation of his father's story--can't hold off his own destruction.

As w. s. Anderson suggests, ovid rejects orpheus' .,violent 
misogyny," exposing him as

"a performer, egotistic, calculating, self-dramatizing" (44,47). Like Orpheus, pieixoto too

is implicated in the dangers of privileging the linguistic/masculine ar the expense of the

physical/feminine in true Derridean fashion, only to be ripped apart, more subtly, by

Atwood's cutting satiric portrayal. Although Pieixoto is blind ro rhe ironic implications of
Orphic gossip as a paradigm for self-construction, Orpheus himself, as he is torn to bits,

embodies the ultimate reminder of the consequences for the academic's Derridean f,ree-play

with Offred's story.

If the principles of Derridean logic and especially its more radical manifestations in
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American deconstruction are ultimately parodied in this text, though, where does this leave

Ahvood's vierv of gossip that would seem to op€raûe on those very principles? Offred's

insistence on the value of context--"Context is all" ( 136)--seems to produce a rupture in

Atwood's thematization of gossip. While it might be t¿ken to suggest Derrida s

multiplication of conûexts and the ways in which meaning is never determinate, and thus to

open its own door to Pieixoto's appropriative "reading," fhe Handmaids' gossip itself þlls

a very different story. As Bruce Stovel suggests, gossip is indeed an art; adapting Bakhtin,

we might call it an art that is "immanently social; the extra-artistic social milieu, affecting art

from outside, finds direct, intrinsic response within it" ("Discourse" 393). Thus, as in the

case of Moira's parody of Aunt Lydia, in gossip "the [extraverbal] situation enters into the

utterance as an essentially constitutive part of the structure of its import" (,.Discourse,, 3y7).

In gossip of the kind Moira practices, the extraverbal situation is not restricted to the

physical person or event to which it refers, but also includes "the implicit reference to

common knowledge, common values" (Jones 246) whose silent citation determines the

individual's inclusion in a social group. Gossip, at this level, is a social communication

par excellence since, as Bakhtin recognizes, "[t]he meaning and import of an utterance in

life (of whatever particular kind that utterance may be) do not coincide with the purely

verbal composition of the utterance. Articulated words are impregnatedwithassumed and

unarticulated qualities" ("Discourse" 40I ).

In The Handmaid's Tale, Gilead's socio-political structures that largely determine the

extraverbal contexts of gossip are so extreme that every covert utteranæ is steeped in the

ideological assumptions of a particular group's relation to the social order. Just as the

Handmaids and Marthas gossip about the wives and commanders, so too, offred

speculates, the Wives must gossip about their social counterparts.. "Agreed to it right away,

really she dídn't care, anyÍhtng with frvo legs and a good you-know-whnt was fine with

Ircr. They a'ren't squeamish, they don't lwve the same feelíngs we do. Andthe rest of

them leaning forward in their chairs, My dear,all honor and prurience. How could she?
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where? when?" (2oz). Not only is this gossip loaded with an assumed knowledge of
Gilead's social structure and social practices, it also incorporates into is very form, as

moral censure, the unarticulated values of the dominant discourse.

Significantly, however, gossip as a verbal performance is not simply rooted in the

immediacy of the social context to which it responds. Nor is it, like Bakhtin, s notion of a
literary text, "a special form of interrelationship between creåtor and contem plator fixed in a
work of art" ("Discourse" 294; my emphasis). In no way can gossip be a ,,fixed,, utterance

since, "[i]nasmuch as aggressive wishes control the discourse, the narrative that initiates

the gossip interchange may alter form or content to serve the reporter's need. Gossip thus

often partakes of fiction (some people would say lies), Iess because of the inevitable

distortions of its passage from mouth to mouth than because of the purposes it serves for
the retailer, rvho forms the story to fill unconscious needs" (Spacks 50). Because by its
very nature gossip is repeated--from mouth to mouth or from bed to bed--and in that

repetition new contexts are introduced and content is altered, its meaning can never be

"anchored'" As Derrida insists, "lteration alters, something new üakes place,, (Limited e).
with each repetition, gossip retreats further away from the real object of the utterance itself
rvhose intrinsic value is simplified or emptied and filled with a new meaning as determined

by the performer. Reducing the world to a linguistic artifact, Derridean freeplay does much

the same thing.

Although Pieixoto's performance is not gossippers¿, its similarities with the posr

structuralist's practice of "iterability" make gossip a suggestive model for interrogating

Derridean assumptions. Pieixoto's academic gossip which reduces the viscerality of
offred's life "to an academic question" (Freibert 280) in order to accommodaúe his own

megalomania demonstrates the dangers of Derrida's comparable exile of the body from

language: "what writing itself, in the nonphonetic moment, betrays, is life. It menaces at

once the breath' the spirit, and history as the spirit's relationship with itself. In the end,

their finitude, their paralysis. Cutting breath short, sterilizing or immobilizing spiritual
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creation in the repetition of the letter, in the commen[ary or the exegesis,confìned in a

narrow space, reserved for a minority, it is the principle of death and of difference in the

becoming of being" (of Gram 25). By cutting breath short, Derrida's model justifies an

unlimited range of appropnations and tactical supplantings.

As David williams argues, the conditions of possibility for Pieixoto's appropriation are

already inscribed at a

level of patriarchal thought i-1 the. novel undellying conremporary theories of
language.. For poststructuralism has also made it [ossible for men to,.read,, womenmgtqqyryi?lll!"::ryt"e.to the Derridean logicof supplementarity¡assignifiersìn-
a field of infinite substitutions, as an endless íuppraniirig;ñ;Ë#tîv anottrer inan infinite regre.gs of th-e siglifier. The conseq,iå." ofi^.q;;; D;;ãå', atrackon the idea of a "centre" in Western 

ry-etaqhysics is most graptricatty portrayed inArwood's novel in scenes where the Hanämaid's flesh is"rãinãií itË wir.',
Þ.ody.in the act of intercourse with the husband, o, *ttàiã ì-r*-wìrãiitr-on tt 

"Ftti$ng stool,.framing the pregnant Handmaidin a cynical uppiop.iãõn of the realbodily "centre" through ryhi'ctr the child emerges. Thús in cii.i"O ifr" ùìtr" is nor acentre except for its female victims. (,,Wherel' 2)

Rather than assuaging such concems, Derrida himself has confìrmed them quite blithely:

"For me deconstruction is certainly not feminist...l would say that deconstruction is a

deconstruction of feminism, from the start, insofar as feminism is a form--no doubt

necessary at a cer[ain moment--but a form of phallogocentrism among many others" (qtd.

in Scholes lffi). But the degree to which feminism is "phallogocentiic" is not as self-

evident as Derrida would like to suppose.

Another, possibly more revealing rvay to regard the difference between feminism and

deconstruction is to be found in their different zones of focus. Deconstruction, as Robert

Scholes suggests, "aspires to a cerlain universality and durabiliry as a method,, while

feminism is focussed' more narrowly, "upon the notion of a gendered reader, and is driven

by a perception of injustice in the relations betrveen men and women in specific sæial,

economic, and political terms" (91). What such an assessment incorporates, which

Derridean theory does not, is that the issue of class...has been important for feminist

criticism as it has not been for deconstruction" (scholes 92). Inthis regard, the differences

behveen deconstruction and feminism are closely related to the differences between Derrida
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and Bakhtin and the respective theories of gossip they generate.

A feminist theory of gossip based on Bakhtinian dialogics turns the tables on Derrida by

suggesting ways in which Pieixoto's "iteration" of Offred's text is, first and foremost, a

gendered appropriation. Like the laughær of the male narrator of the Caquets de

I'accot¿chée who eavesdrops on women's chatter only to ridicule their gathering for the

amusement of a male addressee inscribed in the text's narrative frame, the laughter pieixoto

generates and shares in at the Handmaid's expense is for patriarchal ears only. As Stanton

argues, the male narrator's "daily rerurn to record the women's prattle...links the

production of his corpus to the women's room and the womb, the return of the postnatal

female body to its pristine s[ate--a variation on the topos of female generativity as a

metaphor for male creativity" (252), which results in his production of an ,,excremental,,,

"placental" text which he dubs "an AFTERBIRTH" (zs3). In Gilead, however, such

appropriations are not metaphors. Pieixoto's gossip, based on a practice of iteration, thus

replays both the actions of the male-narrate d caques which appropriates the form of ..the

birthing female body...[and] throws out the superfluous matter of the placental text, bur

only to offer it up to the reader, rvith whom he shares his best laugh" (Stanton 253-y),

and the literal appropriation of the Handmaid's body by the state which he seeks ,,not to

censure but to unders[and." In Derridean gossip, such appropriations are inevitable

because "iterability" works in all directions at once and can thus be as useful a tool for

oppression as it is for resistance.

A Bakhtinian model of gossip, however, is particularly suited to an examination of

women's talk þcause the carnivalesque already possesses momentum in the direction of

subversion due to its inscription within a class-based politics. Thus, in the wake of the

academic's erasure of Offred's body, her orvn utterance, "Context is all," surfaces as a

Bakhtinian life-preserver on a sea of Demdean supplementarity. As offred says of Moira's

story, "l've tried to make it sound as much like her as I can. It's a way of keeping her

alive" (228). Although Atwood's presentation of gossip applauds the emotional and
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inællectual empowerment that it provides for the subordinate, it remains ambivalent about

its politics and is deeply suspicious of any technique that would rurn an ex-Handmaid of
the system into.a Handmaid of orpheus. while Atwood's novel suggests gossip,s

multifarious functions for both individual and communiry as well as the ethical problems it

raises, it also speaks to the relevance of a study of gossip as a model for socially

responsible criticism' Exposing the dangers of viewing gossip finally as "a game which,

like all absorbing games, expresses impulse and satisfies needs" (Spacks 47),The

Handmaid's Tale offers its own deconstructive critique of Derridean freeplay. Finally,

Atrvood's s[ance on gossip is cautionary in its suggestion that Derridean play may itself be

based on a highly questionable ethos of gossip that views the world as a playground and

the person as a word.
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Conclusion

Schooled in Scandal:

Gossip Theory and Postcolonialiry

Primitive people are indeed among the most persistent and
inveterate of gossips.

Paul Radin, Prtmitive Man as a Philosoplær

Over the æurse of this study of the discourses of scandal, gossip has emerged as a

versatile technique, whose multiple functions are employed equally by individuals, by

grouPs, and by social institutions. InWho Do You Thínk You Are?, Rose turned gossip

about her past in Hanratty, about her neighbours, and about her stepmother, into a

technique of self-construction, even as her ethical rejection of gossip provided her with a

key to ethical self-constitution. ln Fifth Business, Dunstan Ramsay brought gossip into

literary and academic contexts, demonstrating how the schoolmaster's betrayal of secrets

could turn the saint-maker into a Saint. And fìnally,inThe Handmaid's TaIe, Offred and

Professor Pieixoto demonstrated, from radically different perspectives, the institutional

uses of gossip to liberate and to oppress, respectively. Clearly, there is nothing "idle"

about their talk. Instead, I hear in the contrasting voices and silences of these gossips a

longing for identity, for transfiguration, for power, and for emancipation.

In tandem rvith my elaboration of the power of scandal in literary discourses of gossip, a

problematic vision of poststructuralism has begun to emerge, which raises vital questions

about the relationship benveen theory and politics. On the one hand, Foucault's analysis of

the interpenetration of truth and power, and of the determining role of discourse in self-

constitution, Kristeva's psychoanalytic destabilizing of centered, Cartesian subjectivity in

her writing on abjection, Barthes's elaboration of the death of the author, and, finally,

Derrida's deconstruction of context-based theories of linguistic meaning, all furnish

valuable conceptual tools for broadening our understanding of the dynamics of gossip.

Such theoretical perspectives seem particularly useful in illuminating the subversive and the
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revolutionary politics of gossip which are either occluded by or implicit in gossip models

inherited from the social sciences. For in French poststrucruralist theory, the act of de-

centering (epitomized by the gossiper) is ostensibly plitical and non-authoritarian.

But, to paraphrase Mark Poster, the poststructuralist critic's conviction that ,,lf one

avoids closure and totalization in one's own discourse,...if one unsettles, destabilizes, and

complicates the discourses of the humanities, if one resists taking a stance of binary

opposition in relation to the position one is criticizing, one has thereby instantiated a

nonrepressive politics" (9), is highly problematic. Although I am symparhetic ro the

political objectives of such a project, I agree rvith, and have tried to elaborate, poste/ s

diagnosis that "the poststructuralists have by no means attained their goal of developing a

nonauthoritarian form of discourse, and [that] they are even farther from achieving an

adequate politics consonant with that discourse" (16). In particular, I have noted some of

the ways in which poststructuralism's critique of Enlightenment theories of history, of

subjectivity, and of language reproduces the position of the malicious gossiper who

reduces opponents to texts and who uses scandal as a means of self-promotion. Edward

Said's critique of "American '[æft' Literary Criticism" implicitly pinpoints the most radic¿l

practice of such a technique, when he suggests that "ln our rhetorical enthusiasm for buzz

rvords llke scarulal, rupture, transgression, and,discontinuity, it has not occurred to us to

be concerned with the relations of power at tvork in history and society, even as we have

assumed that a text's textuality is a matter endlessly to be explored as something concerning

other texts, vaguely denoted conspiracies, fraudulent genealogies entirely made up of

books stripped of their history and force" ( 173; my emphasis). perhaps, better than any

other schæl of scandal, poststructuralism has instantiated the spirit of Gluckman's

observation that "scandal when directed by members of a group against another

group...asserts the superiority of the scandalizing group" ("scandal" 314).

In many ways, such an assessment of the latent politics of poststructuralism reflects the

thinking of postcolonial critics who focus on the political, cultural, and material legacy of
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European imperial domination. Kwame Anthony Appiah, lor instance, argues that

although "the post- in postcolonial, like the post- in postmodern, is the post- of [a] space-

clearing gesfure," the postcolonial "project of delegitimation cannot be a postmodernist one:

rather, it is grounded in an appeal to an ethical universal. Indeed it is based...in an appeal

to a certain simple respect for human suffering" (34g, 353). For, like feminism,

postcolonialism "seek[s] to reinstate the marginalized in the face of the dominant," and

accordingly, "stresses the need for the deconstructive and the political to go hand in hand":

their projects are oriented towards the future, positing societies in which social and
Politi$ hegemonic shifts have occurred. Con'comita-ntly it is generally rrue that
both discourses.link a disruptive involvement in books wittr a-pro¡ect iowards
revolutionary disruption in society at large. (Ashcroft, Griffìths,-
and Tiffin 175,177)

By contrast, the historical context in which poststructur¿lism arose suggests a reversal oÍ

this plot, recording instead a flight from materialist politics to a haven of textuality. In the

face of the dramatic failure of the student uprisings in France against the authoritarianism of

state institutions, European theory consoled itself with deconstructing the totalizing political

theories which had manifestly failed. Poststructuralism, writes T.rry Eagleton,

lyas a product of that blend of euphoria and disillusionment, liberation and
dissipation, carnival and catastroþhe, which was i968. Unable to break the
structures of state power, post-structuralism found it possible instead to subvert the
structures of languag"..:lt enemies...became coherent belief-systems of any kind--
in particular all forms of political theory and organization whicÉ sought to añalyze,
and act upon, the structures of society as a rvhole. ( 142)

Thus, whereas postcolonialism arises from and is informed by an ongoing critique of the

historical, social, and maærial determinations of imperialist practices, poststructuralism, in

many ways, seems either to subvert, or to "evad[e] such political questions altogether"

(Eagleton 143).

Proceeding from such a sense of their difiering political contexts, Bill Ashcroft, Gareth

Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin caution against the trend whereby "dominant European

movements, such as postmodernism...have sought in recent times to reabsorb posrcolonial

writing into an internationalist postmodern discourse," without acknowledging that "the
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history of literary and critical movements in the twentieth cenfury is...deeply determined by

an intersection with impenalism" (156). Much like the gossiper who pursues a negative

autobiographical practice, and "despite the theoretical investment in the question of

'Otherness', cer[ain tendencies within Euro-American structuralism and poststrucfuralism

have operated in the same way as the Western historicizing consciousness, to appropriate

and control the Other" (Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiflin 162). This tendency is disguised,

however, by the fact that the two posts employ similar techniques of de-centering and de-

privileging. "Poststructural" readings of American literarure are a case in point:

Whilst the recent American critical models have been profoundly influenced by
Europe, rvith Derridaian [sic] and Foucaultian [sic] theories being whole-hearíedly
ldgpted by American critics, the Americans are now beginning tõ recog nize that '
their ow¡ post-coloniality. had already provided the groünd foi similariy subversive
views of language and culture. Ratherthan the postinodernists and
poststructuralists being seen as decentering forcès, undermining the categories of a
universal authoriry, they.are beginning to be viewed as confirm-ations of ihe
essentially subversive nature of much American literature throughout is
development: subversive, that is, of the authority of the Europeãn centre and its
forms and expectations. (Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin 1æ).

Might the same not be said of Canadian writing? And if so, of the role of gossip in

Canadian fiction?

Ultimately, such questions lead us to reconsider Robert Kroetsch's assessment ol

Canada's "postmodern" stå.tus and its implications for gossip theory. If postcolonial

theories provide better ways of accounting lor Canadian cultural practices of de-centering

than poststructuralist ones, they might also furnish still more valuable ways o[

understanding the functions of gossip as a political response to imperializing practices, old

and new. An application of postcolonial theory to gossip, in other words, might expand

the feminist defence of gossip as a political tactic and develop Spacks's thesis that gossip is

"a resource for the subordinated" in new and challenging ways. Scholars have yet to

formulate a postcolonial theory of gossip, but the preponderance of scandalizing in

Canadian and in other postcolonial literatures suggests that political gossip has long been a

tenet of cultural practice.
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